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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, October 3, 1921.
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iOIi. CLXXI

LABOR GROUPS MUST ACCEPT
WAGE CUTS TO HASTEN RETURN

TEXAS CLASH

N

Sheriff's Posse and Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan; Grand
Jury Will Probe.

Jr-Ti-

After the
thta industry In almost every large
Hayes, a s. mF.V COLFAX.)
a reading ai u to Morning Journal) city in the country and labor has
a
Journal)
pit
played
jy Albuquerque
strongly resisted the downward
,
'fcre,.'it-lunOct. 2 Three labor tendency.
In the case of the railroads, the
s, In addition to the railroads
number
approximately
rr he retailers must deflata their workers
at the present time. There
,.. time prices more sharply than 1,600,000it is
wage cuts
out,
pointed
has been done, in the opinion again,
have been made, but the cuts have
a majority of members of Presl-- 1 been
comparatively light. The railInt Harding's unemployment
labor board's decision on that
road
the
to
hasten
in order
back wages to whera
e,

jpming of nationwide prosperity.
The three labor groups mention-,1are the coal miners, the build
mm mo
ing construction
The railroads
workers.
rkilroad
ust reduce freight rates all pos- ble And the retailer must bo con- nt with the narrowest margin of
roflt. . Summed up, such is the
nofficiaL opinion of most of the
j tonferees.
unis opinion naa not ueen reacted in current accounts of the
.oceedlngs for the reason that the
jnference was called to consider
nergency measures for relieving
; ' le present situation and not to
And the
onsider fundamentals.
eflation of war time profits is
as
a fundamental propo- pgarded
tion. There has been consider- -'
hie debate some of it quite
''arm in the various committees
a to the attitude of the five groups
ut at times when a disagreement
' any committee eeeme imminent.
and
Iinoler heads have prevailed
ne discussion has been dive.gted
ack to the emergency phase" f
le situation and away from the
J indamentals.
Groups Total 3,500,000.
i
The three labor groups approxl-lat- e
men. First In
S, 600, 000
der are reckoned the coal miners
i the union
fields. There are
J bout 575,000 of these, it is estimated, although not all of them
1
Je found on the rolls of the Unlt-4In the non--'Mine Workers.
fields there aro approxi-rm- ;
The latter
150,000 more.
are not piaceu m ma ntimo
daj .'cation
as the union men. for
workers. In many
11 i
have accepted wage cuts and
j isiness as a result has beenwet noro and more to those dls"

&

un-uc-

'

'

v-

their

f

tho country 0vr,
today for
ine ,ame are worklnS
wages as they obtained
, no peak of the high price pe-- i.
In- Tho contract, which
Jes tiie wage scale, was made
..tarly two yvrrt uio in! iabt hot
;pire until March 81, 1922. Prcs-n- t
Mine
Lewis of the United
' orkers, himself a delegate to the
as
on
record
is
opposinference,
wage cut when tho present
?any expires. In other words
fcre has bcon no deflation of the
ige scale in the union coal fields,
Hesist a Reduction.
.The building construction trades
ve agreed, in most instances, to
Inge cute but the cuts have been
Imparatively small in keeping
nth cuts in other lines less highly
jganized. In their case there is
) national agreement but wage
"ales are local. The period of
y,eg(

n miners

i

has brought strikes

In

point brings
thev were aDnroximately before the
last advance went into effect un
der the decision of July, lau.
iviut norlnrl marked the peak of
so
that, generally high prices
peaking, the wage scales pruvmr.At

the transportation

lines of the country are the

Mf
prices of commodities were at
'V
highest.
Views of Industrial Chic'Manufacturers and ind
chieftains sitting In the unf
.n
ment conference feel that
the three lines named should into
in steering the ship of industry
smoother waters by throwing overboard some of the surplus in wages
figures.
as compared with pre-wQuite a few of the conferees have
voiced that belief, only to precipitate almost instant divergence of
opinion on the part of representatives of labor. Almost all of the
members feel that railroad rates
should come down. Most of them
recognize, however, that tho roada
are as desirous as themselves of
bringing about a return of normal
activities and are more or less content to leave tho subject to the
mads to work oi(t. knowing that
the roads are beset with problem.
of which this is but one.
lletailer. Should Redueei
Manufacturers, particularly, feel
that the retailer should reduce his
prices still further, pocketing his
loss, if necessary where he bought
at. the ton of the market. Thereis
are few manufacturers today, it
claimed, who are making more
than a minimum of profit; and
these men find it difficult to reconcile the present retail prices In
sonic lines with the present wholesale nrices.
Retailers, also represented in the
conference, deny the retailer his
failed to liquidate.
They Hssert
that in most instances there are on
stocks of
at
time
tho present
hand
goods bought at prices far above
t!;e OB'.fft tit wholesale nrices and
that the basis of comparison thus
ew
entertained is not a fair oue.
retailers, they assert, are making
much profit today and compara
tively few aro getting the bcnefl".
of present wholesale prices for all
they have to sell.
Such is the overwhelming consensus of feeling iD t.h conference.
Subordinating its l'eellng in that
respect, however, to recognition r,t
tho fact that it is to deal with aa
(mergeicy, the conference is pass
ing by that phase of the sltuatiiii
as best it can to consider what may
best be done to help provide work
for the man who hasn't got it and
needs It.

.ist
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MEDAL OF HONOR ON THE TOMB
OF AH UNKNOWN FRENCH POILH
iJnited States Pays Its Highest Tribute to the
Dead Soldiers of France, In the Presence of
An Immense Throng, Including President
Millerand and C ther High Officials.
tS

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Paris, Oct. 2 (by the Associated
of the cause for
ress.) The United States today
which you died, and as a mark
kid its highest tribute to the dead
of respect and admiration .to
ildiers of France when General
you and to your countrymen.
bhn J. Pershing, In tho presence
I plaeo this congressional
an Immense throng, Including
medal of honor upon your
resident lV."illerand, and other
tomb."
The
American
gh officials of the republic, laid
headquarters
e congressional medal of honor band from Coblenz then played the
the tomb of the unknown ppllu Marseillaise and the Star Span- der the arch ortrlumph.
giea wanner.
A military review,
second In a General Pershing's speech made
prorouna impression upon the
;e only to the historic
victory assemblage and
brought tears to
rade, followed the ceremony. many eyes. Referring to the unknown
as
"soldier of France, dear
picked battalion of American
friend and my comrade," tho gen
loops from tho forces on the eral
said:
line, led the parade, which was
"In your noble life and In your
bvlewed by President Millerand,
death you have become to
eneral
Ambassador tragic
Pershing,
tho world an Immortal symbol of
errlck and all tho marshals of devotion to tho highest ideals of
ranee.
mankind. Your valor on many
Voice Slutlcpft With JCinollon.
fields will ever remain an InspiraBefore placing the decoration on tion to
living mothers who weep
o unknown soldier's tomb flen-over your grave, as
recall tho
Pershing stood before It at heroism of their ownthey
bravo sons.
lute for several minutes. Then,
"V'our allied comrades remema voice shaking with emotion, ber with deep emotion how yon
declared:
cheered them as you fell. They
"In tho rianio of tlio
praise your gallant deeds while
dent and of the people ofprcsl.
the
they renew their vows of allegiUnited States, "ns a token of
ance' to the principles for which
our perpetual belief In the
you fought. Dear friend, your battle is over. You sleep quietly amid
i
the. noisy traffic of a great city.
Fo-'mil, the victory is won. You
mr last drop of your lito's
gat
or liberty and in the gloribio.
ous fcrifice of your youth was
born'Jho hope of those you left beFORECAST.
hind. In your heart, there is malDenver, Colo., Oct. 2. New
to vard none, but charity for
exlco: Monday and Tuesday een-- ice
all. It is this spirit and this alone
cooler.
fair,
slightly
Monday which will establish
confidence
Jaliy
portion, somewhat warm- - among nations.
i ft north portion.
calam"You
the
fought
against
t
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday
ity of war, but your work will not
tir, warmer cast portion,
be completed ultil the burdens
which result from the preparation
LOCAL REPORT.
for war are lifted
from the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
shoulders of all peoples. You gave
fcuri ended at 6 p. m. yesterday. your all for 'peace,
but your gift
rcoraeu oy tne university:
will be barren unless a generous
ighest temperature
spirit of unselfish
arises to take the place of hatred.
iJ.?V.v.v.v.:::::::::::
Unknown soldier, to you of whom
thousands of mothers ask 'Is it my
tiiniW
ai o a, m.
son?' to your tomb which Is for
m.
France, tho altar of the country, I
,
, .04 bring the love and affection of the
j; roclpltalion
24 American soldiers who fought beV Maximum orwind velocity
wind
.North side you and the valiant soldier
jrccuon
aracter ti day.,, Tartly cloudy of Fiance,
.
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International Transactions
in

BY WILLIAM BIRD.

(Special Ciilile to Morning .Imirnnl)
(Copyright 1M1 hy Albuquerque Joiirnnl)
(Geneva, the meeting place of
the league of nations is a modern

y

i

fifty- -

icurth district grand Jury here will

investigate "the clash Saturday nignt
at Lorena, fourteen miles south of
here, between fifty odd knights of
the Ku Klux Klan paraders and a
sheriff's posse, in Vhich Sheriff
of McLennan
Boh Buchanan,
county, was dangerously wounded
and eight other men severely injured,
was made
This announcement
hero today by District Judge K. 1.
dish
the
of
Munroe,
trict court, following an informal
conference with County Attorney
F. 13. Tiercy, who is conducting an
inquiry into the case.
Following a meeting with the
county attorney, a delegation of
Lorena citizens drew up the following resolution, signed by 2011
persons:
We, the undersighed citizens of
Lorena and vicinity, deplore the
tragedy that was enacted in our
little town last night. We grieve
for the plood th;:t was willed. Hut
in order that tho world may know
the facts, we desire to make public the following statement:
1
We do not believe that the
members of the Ku Klux Klan, whj
staged tho parade, violated any law
or that they had any intention of
violating any law.
2
We attempted to prevail upon
the sheriff of this county ami hi.
deputies through the medium of
dozens of representative citizens to
to be held,
permit the parado would
be law
guaranteeing that it
and
orderly.
abiding
We. induced, the leaders of
tho parade to accede to tho sheriff's demand thut two of the paraders should be unmasked.
4
We implored the sheriff not
to Jeopardize the lives of our women and children.
5 W'o unequivocally
place the
blame fir the shedding of blood
on the sheriff.
6
Wo admire and we honor the
srirlt and the individual that kept
the American
flag from being
trampled to the earth.
7
Wo conclude by affirming our
in the
belief
preservation of
America for Americans and by offering tribute to the little band 3f
men who last night showed by thoir
calm and determined action that
their lives supported this principle.
The third statement in tho above
resolution repudiates the assertion
last nignt
of Sheriff Buchanan
when brought to a hospital here to
the effect that the masked men
would not unmask.
Asked if he had any statement
to make regarding the resolution,
County Attorney Tierey said he
had "nothing whatsoever to say."
Sheriff
attending
Physicians
Buchanan would not permit him o
be questioned, in view of his serious condition. He did not make a
formal statement last night.
v
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Samuel Gompers, labor's head, and Charles M. Schwab, leading capitalist, photographed together at early session of conference.
Samuel Gompers, president of ference, show the range covered in
oy
the American Federation of Labor, the choice of delegates selected
Harding for the conferand Charles M. Schwab, multi- President
ence on unemployment called by
millionaire steel man and financier, Harding to relieve the unemployconat
the
ment crisis.
photographed together

Fifty-fourt-

--

AMERICAN BANKERS'
ASS'N. CONVENES IN
LOS ANGELES TODAY
(By The A.narlnted Pre...)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2. Delegates to the convention of the
American Bankers' association, to
be held here beginning tomorrow
will, among other things, discuss
what are said to be the three major
quostlons now confronting business
and banking institutions of America depreciated currency of foreign nations, private hoarding of
currency in the United States and
expenses of government.
The convention first plans to
take up a detailed discussion of the
effects on American business of th
of certain
depreciated currency
foreign nations and the resulting
of
exchange,
influence on rates
which, according to a statement
issued from the office of Marco H.
Hellman, local banker, has brought
about a condition in foreign mark-t.o
ets making it almost impossible
commodltios
sell American-mad- e
abroad.
Second, the convention will investigate into and offer remedies
for a financial situation which, It
is claimed has resulted from the
failure of Individuals to put personal cash Into circuation.
The third topic to be discussed
will bo that of "the economies
which are being put into effect in
Washington looking toward a lowering of governmental expenses,"
as described in Mr. Ilellman's state
"
ment.
,

59TH HOME RUN
MADE BY RUTH
WITH 2 MEN ON
(By The Auorlntf d Tretf.l

York, Oct. 2. Babe
h
Ruth made- - hia
home run of the season today
off Fulleton of Boston, Two
men were on base.
The Yankee slugger surpassed his 1920 world record,
by five home runs and made
one more than double his 1919
record total of twenty-ninHis grand total In league
games In the past seven seasons is 102, of which 113 were
made In 1920 anil 1921,
fifty-nint-

e.

,

Order to Save Time,

(fc

POLICE RESERVES CALLED OUT TO
QUELL A FREE FOR ALL FIGHT IN
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH IN N. Y.

in language
Babel. Differences
among the forty odd nations represented obstruct the conduct of
business. Diplomatic conferences
used to be conducted in French.
but that idea belonged to the "old
diplomacy" and went into the discard when the "new order" came
into being. All of which illustrates
the crying need of a common language if there is to be common understanding in tho world.)
Geneva, Oct. 2. Language was
not only made to obscure thought
but to waste time. The coming of
tho new "diplimacy" with the old
school trained diplomat and his
official French in the discard, has
made international conferences insufferably talkative.
Take the league of nations with
nations and its twenty
its forty-odlanguages, some of which are more
than odd. A delegate decides to
address the assembly in Spanish
not to mention Lithuanian or
Fortunately for him, his colleagues are attending committae
meetings. But no matter, the galleries are filled with "press men"
What the
and summer tourists.
g
gentleman has to
say is scarcely worth saying perhaps, in even one language, but
immediately it has to bo translated
Into French and English. The same
speech is delivered thre. times.
Some of tho more unfortunate onlookers understand all three languages, others understand two of
them, many understand one and
some nono at all. Tho latter can
with a. clear conscience devote all
their time to something more interesting and perhaps even more useful.
Useless to Agitate.
It is useless to agitate, as tho
French do, for a return to French
as the oficial diplomatic language.
It is useless to agitate for English.
There are too many Jealousies. Esperanto? It has at least the advantage that none of the diplomats
are familiar with it as a native
tongue, and thus all would start
from scratch.
But it is to be feared that they
won't. Not, at any rate as long as
Ido continues to enter a counter
claim.
Yet if the political world Is to
cease wasting its own time and that
of peoplo who have something better to do than listen to endlessly
duplicated chatter, the human race
must find a common language for
its international transactions.
Language Must Je Simple.
The language chosen must fulfill certain conditions. It must be
simple, easily learned. It must be
universal not based on local or
national issues. It must be beautiful. Nobody can imagine anything
less satisfactory
than political
speeches or speeches that failed to
please the hearer or reader and
lull his doubts to sleep.
Factitious persons make suggestions that may seem absurd.
One suggests "the language of the
flowers." This has the advantage
of being easily picked up, as hardly
a week passes that Dolly Dimples
In her column of advice to the lovesick doesn't give a complete grammar and dictionary of it. Shakespeare makes Ophelia tell us something about it, too. Diplomacy
could raadily make use of all the
flower3 as substitutes for its present verbal flowers of speech all
except, perhaps, pansies that for
Of course flowers have
thought.
a rival the postage stamp. Placed
side
up in the upper right-han- d
right
corner of the envelope it
means "I hope this letter will
ien.th you." A two-cestamp on
a letter to a friend in Europe signifies "You are richer thati I em,"
and so tho variations are infinite.
No Reason for lllvalry.
There Is no reason, however, why
there should be any rivalry between these two methods of communication.
They both could 'b9
adopted and would supplement
sent
each otner. It
M. Briand a letter with one franc
75
and
postage due, it would mean
"Germany will pay."
It Briand replied by sending the
British premier a sprig of poison
Ivy the interpretation! would be "I
cK,;,,
you like this clinging vine."
A cactus pad would mean, "I hope
you get tho point." The retort
might be a pint of chokcberrles.
Then, there Is, of course, the
language of love, which poets ay
is the same the world over. However, that may be it is difficult to
see, with international relations
what they are these days, how It
would he much help.
Plight of Little Nations.
The little nations are in a rather
pathetic plight. They are for the
most part strong for the league,
because it gives them at least fln
illusion of sitting down at a round
table of powers. But actually, 13
rethings have turned out, they ammind one rather of a socially
bitious man who succeeds In getting Into a "swell" club where he
hopes to rub elbows with the great,
only to find that all of the society
leaders, high financiers and othir
notables rarely come around and
that when they do It Is Just to nod
to a crony her and there and depart. The only way the little fellow can get Into conversation with
them is to pretend to take the
wrong hnt In tho cloak room or
tContinued on Pugu Two.).
d

One Man Is Alleged to Have Been Killed By Being Hit Over
the Head With a Candlestick in the Hands of a Priest;

Physician Says He May Have Died From a Heart Attack; Dispute Over a Debt Is Said By Members to Have
Started the Row.
(Bt TUK ASSOt
New York, Oct. 2. Services in
the Greek orthodox church at 155
Cedar street, this noon, were broken
up by a
fight among
the congregation, which resulted in
the death of Nicholas VarssakakoM,
40, a wealthy Qrelk fig merchant.
Georgo .'Varzakakoe, tho
sun, told the
that the sexton of the church
held his father's hands while the
priest, Itev. Kerrido Varaakakcs, hi
him over tne bead with a candlestick. Dr. Benjamin N. Vance, assistant medical examiner, however,
expressed the belief that ho may
free-for-a- ll

fiea5-man'-

h

I.M'IK I'ltESS.)

havo died from a heart attack. Thn
priest aim sexton were served withii
summonses to appear at the
t attorney's tffico tomorrow.
Members of tlio congregation
told the police that the priest, Who
has been tit odds with some of tl.a
trusteesthe ehHKch, Including
Varzakakoe, had declared that the
church would be closed tomorrow
owing to debt, when Varzakakos
started up the aisle toward the
altar, shouting. The congregation
and
divided into two factions
fought until the arrival of polica
reserves.
dis-ti-

GRAIN DEALERS
TO ASSEMBLE

111

OFHIGHWAYSTO
ASSIST JOBLESS

CHIGAGO-TDDA-

(By The An.ocliited Fresii.)

The

Denver-

-

Post Recom-

Chicago, Oct. 2. Freak and
mends That Two Hard
class legislation, according to members of the Grain Dealers National
Surfaced Transcontinentassociation, must be stamped out
al Roads Be Constructed.
If American industry is to properly expand.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 2. As a solu"It should be made Impossible tion of trie unemployment problem
miIn this country the Denver Post has
for an active and aggressive
Harding
nority, aided by skillful lobbying telegraphed toof President
Commerce Herbert
to obtain class laws detrimental to and Secretary
of
the
building
Hoover
suggesting
business," said John B. Mallng of two
New Haven, Indiana. He will be al highways. Men out of employone of the chief speakers on legis- ment would do the work under the
of
army engineers.
lation at the association's twenty-fift- h supervision
Post estimates the road would
annual convention which will The
cost $100,000,000 to build.
open here tomorrow.
The telegram to President HardFor three days Chicago, the gi- ing, copy of which also went to
ant funnel through which Is Secretary Hoover, was signed "The
G. Bonfils." It
poured a largo part of tho prod- Denver Post, by F.
uce of agricultural America, will follows: the benefit of unemployed
"For
be the headquarters of 2,000 of the labor, why not start two national
association's 5,000 members.
one running from the
the problem of class legisla- highways,
Atlantic; to tho Pacific,- tho other
which
is
tion
characterized
by from Canada to the gulf, to be
Charlea Quinn, secretary-treasurelocated by some commission, and
and other officers of the associa- constructed
under the supervision
tion as an enemy of normal indus- of army engineers;
to be comconvention
trial conditions, the
the
pleted within two years of done
will consider transportation, South time
be
irnifit
started? This
American trado development, in- some day, why not now? No
ternational finance' and means of
wnulil nleaso the peoplo
Lso
overcoming unemployment.
much, stimulate values so great- Finance will be discussed
by ly and disseminates
me muiiey
David It. Forgen, president of tho where It is so much
needed
National
Chicago. among the very people who are
City bank,
Problems, bearing directly on
Please
now seeking employment.
and tha grain trade will
careful
this
suggestion
be treated by President Joseph P. give
In Its
so
much
has
It
Griffin of the Chicago Board of thought,
favor that it will meet an immeTrado, B. R. Clement, Waco, Tex., diate and hearty endorsement from
president of the Grain Dealers Na- our peoplo over the United States.
tional association," and Governor
is merely the skeleton of the
Warren T. McCray of Indiana, for- Thl3
idea, to bo elaborated upon and
mer president of the association.
shaped up by ymir excellency and
Frank O.. Lowden, former
the congress of tlio United States.
of Illinois, and Asbury F. With
all good wishes."
Lever of the federal farm loan
bureau, will be the speakers at a
Eight former BODY OF
banquet Tuesday.presidents of the association which
SCHOOL BOY IS FOUND
was organized with a membership
of sixty in 1895 will occupy one
HANGING IN A CLOSET
table at the banquet. Special convention rates have been made by
(By The Aociatd fVew.)
all railroads leading Into Chicago.
Chicago, oct. 2. The body
of Samuel Butflngton, a
high school boy, was
KIRKE ESTABLISHES
found hanging by a rope in a
clothes closet in his home late
NEW WORLD'S RECORD
today.
FOR HITS WITH 282
The lad's handswere tied
behind him. leading police to
believe he may have been mur- (By Tbe AuMclatril frail.)
dered, although the boy's pa-Louisville, Ky.. Oct. 2. Jay
rents held to a suicide theory,
Klrke, first baseman of the LouisSamuel's
that
ville team, 1921 pennant winners,
explaining
American
knowledge of woodcraft mightg
association, established
do
the
to
him
have enabled
a new world's record for hits in one
hlmseif.
season here today in a double- Mrs. Buffington said that
header with the Milwaukee club,
when she left home at 3
when he brought his total for the
o'clock Samuel was In the best
year to 282. Prior to today the
of spirits and laughed and
record was held by I H, Miller of
Joked with her. Tho body was
the Oakland club of the Pacific
still warm when slio found It
Coast league with 580 hits. In
on her return a few hours
tho final games of the season toduy
later.
Klrke hit safely three limes.
hard-surfac-

tfans-continen-

r,

agri-cultu- ro

gov-ern- o;

'

tie-In-

Neo-Orce- k.

Spanish-speakin-

85c a Month
Single Copies 6c

EARTH TREMORS

ies Clashed in Battle.

MODERN RaDEL

Human Race Must Find a
C6mmon Tongue for Its

?

President Reviews U. S. Marines Where Once the Union and Confederate Arm-

IS

8

S

New

NATIONS

3 TRANSLATIONS OF
ADDRESSES REQUIRED

?

Pr..)

LEAGUE

in Language
Differences
Among the Forty Odd Nations Represented Obstruct
Conduct, of Business,

S

(By The AmeMed
vvaco, lexas, uci. i.

OF THE

or' Mall,

HARDING VOICES
3 UTAH HAMLETS
STRONG PRAISE
OF DEVIL DOGS AfiE DAMAGED B!

MEETING PUCE

A

earaV,

ERSHIRG LAYS CONGRESSIONAL

.1

Waco, Tex.. Oct. 2. Coun- ty Attorney F. It. Tiorpy here
liito today refused the dc- ma lid of a committee of one
3 hundred lending Lorena clti- wnB, thut lio file complaints
against Sheriff Mob Buehnnan and Deputy Sheriff Bur- connection
last
with
ton. in
S
night's fight at IOrenn be- S tweon
iMirndliiK
knights of
the ' ' Klux Klnn and a blier- in
which
ten men
e,
If
k.mnded, three perhaps
11.. anlil a (i"tll iwl iitrv
A
X? .tgntion would be started
r,y 'j - nec. ,

EDITION

Dally by Carrier

OF

Rail-- t
era, Building Trades Workers and
td Employes Will Have to Deflate Their Fight Occurs Between

Prices More Sharply Than Yet
Mrs.
Members of the Unemploy- the mei jeen Done,
dencf it Conference Believe.

iowat

to Relieve Unemployment

SEVERELY HURT

OF PROSPERITY, SAYS COLFAX
yllr

'Capital'diid 'Labor' Meet

9 PERSONS ABE

CITY

(By The AinurlnlnJ

LASTING

Fre.)

2 DAYS

Wilderness nun, Va., Oct. J.
On the Virginia hills, where once,
the union and confederate
armies Property Loss By Earthclashed In the battle of the Wildernd
quakes at Richfield,
ness, President Harding today reMonroe
Placed
at
viewed a field force of
marines
More
and voiced his pride In them as an
effective factor in the defense of
a reunited nation.
ALL BRICK AND STONE
Infantry, artillery and
many
BUILDINGS ABANDONED
special units were represented
among the li.OOO men who marched
in formal parade before the president at tho conclusion of his Fearful Suspense Which Has
week-en- d
visit here to witness the
Gripped the People of the
maneuvers of tho marine east
coast expeditionary force. As the
Region Is Disappearing;
rigid ranks of brown went by, he
turned many times to the staff of, Nobody Injured,
ficers about him to express his re(Hy Tbe Asuorlntrd FrrM.)
spect and admiration.
A half hour earlier nt the conSalt Lako City, Utah, Oct. 2.
clusion of church services in a After more ihan
fifty hours of
natural amphitheater on the mashocks and al
neuver grounds, Mr. Harding had
voiced even stronger praiso
the
trembling,
for most continuous
tho "devil dogs."
seismic disturances at Itlchfield,
At the invitation of Brig, Gen. Elsinore and
Monroe, 120 mile
Smedley Butler, commanding the south of Salt Lake City has subexpeditionary force, he mounted a sided. Property damage at Els
military truck which had served nore and Monroe
as the chaplain's pulpit, and said: more than J100.000.is estimated at
"General Butler has asked me
The exodus of residents from the
to stand before yon for a moment three
towns south of here, near tht
mainly that we shall be better ac- center of disturbance, continued
quainted, because It is our lot to throughout the day. Those who'
servo together, and I have
only have not left
Mon
taken tho platform to say how roe have taken Elsinore and
refuge in frame
much I have been Inspired this
and haymows, abandonmorning by meeting in worship, buildings
every brick and stone structure
and to say how very great our Joy ing
In the towns because of fear of in- is In being in camp with you.
of additional shaking.
"I shall not exaggerate a slnglo Jury in case
sessions were to resume
word when I tell you that from at School
Elsinore
Monday, the school
my boyhood to the present hour,
I have always had a very pro- building there being deemed safe
several thousand dollars
found regard for the United States despite the
marines and I am leaving camp damage to it, occasioned by tho
shock.
first
today with my regard
strengthWith the elapse of twenty-fou- r
ened and a genuine affection adIn
ded.
chief In hours wllh no recurrence of the
No commander
the world could have a greater pride shocks, the fearful suspense which
in, or a greater affection for an had gripped the people in this rearm of national defense than I gion was noticeably disappearing,.
have come to have for you in this and those who had taken, refuge
here were talking tonight of remore intimate contact.
turning to their homes In Monroe
that Land
"My pleasure is genuine
Elsinore.
I could be one of you In this splenNot a brick or stone structure
did camp on historic American
remains Intact in either Elsinore
ground."
or Monroe, It Is said, and several
Ijoavpd for Washington.
residences
and business houses are
wOio
also
With Mrs. Harding,
had Bpent the night under can- total wrecks.
No personal Injuries have been
vas at the marine camp, the president left at noon for Washington recorded ns a result of the two
Incondays' shaking and continued quiet
by automobile. Despite the
veniences of camp life. Mr. and since has given rlso to the belief
Mrs. Harding slept r.cll In the that the faulting earth has settled.
specially constructed tent, which
served hs an overnight White PKOFFSSOU EXPLAINS
CAIS15 OF EAItTHQTJAKE
House, and, like good soldiers, ap
peared promptly when the bugles
Salt Lake city. Utah, Oct. '2.
blew mess call at 8 o clock this
this mprnlng, and breakfasted on Dr. Fred J. Pack, professor of
ham and eggs nt the officers' mess. geolcgy at the University of Utah,
Just before hi departure, Mr. w'io spent today in Elsinore and
Monroe, gives as the cause of the
Harding spent a half hour watchof the
ing the marine Infantry form a earthquake, the slipping
living silhouette of himself. Near blocks of the earth crust on the
Great Sevier fault, the largest fault
the point where the demonstration
took place was a gravestone in the known world.
He explains that this section In
an
burial
of
the
place
marking
arm of Gen. Stonewall
Jackson, ages past was a region of thermal
because of
wounds springs and this heat may have
amputated
shortly before his death In 1863. something to do with the Bhlfting
Fault.
Tho president inquired for more of the crust in Great
information, and was told that the In his opinion a shift of the crust
on
of an
the fault of
operation had been performed by
to
confederate surgeons in a farm inch would cause
chimneys
house a few hundred yards away. tumble, and that in fhe present
caso there haw not been more than
a quarter of an inch of movement
10 BOY PUPILS ACT
at any one time.
In comparison, he states that
AS TRAFFIC OFFICERS
tho shi.ft during the San Francisco
IN FRONT OF SCHOOL earthquake amounted to thirty
inches.
(Oy The AMoclnted Prtsi.)
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 2. Ten PETER S. GROSSCUP
the North high
boy pupils at
school have been assigned to act as
DIES AB0ARD SHIP
in front of the
traffic officers
school building at dismissal hour
(By The Auoclnttd Pru.)
when 1,500 boys and girls leave the
Liverpool, Oct. 2. The steamer
school. The boys have been trained Carona arrived
with the
today
in traffic signals under the direc- body of Peter S. Crosscup, former-- 1
tion of a police sergeant and each ly of Chicago, who died two days
day, a few minutes before the ses- out from New York.
Death ws
sion closes, two of them control due to heart disease, according to
automobile and strePt car traffic the announcement.
The body will
while their fellow scholars pass.
be sent back to New York.
Elsi-norea-

Than$J00(0000

recu-

rrent-earthquake

Chicago, Oct. 2. Peter S. Gross-cuSECRETARY FALL WILL
who died while en route to
REST FORA FEW DAYS England, presided in many nationally famoua cases, while a for-

p,

(By Tha Awwlntrd

TreM.)

Three Rivers, N. M.. Oct. 2.
Secretary of the Interior A. B. Fall
arrived at his home here today,
where he will rest for two or three
days before returning to Washington. Secretary Fall has spent the
last two months In tbe west, visiting reclamation projects, Indian
forests,
reservations, government
national parks and other properties
of
tho
Jurisdiction
directly under
the interior department.

mer United States Judge.
As United States
circuit court
Judge for nineteen years Judge
Grosscup became a national figure.
He wrote the finding of the circuit
court of appeals when it reversed
the $29,400,000 fine imposed on
Oil
the Standard
company, by
Judge K, M. Landis.
In 1S99 President McKlnley promoted him to thp circuit bench and
later he was appointed to the court
of appeals.

COUNTING OF STRIKE BALLOTS

CAST BY RAIL ONION MEMBERS
WILL START IN CHICAGO TODAY

Lloyd-Geor-

General Walkout of More Than 800,000 in Protest Against the Recent Reduction Ordered
By the Labor Board May Follow; Count
Won't Be Completed Before End of Week.

-

(BY THE ASSOC 1ATED PRESS.)
Chicago, Oct. 2. Counting of the ly in favor of a strike rather than
strike ballots of 259,000 members accept the wage reduction, but
of four railroad unions will begin their leaders have announced that
there would be no walkout unless
here tomorrow with the possibility the other organizations
joined In
of a general strike by more than the strike.
800,000
railway men In protest
against the 12 per cent wage re- DAVID SCULL BISPHAM
duction recently ordered by the
SUCCUMBS IN NEW YORK
railroad labor board
depending
somewhat on the result of the tabulation of those votes.
(Br The Awnclaled Pren.)
New York, Oct. 2. David Scull
Union leaders began arriving tocount
Gispham, baritone, and one of the
night in preparation of the
of ballots cast by active members best known American lyric artists,
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive died of Intestinal
trouble today
Engineers, the Order of Hallway after an Illness of. six weeks. Ha
was
84
ol.1.
A
of
wife and two
years
Conductors, the Brotherhood
Locomotive Firemen and Engine-me- daughters survive him.
Mr. Blspham, a native of
and the Switchmen's Union
made his operatic debut
of North America.
It Is believed
comIn
be
not
London In 1891. After & sucthat the count will
cessful
of
week.
career
the
before
end
the
pleted
abroad, he came to
Two oter railway organizations, the Metropolitan Opera company.
tho shop crafls and tho trainmen, He whs ono of the founders of the
alre.W have voted overwhelming- - Society of American Singers,
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UNREST IN THE

ADMIRAL'S FOSTER CHILDREN
LEARN U. S. LANGUAGE 7 WAYS

BOOTLEGGERS IN

CAUSES CQNGERN

Say It Is No Secret As the Quantity of Good
Is a Good Deal
There
""That
Whisky in Chicago Slumps
Vv' of Driftwood in the Union
the Supply of Wierd ConMovement
coctions Increases.
"'- -' BY RALPH BOTTOM.
BY 1L K. IHXK.
"'" (Special
In McimlDg Journal)
(Speeliil Pinpalrh to Moraine Jnnrnnl)
nipath
1U31 by Albuauenine Journal)
Albuiiueniiia Jounml)

entitled.
Ro.t Has Been Brewing.
For a lone time, of course, a row
has been brewing between the
JHowat and Lewis factions of the
riWUnern. n nas Deen cnanreu mai
the' o'flclals of the miners would
not permit ony discussion of the
proposals for the nationalisation of
VYlnf
tn nnnonn in th
Arrintn
,

Journal.

This has tended some-- 3
what to disrupt the organization.
c
There has also, ever since the
every that a former high official
'j'til the miners died, leaving a for- .iau. nf t 4 fl AAA V
Dunntnn f
ladders and their motives siispl-'clo- n
that has not been allayed by
the fact that a good many former
Union leaders suddenly blossomed
out as oincers or mining comSo unpettl,-ihas this
panies.
i.Practico of shifting sides become
to. the miners that a resolution was
prepared for presentation to the
s. convention,
opposing any negotiations whatever with former union
now acting as representafjJTjclal
tives of the mine owners.
The Brindcll Case.
..fco much for tho warfare In thp
of the miners. The Brlndell
' ,rnks which
ease,
split the building
trades in New York, wide open, has
also tended to discredit union
There was an effort at
ij?enver to dislodge President Sam-iiGompers and his entourage in
trie a. 1 of jj but Gomoers won
iout, handily In. the convention. The
tifftUrwad unions have their own
ijrrtble. wheih came to light at
;SlJlffiiQ of the outlaw strikes.
di-'-

C

leaci-nrshl- p.

ol

ijF9err"-memi)er-

think their

s

organ-

isation unnecessarily ton henvv:
Jthoy. contend that they have too
ouiany nam oracere, and that thev
tfe mulcted for enormous sums in
,Vucs without receiving anything
in tne way of bene,
Troporuonai
fits. The extreme hostility man!- tested by organizations affiliated
with tho American Federation of
.LAbor to the Amaleamated
Oar
ment Workers and their associated
union la another divisional force
in tho labor movement.
The
Amalgamated organized the cloth
ing workers after the American
Federation of Labor had failed, it
boi no. oi ine sweat snop ana made
tho garment trades among tut
best paid and most Independent in
the country.
The Amalgamated
moreover, contributed generously
to ine strming steel workers when
other unions did nothing.
Movement is I'loumlerlnr.
So long as labor is divided, its
success will be moderate Indeed
However, the prospect of any ap
preciable change Is not bright. The
movement as a whole is floundering
aDout witn a tendency to lose, rath
er than to gain ground.
GOVERNOR GENERAL TO
. v DISSOLVE PARLIAMENT
(Br The AMoelnled Proa.)
Ottawa, Ontario, Oct. 2. Lord
Bying, of Vimy. governor general
of Canada, tomorrow will sign the
election recommendation
of Premler Meighen. thus automatically
dissolving the thirteenth parlla
ment. It is expected that the
writs (or a general election will be
Issued immediately making it cer
tain that election day will fall In
the first week of December.
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MONEY IS RAISED TO
REPAIR ARMORY AND
STABLES AT CRUCES
(Special Corrctpondrnrc lo The Journal.)
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 2. Final
arrangements for raising $3,800 to

repair the Las Cruces armory and
erect barn and stables were completed October 1 by John M. Bowman, cashier of the First National
bank, and V, S. Sutherland, representing the Bowman Bank and
The state has
Trust company.
subscribed $1,000, making a total
of $4,800, the amount required to
make the improvements,
upon
which work will begin November 1.
MaJ. Joseph W. Lowe of tho
two companies of first engineers'
national guard of New Mexico,
says that plans are to establish an
aviation corps in Las Cruces. In
connection with Headquarters and
A companies. There aro five licensed flyers in Las Cruces, and a
landing field and mechanical facilities at Btate College. Las Cruces has beon selected as an intermediate station on the air route
from El Patio to Cheyenne, Wyo.
Officers and men of the two
companies here are highly pleased
o.er the appointment of Norman
L. King of anta Fe as colonel of
the First Now Mexico engineers.
He was captain of the New Mexico infantry on the border with
the
Pershing expedition. He
served overseas and como home
with the rank of major.
It Is generally understood here
that when a lieutenant colonel Is
appointed he will be one of tho local officers, which will mean a
promotion all along the line. Las
Cruces Is now headquarters for
the regiment.

NAMED PRESIDENT
OF WORLD LEAGUE

FACES TRIAL ON

MURDER CHARGE

for-fou- r

CURL C. MACEE

GIF

SPEAKER

ATGRUGESEVENT
Program Nearly Ready for
Alumni Pep Day at State
College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
(Special Corrrnpomlence ta The Journal. I
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 2. Carl
C. Magee, editor-in-chi- ef
of the
Albuquerque Morning Journal, will

be the principal speaker at the
"Pep" clay celebration to be staged
at state college October 21 by the
alumni t association of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
W. A. Sutherland, head of tho
arrangements committee, in makannouncement
ing the foregoing
today, said it is expected that Governor Merritt C. Mechem of New
Moxlco, Gen. Hobert
L. Howze,
commandant at Fort Bliss, Texas,
and Gon. Henry Kolfo Brown,
the national guard
commanding
of New Mexico, and their staffs,
and Dr. F. It. II. Koberts. principal
of the El I'aso high school, have
been Invited as speclnl guests.
The festivities will begin after
sundown tho evening of October
20, when tho students are to have
a "shirt tall" parade In Las Cruces.
A huge bonfire is to bo built at
Main and Griggs streets, where the
jinks will be presented by a comAfterward
pany of entertainers.
the students will be entertained at
movleland.
The official celebration will begin at 11 o'clock the morning of
October 21. with an address by Mr.
Magee, who suggested the "Pep"
day Idea when he was here early
last Juno as the principal speaker
at the college commencement day
exercises. Following the address
there will be a lunchoon at which
fifteen
prima beeves, a ton o!
bread, rolls and beans and caldrons
of coffee are to figure in the menu.
After luncheon President Kent
and members of the faculty will
escort tho visitors on a tour of the
buildings at state colgrounds
lege. Promptly at S o'clock the
football teams of tho New Mexico
Military institute at Roswell and
the state 6ollege will meet in a test
of skill, strength and endurance.
The game will be followed by a
college dance at the gymnasium
and a military ball at the Las
Cruces armory. 'A band of twenty
pieces from Fort Bliss will furnish
tho music at the ball.
Officers of the Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce and the Dona
Ana county farm bureau will invite tho chambers of commerce
and farm bureaus in New Mexico
and at El Paso and towns in northern Texas and the high schools at
El Paso, Alamogordo, Lordsburg,
Silver City, Deming
and Hot
Springs to send representatives to
Las Cruces to participate in tho
celebration.

(By The Annorlfttrd

M. Karnebeck.

MEETING PLACE OF
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Minister M. Karnebeck of Holland bus been elected new presiIS A MODERN BABEL
dent of the league of nations, now

at

Geneva.

Continued from Page One.)
elso to say "I beg your pardon, are
you usinrf this magazine?"
,
Hard On the femall Fry.
Tho big follows at Geneva always seem to be thinking of something olso. Most of them act as if
they were expecting a telephone
call (perhaps from Washington)
that might take them away at any
moment, ft is hard on the small
fry, who would like to settle down
for a nice long comfortable chat.
Of course it the small nations
were also invited to the Washington conference it would not be go
bad. But having got into this
much advertised club, they find
that all the most prominent members have gone and formed a more
exclusive club of their own.
It's not very clubby "of them, to
say tho least,

partment. The band is all of new
material but it is expected that a
showing will be made in about two
weeks.
Dean John H. Vaughan, head
of the department of general science who has been 111 for the past
two weeks, Is still sick at his home
and is unable to attend his work.
Tho sophomore
and freshman
classes of the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
entertained each other at a dance
Refreshments
Saturday evening.
were served,
A very delightful dance was given at the armory in Las Cruces
Kifh industries of California,
Friday evening with Victor Von
Schooler and Donald Trice as both In valuii and volume, exceed
those of any other state,
hosts,
A

For over 5C years Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription has helped thousands of
women, to better health, greater strength,
brighter spirits, better looks. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, (in tablet or liquid
form) helps women to retain their youthful looks because it removes the cause of
most of the' troubles peculiar to women.
tonic invigorating
It is a
g
which has been so
and

Vrr.)

Redwood City, Calif., Oct. 2.
William A. Hightowor, whose trial
on a charge of murdering the Rev.
Father Patrick E. Hcslln. a Catholic priest of Colma, opens here tomorrow, seemed nervous and
tonight and told official's at
the county Jail whore he is held,
that he dreaded the ordeal.
It was Ilightower who early last
August led San Francisco
police
and newspaper men to a shallow
grave at Salada beach, a desolate
spot north of here, where the
priest's body was found. High-towsaid he discovered tho grave
through Information given him by
a woman called Dolly Mason, and
that he disclosed it to gain rewards offered for recovery of the
priost's body. The police declared
"Dolly Mason" was a mythical
personage and charged Hlghtower
with murder.
Father Heslln's
housekeeper
said Hlghtower closely resembled
a man who took the priest from
his homo at night to an unknown
destination on the pretext that a
dying man desired spiritual consolation.
counsel, however,
Hightower's
announced recently that Dolly Mason was a real person and had
beon traced to Oakland and San
Francisco. A subpoena for her
appearance as a defense witness
was issued recently but has not
been served.
Search of the Italian quarter of
San Francisco was started today
for Marie Bianchl, wanted as a
witness for the state, who has
been reported as missing from her
home for sevoral days past.

-

non-alcoho-

health-restorin-

er

V PEAKSOV IS ACQl'lTTED.
Tucumcarl, N. M., Oct. 2. A
verdict of acquittal was rendered
In the case of tho state vs. Tom
Pearson, charged with the killing
ot Charles Hendriekson at Jordan.
N. M In August, tried here at the
present term of court. H. A. Klker,
former district attorney, was counsel for the defense.

Makes

Weak

Women

Strong

successfully used by American womanhood.
Beaumont, Texas. "One of my sisters
became quite a sufferer periodically and
would have fainting spells. She doctored
but did not improve. Then, three years
ago, a friend advised her to try Dr.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It helped
her right away and she has been in a
healthier condition ever since that time.
"I would never hesitate a moment in
recommending Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription to all young girls who suffer, I
have such great confidence in it, seeing
how it helped her." MRS. M. E. BRAM-ME1970 Harrison Ave.
R,

TRY THIS FOK IXDIGESTION
Foley Cathartlo Tablets are Just
the thing for constipation.
Their
action is wholesome and thorough
without griping.
ly
cleansing,
nausea or Inconvenience.
They
banish headache, billousnoss, bloating, gas, bad breath, coated tongue
and other symptoms of disordered
Mrs. II. J. Marchard,
digestion.
36
Lawrence St., Salem, Mass,
writes:
"I used Foley Cathartic
Tablets .for constipation with good
results. I keep them in the house,"
Sold everywhere.
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C. H. CARNES
SPHtHAI IK'I IN (HUI.AB
Klir lUtrj'ION
107 & Fourth.
Phone 1057--
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PRINTERS
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc
HillrltiHkFr

2100 B. Bfwnd St.

The Gill patented lock-ste- p
leakless Joint stays Icaklcss even
after It opens 8 to
as a result of cylinder wear.
N ithlng can get past Gill Piston
Rings.

BINDERS
STATIONERS

I

aol htrlrirra
lei. 1017--

208 Wart Gold Ave.

In'-h-

Gill Piston Ring Co.
(Xntral. Phone

700 W.

C71-

LUMBER

PAINT.'
CrVIENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
m noimu nitsi street
GLASS,

The White House and your house
We guarantee ARCOLA to warm any small home ta
sur larger heating plants warm mansions,
perfectly
clubs, cathedrals, and even the White House itself

a

ad

fJERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATEp
STATE COLLEGK.
The first dance of the season
was hold in the college gymnasium Wednesday
This
evening.
dance was given for the benefit
of the 1921 Aggies football train-in- g
table and there was a great
number of Las cruces couples out
besides tho college students.
Miss Mary B. Richardson, state
home demonstration agent for the
state extension service of the col
lege, has returned to the home office after a week's trio into Luna
county where she conducted several demonstrations.
A college band is being formed
by the students of the college un
der the direction of Dr. Herman
1 Morton, head of tho music de

V'

The seven little McCuIlys on their way to school
Last June these seven children had seven different surnames nil
Russian. Now these seven little children are all sumamcd MeCully.
It's a good American name, their foHtcr father being Admiral N, S.
MeCully of the U. S. navy, and the children are rapidly learning the
American language and ways. Their parents were all killed in ths
world war or in the Bolshevik revolution.

American railroads own approximately 2,428,049 freight cars.
240 passenger
cars and 68,802
locomotives, passenger cars and in session
over 252,571 miles of track.

6,.

(By The Auoclated Trcu.)
New York, Oct. 2. Refusing to
conform to the edict of the majority
and move in "out of the rain," a
handful of men too few, almost, to
of passersby in
attract
tho crowded
thoroughfare still
congregate dally In Broad street
during stock exchange hours to buy
the unlisted wares of the street
broker.
These men, with a circle of poses
to ward off traffic, are the last visible remnants of the outside curb
market which for a half century
personified Wall street end American "high finance" in the minds of
millions of pocple.
Removal of most of the curb
brokers Into their handsome new
building on Trinity place, facing
the tiny cemetery of Trinity church,
left a gulf of strangely novel silence in the heart of the financial
district which only time cuu
bridge with new forms of activity.
of the
The noisy confusion
excited
throng of traders and their
shouting customers has vanished.
Hundreds of windows overlooking
the curb now stare back blankly at
the chance tourist who wanders
Scores
into the financial district.
ot drawn blinds betray theltbsence
of tenants in offices which six
months ago rented out the privilege
ot occupying a square foot or so of
or five hunwindow space
dred dollars a year.
Indoors
moved
Since the curb
most of these windows have been
vacant. Only occasionally now a
man appears at one of them to
vanish again efter a mournful Inspection of the. quiet street below,
The "sign language," the delight
and wonder of sightseers In the
curb,
palmiest days of the outside means
has fallen into disuse as a
of conveying buying and selling
orders from the windows to trad-so
Business is,
ers in the street.
dull now, the few remaining street
brokers say, that orders may bs
communicated hy word of mouth-Evethe faithful few who stuck
to their old rendezvous when the
others moved away are not left n
of their
undisputed possession
"market." Property owners along
several
Broad street,
including
office
great financial concerns vand
to have
buildings. .,.are seeking
them declared a public nuisance in-by
the courts and forbidden by
junction to ply their trade in the
street. The suits are directed a
the Curb Stock and Bond Market
Inc., the name assumed by the recol
maining traders when their New
leagues withdrew to form the
Ylrk Curb Market.
District Attorney Edward Swann
has announced his intention of assisting in the move to eradicate the
last traces of the old curb.
the-notl- ce

.1

in tne
delicious

-

alleys and on side streets and conhimself or herself with
tent
weird concoctions of killing, tinted moonshine or diluted alcohol
made by manufacturers of barbers'
supplies, tinctures and extracts,
etc.
This is the statement of John J.
Jellaner, prohibition enforcement
officer of Illinois. But the demand docs not diminish and even
the flapper's vanity box is not
without its shot of synthetic gin,
Jellander is gathering his forces
against the new element as well
as "tho big fellow" but the task
ahead of him is a big one.
Ijct tho Government Bo It.
"Let the government do it" has
been tho motto of Illinois officialdom. The federal staff numbers
only fifty agents and investigators.
is
The
given them
meager. A host of impostors, uscriminals
posing
ually well known
as government officers, have by
wholesale shake downs given the
staff an unenviable reputation. The
lawful staff is beset with temptations that surround bootlegging
Imbedded in and protected by politics and tho life this personnel
loads on $15 a month salary from
Uncle Sam Is the life of a $15
bank cierk turned loose in the
vaults of a mint.
As the quantity of good whiskey
in Chicago has dwindled, the numenber of "substantial citizens"
gaged in supplying clubs, clubs
members and a clientele of busimen and
ness and professional
politicians, has diminished proporis
A
increase
daily
tionately.
to
in bootleggers unable
speak more than a few English
who
words.
Grimy Europeans
would otherwise be shining shoes,
streets,
sweeping
rustling baggage,
or cobbling, form a long line of
law breakers ptcked up in alleys
back of hotels and In the vicinity
of railroad stations and brought In
for questioning.
;ood Liquor Plentiful.
Despite the loss of prestige that
has attended a certain falling off
In sales of good liquor it has by
no means passed out of existence.
Most quantities of bonded stuff
now are brought in from other
states. A fleet of auto trucks is
operating from various Kentucky
points and a steady stream of contraband fluid passes through that
well known sieve, the Petrolt rivto points
er, and is reconsigned
here and beyond. Apparently the
fact that Ontario has gono dry
has not materially affected business of bootleggers operating on
the frontier.
Bootlegging under the protection
of the police has and continues to
menace the city. Its root extends
to cliques of politicians allied with
the political faction in power and
the protection achieved has come
who
from tho ward politicians
have control of numerous precincts.
Hundreds of police have been used
to guard and protect booze shipments. Many police thus engaged
have finished the night's work by
stealing the booze shipments they
were guarding.
They now fear
Chief of Police Fitzmorris, who has
sworn to take off the badge of any
policeman implicated and to take
It before his trial.
Pishonesty is not confined to the
police alone, it certain public officials who should know what they
are talking about are believed. If
an Investigation were started at
the federal building you would see
lots of people Jumping out of the
windows, said one public official
whose sources of information are
many and varied.
Saloons Sell Openly.
The saloons continue to sell more
or less openly what is gulped down
mayhap a bit feai&illy, under the
name of good liquor. In the maa
jority of cases, it is nothingas but
such.
colored concoction hawked
sell diluted
A few cafes still
drinks, but only a few. Generally
to carry "hip"
It is necessary
liquor on parties or to deal with
one's favorite bootlegger-waite- r.
The young crowd, flappers and
their escorts are perhaps the most
trailers" and
"hooch
thorough
their success is evident on every
gilded dance floor and in every
public dance hall In the city. There
was a time when a likely poking
four cylinder bus would attract
boulevard vamps taking the air,
but now the common question is
not "where to" but "got anything
aboard?" The youngster affects a
liking for gin, or what has come
to be known as gin, a white fluid
passing under the name, often reIt appears
poses in the reticule.
that most of the stuff is made
from Juniper oil, but few can distinguish that fact who Jiave not
had access to a cellar ot honest
liquors.
Bootleg whiskey in Chicago has
revamped that old saying "Cher-che- z
la femmo" to "Find the bootleggers" in the case of many mur.
der mysteries and other major
crimes. In fact, the latter appear
to originate in a bottlo of new
The more
liquor.
spectacular
tragedies are continually
being
to
found
have a conneotion with
the whisky that crazes.

HIGHTOWER

Property Owners Along Broad Man Accused of Slaying
Catholic Priest Seems
Street Are Seeking to
Nervous
Have Brokers Declared a
and Excited;
Public Nuisance.
Says He Dreads the Ordeal

leaders

sympathizers
union organizations, a considerable degree of earnest concern.
They assert that it Is no secret
that there Is a good deal of dead-- ;
movement.
wood in the Jabor
Neither can it be denied that there
are many labor politicians.
"
One indication of the unrest
which is stirring was tho uproar
Whjcn, arose at the miners'
in Indianapolis Thursday
Over the question of the officials'
salaries, which were cut very appreciably. Then came a proposal
ta make those officers refund some
of the money they had already received and the officers were sup-- .
ported by an overwhelming vote,
so overwhelming in fact that more
.ofteB were cast than the total to
Which the whole convention was

MARKET!

il

BE ELIMINATED

BUS INESS BRISK

'1
(Copyright
by
(Copyright
?' Washington,
Oct. 2. Unrest in
Chicago, Oct. 2. With Chicago's
as
an
oJ
labor
bonded
the ranks
liquor on the
organized
supply of
accompaniment of unemployment wane the thirsty amateur Is forced
Is, giving many members o labor to seek tipple from strange deniwith zens of tho underworld, in back
unions and
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WE
small-hom- e

offered:
1

that ARCOLA has
advantages which no
heating equipment has ever

guarantee
five t

Connected with American Radiators it will
fill every room of a small house, upstairs
and down, with healthful hot-watwarmth.
It will save the waste and labor of a half
er

2

stuffy stoves.

dozen

.

3 It will reduce your fuel consumption room
of the amount
for room at least
consumed by stoves or hot-ai- r
furnaces as
proved by the experience of thousands of
one-thir- d

ARCOLA owners.

Jf Connected with the kitchen tank it will provide
an abundance of hot water for washing and
bathing.
5 It can be installed easily and quickly without
the slightest disturbance to the family.

This is no ordinary guarantee. It is offered
by the largest manufactureof heating equipment in the world.

The perfection of ARCOLAl after years of
experiment in our research laboratories,
means that now, for the first time, the small
home can be as perfectly warmed as our lar
ger heating outfits warm clubs, mansions,
and even the White House itself.
And the cost of ARCOLA with American
Radiators complete is think of it no more
to install than a stove' for each room.
Make up your, mind to save a third of
whatvouhaveheeriftnnrf.
.

ing for fuel. See ARCOLA'
in the store of your Heat-in- g
Contractor today.
The red and yellow eard at the right
is the sign of Heating or Sanitary
Engineer (formerly called Steam,
litter or Plumber) who can show you
ARCOLA. Look for it in his window.
It will pay you, to consult him
twice a year as you do your Doctor
or Dentist. To have him examine
and report on your heating and
plumbing costs little. It may tSVO

f
'

I
I

'

AitftftwiMuiiV
iNTtain.
PmMDnnmi

InFuuEconomt

uwj

ANDGoMKmr

CAiiwimni

1

I

I

.youavcrygrestdeal,

AMERICAN RADIATOR TOMPAW
Makers

402.17tii Street

of the famous IDEAL

Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators

Penver, Colorado

"
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12 CARPENTERS BREAK THE SABBATH
ATTORNEYS FOR u
BUILD NEW HOME FOR POOR WOMAN
MEN ENJOY THE DAY'S SACRIFICES
C. BERGDOLL

dE6N$

QKIS

the sand hills at
the end of the little street echoed
with the sound of hammer and
saw. Invalids from the surrounding colony gathered to watch.
Sunday idlers wandered curiously
up to see what caused the noise
All day long

CLEINCEU
Tiger's Speech Regarded By
borne As His valedictory
to

Public

Life;

If;

and excitement, and one widow
were supremely
and her child
happy. For a miracle was being
performed.
Twelve carpenters, union men,
who hart labored for their own
during the whole week, were giving ,up their holiday to build a
house for an invalid woman who
is homeless and penniless. Beginning early In the morning, they
swarmed all over tho tiny frameon
work, laying floors, nailing
shingles, fitting doors and lnylng
the roof, until at sunset the little
house stood practically completed.
It was a day's work well done.
Tho men actually enjoyed tho
sacrifice they mnde. Laughing and
Joking, yet working none the less
deftly, they made- a "rush Job" of
had been
it.
The framework
raised a few days before and they
desired to finish the house in onv
day. It stood, when they packed
up their tools at night, a finished
cottage of two rooms and two
sleeping porches, a new house at
730 East Santa Fe avenue.
,,
The woman, Mrs. Julia
could not express her delight, but in broken English phras-- i
and in the heightened color in
her cheeks from tho fever that
would not stay down In tho excitement. The little boy, Walter, of
the golden curls, played around
with chips and sticks the carpenters left, scarcely understanding
it
it all. But for his mother
meant independence.
Mrs. Zunback, a Polish woman
of attractive and alert face, has

Others

'

Take Another View.
(By The Associated Press.)

Salnte Hermlne. France, Oct. 2
the Associated
(By
Press).
; Oeorges Clemenceau, France's war
i
premier, at the unveiling of a
f
; monument
depicting him in hla
; well known
little slouch hat and
surrounded by poilus, facing the
Germans in the trenches, today
delivered what some observsrs con-- i
sldered to be his valedictory to
French public life. . Others, how-- ;j
ever, considered it as interpreting
the "Tiger's"
into the
i uctlvo political arena.
?
The monument was erected by AWMST
the people of Clemenceau's native '
i department of Vendee, in honor of
1 the former
premier's activities dur-- )
ing the war.
"Let us remember," said Cle-- ')
j,
meneeau, "and let us keep from
substituting by vain words the acts
which are expected of the country.
1
Let us remember France's motto,
'Live in the peace of Justice, or
I perish.' "
"Remember" was the keynote of
J
M. Clemenceau's speech through- t:
,
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"Victory," continued Mr. Clem-- i
enceau, "was a victory by all the
allies. But, as soon as the enemy
was disarmed the trouble commenced in the entente.
At Ver-- .
sallies we bended Germany's knee.
Why has she been permitted to
forget it? Wo hold her signature
to undertakings
which count no
longer. Yesterday we were the
victors. Let no one place us in the
bltuation where we ask whether
wo still are victors,
"I see that somo persons are
themmagnificently
occupying
selves with safeguarding peace in
the Far East. We can wish them
nothing but success. But the Pa-- J
cific ocean is far away, and the
German frontier Is very close to
no. w ny nui iinu togetner all tne
disturbing questions?
"Doubtless national interests in
the open sky will always prescribe
the future, but common sacrifices
will impose respect for the com- -'
mon cauBe. The Washington con- ferenco may find in the present
etato of things occasion to redress
wrongs which today are evident.
"Is there anyone, for Instance,
who sees nothing In our victory
but financial defeat, who could not
make forgetful
government re- member that the ruin of victory is
the victory of the vanquished?
I am not here to accuse anyone.
Evil came from the fact that chiefs
with the powers of subordinates
wielded control that had to be controlled.
"We showed supreme weakness.
We lacked nothing, neither in right
or in power. It is not too late to
say that reparations and securities
are inseparable terms; that each
Frenchman Is worth one German,
and that France renounces nothing of what is due her."
M. Clemenceau spoke before a
huge crowd.

APPEAL TO HARDING'
TO GIVE PROTECTION
TO MINERS IN JAILS
(By

With The New
NEW BOOKS AT
THE LIBRARY
The Peace Negotiators by Hoi)
Lansing.
As secretary of state through tne
v.ar, Mr. Landing had a unique opwhat
lor
knowing
portunity
His
actually happened to iJaris.
account of the part played by
America in the peaco negotiations,
and prdcuJaily his lull and Irani:
inside story ot the inception ami
the
tarrying throirgh of the pian of
Hague of nations, cannot fail to re
documain otic of the outstanding
ments, undiplomatic history.

en

Mary Stuart, by John Prinkwatsr.(Jut of Alary btuart's entire turlulent career, Mr, Drinkwater ha
oistilled within a single episode the
heart of her tragedy and the
of her etiaractcr. He has
PRISONER STABBED TO
tiignified and at the same time
this portrait by showDEATH AT SAN QUENTIN nuinanized
ing her conscious of herofweaknesses
them ana
and powerless, because
(By Till Assorlntrd Vress.)
and cf the condition and personSan Quentin, Calif., Oct. 2.
alities surrounding her, to combat
Harold Wilson, serving a four-yesentence for burglary, was stabbed them.
to death at San Quentin penitenGod's Country, by James Oliver
tiary here today by Louis Koulou-11- Curwood.
serving a life sentence for murThe strangest thing that Curder, according to prison authori- wood
has ever written; most beauties.
tiful
message of hope. In four esKoulouris Is in the prison hos- the author unfurls his religion
pltal suffering from several minor says
He has been a great
ft of nature.
cuts Inflicted by Axton Fltts,
the
friend of Wilson, who went to hi hunter, in his time killing for one
a giant grizzly,
till
iov cf it.
aid.
f The knives used were obtained t'ay. taught him the brotherhood
r'S from
shoe shop, where the of all life and his egotism, thai
' men the
been working. The motive man Is the crown of all creation,
was not ascertained. The stabbing collapsed.
.
oocured as the convicts were filPoints, edited by Gertrud:
ling out of a hall after a motion E. Star
Richards
picture performance.
Songs of joy, faith, and promise
from the present day poets. In this
DALLAS MARINES WIN
period of reconstruction, following
FROM MEXICAN TEAM the war which has engulfed the en
tire world, there is Jarger need
S
than ever before of an uplifting and
(By The Aaftorintrd Prnn.)
faith.
Out of ths
J Mexico City, Oct. 2. The Dal- - sustaining
las Marines defeated the champion thought has come the title or th
S baseball team of Mexico City, El book.
3 Deportivo, today, 9 to 1. The De- -j
If Winter Comes, by A. S. M.
portlvos met the San Antonio team
in the afternoon, but the game was Hutchinson.
Incalled
end
of
at
seeond
the
the
The
title of this novel Is taken
J
nlng with the score 3 to 0 in favor from Shelly's lines, "O Wind. If
3 of San Antonio.
Winter Comes, Can Spring Be Far
o
J
In the
game, Behind?"
It has a plot which
the, visitors eased up after scoring rings true and yet is unusual.
It
nine runa.
ccntalns both rich humor and gen
4' Score:
R. H. E. ulne pathos.
006 300 0009 14 2
J Dallas'
J El Deportivo 000 000 100 1 6 5
Her Father's Daughter, by Gene
Batteries; Conley and Shang-I- i Stratton-Forte- r.
J
ling; Gomez and Darr.
The heroine of this book is trans
f erred from the "Limberlost" to a
'
2.
Thirteen
Oct.
California setting. She is wholeUdine, Italy,
men were killed and many injured some though precocous, wears sen
J today when an explosion occurred sible clothes and loves art and
In a plant making fertilizer from nature.
j old
shells brought from the bat
t tlefleld.
Journal Want Ad bring results.
9,

.

5

J
J

Dallas-Deportlv-

ALICE ADAMS, 15y Bootli
(Doubicduy Pago and Company).
Thu narrative interest found in
"Alice Adams" is of so pregnant a
nature, that the characterizations
are very rarely considered, at the
time of reading, in most parts of
the book. Only when you have lala
aside the novel, and are dining or
shaving, do you really begin to appreciate, thyough deliberation, .hf
extremely nice gesture with Wiie'.i
Tarkington has drawn his puppets.
The girl, Alice, Is relentlessly
evolved, and her actual sincerity
she
what little
possessed; her
amazing ingenuity, and her sov
ereign, pitiful struggle to keep
within the smari circle of provincial-city
aristocrats, are depicted
with that fatal precision and meticulous observation which so keenly are trait'j ot the author. From
the first view of Alice, to her final
and complete capitulation, r'oes ona
expect and realize her ultimate surrender. The story Is not a pleasant one, because it is disastrously
accurate.
The characters of the two Adaws
parents, and their dissolute, nifty
son, are no less remarkably handled, but their impression upon the
reader is not so poignant as that
of the
Alice.
To quote Archibald Marshall, tn
the Bookman: "'Alice Adams' is
a far more damaging indictment
of the meanness of life in a provin-cltown than any of the other
realistic novels of recent date, if
we are to take the heroine and her
unspeakable brother as representaP. G. H.
tives of it."

K

al

persons known to
have Lost lives in
fire in washington

BOOK

)
(By The Anaoclulrd
Moscow, Oct. 1 (by the

elated Press.)
Another marked
change in economic policy is an
nounced in the decision of the
econom! . council to permit co.
and con
operative organizations
cessionaries to buy machinery and
raw
abroad
materials
independent
William Dean Howells' daughter'
of the government. Only the con
Mildred has the "Lite and Letters" sent
of the eommissiariat of trade
of her father well under way. She
has been steadily at work for j will be equired.
The
societies will
months on this Important
task.
which Involves the examination a's0 De Permiuea representation in
mlss'ons
abroad
and al
?V
and editing of nn Immense amount:,
of material.
Tile book will be lowed to export Russian manufac
tured
with
articles
the consent of
nothing short of achronicle of our the eommissiariat
of trade
country's literary annals during a
Is designed to en
This
change
of
period
nearly seventy years.
able concessionaries who have al- Th
nf Pa rtmi ready la Ken over small factories t
firt rniipr-tinColum's verse since the publication ?et supplies 0f machinery necessary
of "Wild Earth" is embodied in
"""iwun "i mausmes
"Dramatic Legends and Shorter generally and is regarded a3 a
wh: h the Macmillan clded Btel toward complete freedom
export and import trade which
company will , ublish. Four long of
has been monopolized
poems in dramatic form open the heretofore
book; then there is a sequence of y the government, together with
wnicn is now tree.
short poems whicli the poet calls
The soviet announces that here- "Rcminitnrii" an in whiohchnr.
acters and aspects of Irish life are after a" meat mU(,t be butchered
suvernment siaugnier nousea.
conveyed. Finally there is a col- lection of poems dealing with the per cent of the meat and certain
other
products being taken as the
creatures of the wild.
government tax.
The official exchange rates are
Rtlll another TlonsAvMl- hnnk Im
as follows:
pends. It will car the capital title announced
"Koosevelt, the Happy warrior. anA dollar is worth 64.000 rubles:
Englfth
T.
nd, 221,600 rubles;
is
It
R.'s Harvard classmate,
by
German
4,400;
Gllman, who knew the French Iran
Bradley
warrior forty years and loved him. mark, 600; Po i mark, 15.
The exchange- alue of the silver
g
book for chil- ruoie is 10,000 paper rubles.
A
dren, "Tom and Tillle in the Coun
.
try," wm De Drougnt out mis
month by the Harpers as the first; nLUt ,inT,, A MAN WHO
n
'
Fill-iCorin a series of
Books."
SAID HE WAS GARDNER.
nelia Wright Is the creator of this
new idea in story and picture form,
BOYS INFORM SHERIFF
be
The book is called "Flll-ln- "
cause the pictures are not com
(ny The Awiclnlrd I'rn.) .
pleted in order that the little artist
Los
Calif., Oct. 2.
and reader may crayon in the Stanley Angeles,
and Hairy
17,
Jacobs,
missing details.
both
of Stockton, told
17,
Weber,
Sheriff Traeger here today that a
"Anonymous" has become the man who said he was Roy Gardner,
most popular author in America. escaped mail bandit, drove
them in
Putnams announce that "The Mir- an automobile from Bakersfield
to
rors of Washington" Is ranked as Los Angeles last
then
and
night
i book in
the best Belling
for San Diego alone.
started
all parts of the country.
The boys 'picked Gardner's picture from a pile of "rogues gallery"
photographs shown them at tha
sheriff's office as that of the man
I
with whom they had ridden.
I

j

mw '

;

f

-

story-drawin-

(Br The AminrlnlMl Trru.)
Washington, Oct. 2. Two per
sons are known to have lost their
lives in a fire which early today
the National
partially destroyed
hotel on Pennsylvania avenue, a
few blocks from the capitol. The
dead are George Mason, an em
Ploye of the shipping board, and
Miss Catherine Dean, 25, a tele
phone operator at the hotel.
The hotel was one of the oldest
In the city. Henry Clay died there
and Abraham Lincoln frequently
dined there.
'

25 MILES OF TRACK
SWEPT

;

(Bj The Aiuorlftted Pren.)
Blythe. Calif.. Oct. 2. A flood
caused by cloudbursts In the moun
tains north- of here today swept
ai mues
the
away 25 of
of track of the
lifornla Southern
railroad, and practically cut Blythe
off from communication with outside points. Other damage from the
flood was reported to be not "Seri
ous.
This section of California
usually has little rain.
There were several washouts on
the Phoenix branch of the Santa Fe
lines, with which the California
Southern connects and trains are
hours late,
running twenty-fou- r

er

'

non-flct-

AWAY BY FLOOD

i
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Theaters Today

"B? Theater "The Bronze Bell" MAY DEMAND RELEASE
with Doris May and Courtenay
OF IRISH PRISONERS
.
Foots as the stars, is being repeated today for the last time. It is
(Br The AssoclnUd Press.)
a great picture and should be seen.
London, Oct. 2 by the AssociatThe management Is also repeating
the comedy, "The Impostor," and ed Press.) The cabinet meeting
which is to be hold this week as
the
"Current Events" pictures.
e
as Premier
repicture, som
Iyyrkr Tlieator The
to London, is expected first
"Man, Woman.
Marriage," with turns
to select representatives to the
Dorothy Phillips In the title role. Irish
conference.
proved a big crowd drawing card
Incident to the conference,
yesterday, and is being repeated statements
of the Sinn Fein
The
comedy,
today.
vanity
spokesmen as published
by the
"Spooners," Is also being repeated. south
TOURING CAR ENTERS
of Ireland papers, Indicate
Pastime Theater "The Sting of
a
demand
that
will
be
made
for
A NEAR BEER SALOON the Lash," with Paulina Frederick
a the leading star, Is being re- the release of Irish prisoners in
with jail and Internment camps.
"Bashful,"'
peated today,
(By Th Auorlatcd Frew.) '
The feeling is reported to be
Detroit, Mich.. Oct. 2. One front Harold Lloyd, and the "Fox News"
growing among southern unionists
wheel was tilted up on the brass pictures are also being repeated.
and constitutional nationalists that
rail and the radiator leaned heavily
they are entitled to
upon the mahogany when Patrol- MELATTUR SITUATION
man Albert McLeod found a touring car today that had forced an
IS GROWING SERIOUS
entrance to a near beer saloon at
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Twenty-fift- h
and Magnolia street;.
(Br The Associated Press.)
".ttaaiator probably got dry,"
' Calicut, India,
2.
Oct.
The
DEFEATEDJJY YANKEES
commented as he callefl a situation in Melattur is becoming
The Santa F Yankees walked
patrol wagon to disengage fh very serious. The rebels are ofsmall car's embrace of the bar.
the alternative of death or over the St. Michael's college first
The police have not located the fering
Islam. If the Indians hesitate to baseball team at Santa Fe yesterdriver of the machine, but thev choose, they are ordered to dig day, 8 to 2. Arthur Alarid
ae- believe he was not suffering from their gravea If they refuse to em counted for four of the Yankee's
thirst.
brace islam, they then are shot runs, getting two hits out of four
times up, his blngles coming with
and dropped into their graves.
FIRE DESTROYS COTTOV.
complete home rule has boon men on oases. Tne batteries were:
Morrilllon. Ark.. Oct. 2. More declared.
Yankees Gallcgos and A.
to
the
Crops
belonging
than - 18,000 bales of cotton and Hindus have been confiscated. The
GV Martinez. ' St. Michael's
n
warehouses of the
Hindus are fleeing. In the fight- Bortella and Qulnlan.
compress were destroyed by fire ing at Nyal, 600 of the tribesmen
A. Martinez
broke his finger
after being struck by lightning to- - were killed. The British had fif early in the game and was forced
to
t i
rretire. ;
v,
nigni,
casualties.,

r
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The flavor of coffee
lartfely determines
its value. The better
the flavor, the better
you like it. If you enjoy good coffee you
will enjoy the flavor
of HILLS BROS.
"RED CAN" COFFEE

thing.

Mo-Le-

Mar-tlne- x,

Lesser-Goldma-
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They Did Not Participate in
the Escape of Draft Evader, Committee of Twelve
Lawyers Reports.
Washington, Oct. 2. A "Jury"
of twelve prominent lawyers, after
reviewing the testimony taken in
the cases growing out of the escape of Grover C. Bergdoll. draft
evader, has found both his attorneys, K. C. Hailey and Samuel T.
Ansell, innocent of any participation In the escape, the latter an- -;
nounced tonight. Copies of tho Judicial review are being sent to
members of congress.
Three question were considered
Whether Ansell
by the lawyers.
and Hailey were Justified in acceptIn
a
case, wheththe
retainer
ing
er Ansell was Justified in making
application for Bergdoll's temporary release under military guard,
and whether either member ot tho
firm was guilty of conspiracy tn
connection with the escape. Affirmative answers were returned to
the first and second and a negative to tho third, the statement
aid.

IRON

you are not strong or well
owe it to yourself to mika
following test: see how long
you can woric or how far yon ean
walk wunout Dccoming nrcu.
tablets
Next take two
IRON tare
of NyXATED
times per day for two weeks.
Then test your strength again
and see how much you havi
gained. Many people have madi
this test ana nave been aston
isheri at their increased strength,
endurance and energy. Nuxaied'
Iron ia guaranteed to Rive atti
faction or money refunded. Ai
all good druggists.

:

IS OFFERED
REMEDY THAT
WILL RELIEVE CANCER

$100,000
Asso

-

HE22KES

Tress.)

been a ward of the bureau of
charities for nearly two years.
She came here for her health In
"919
from San Antonio. Tex.,
where sho had been chasing the
cure. Hrr husband, a tailor of a
fine industrious type, joined her
here, but he too, contracted tuberculosis and riled a year aso. leaving his fumily without income.
The husband was burled at the
expense of the bureau of charities
and from that time to the present
the littlo family has been entirely mulntnlned
by tho bureau.
Clothes have been provided for the
two, and groceries and rent bill
have been paid with checks signed
by Rabbi Bergman, director of the
The widow has been
bureau.
steiidily gaining in health In the
meantime.
The idea of attempting to build
a housa from wlilcti Independence
might ultima trly rnmo was suggested by Itabbl Bergman. With
$200 life Inmirnnco
which her
k
husband had left her, Mrs.
bought a lot on the far end
of East Santa Fe avenue.
The
lumber was contracted for and a
buildto
raise
the
hired
carpenter
ing. As for the rest, no one knew
when and where the money was to
come from. The bureau was willing, however, to assume some. of
the burden of tho debt.
"Somo carpenters learned that
the house had been started," snid
Rabbi Bergman, who is deeply
gratified over the case, "and volunteered their services for the day
in order to complete
the little
home. It is tho finest piece of
practical charity that I have come
across for a long time, and the
men are to be everlastingly praised
for their goodness."
Mis. Zunback will furnish her
little house with what few articles
she possesses, supplemented with
other pieces that can bo spared
from the bureau of charities colony. She will then rent out one
side of her cottage and with the
income, assist herself to get on
her feet. This is the best sort of
constructive charity which the bureau is capable of.
Tho men who gave their labor
yesterday are: Al Borno, JohnHenHerman
Mondyman,
drickson, N. R. EH, Tom Ranry,
Joo Meyers, Llge Acton, Merrill
Davies, Charles TUnkley, G. A.
Rutherford. T. D. Cochran and
Georgo Mitchell.

MADE

Ems

Ethel M. Dell is rated as one of
the most mysterious of writers She
has never been Interviewed. Only
once has she been seen in person
by her publishers, G. P. Putnam's
Sons. There is no photograph of
her in existence, and sho rarely
leaves her home in the country to
visit London, though dramatizations of her plays run for months
in the British
Her
metropolis.
vogue Is enormous;
and for the
first time she will be serialized m
the United States In a popular
magazine during 1922. One or two
friends who know her well speak
of her as a charming young woman
with a fascinating voice. Beyond
that, they refuse, out of loyalty, to
betray any secrets.

Tark-ingto-

2

Thr AsnnHiited

2.
Ind., Oot.
Indianapolis,
Bearing an appeal from the union
coal miners of the country, a committee 'appointed at the convention of the United Mine Workers
of America, left here tonight for
Washington to ask President Harding to give protection to 13S miners
who are state prisoners in West
Virginia jails.
Besides being authorized to give
directly to President
IM POLICY Information
Harding, the committee had a written message from President John
Lewis, of the union, who said it explained the West Virginia situation
a view of showing that the
BOLSHEVIK with
lives of the prisoners are in jeopardy and that protection cannot be
expected from state officials.
the convention today wa?
Organizations at While
a standstill, various committees
will Be Permitted to Buv were at work with a view of conthe program to three day,
Raw Materials, Independ densing
with next Thursday set as the latest
date for final adjournment.
ent ot Government.

BooksLibrary Notes mmiiwm

ALICE ADAMS OF
TARKINGTON IS
ACCURATE STUDY

Three

FOR

A

(By The AHttorlnfrd Preftn.)
New York, Oct. 2. A prize ot
$100,000 for the discovery of a

medicinal remedy to relieve cancer
has been offered by an anonymous
the Cosmopolitan
donor through
Cancer Research society of Brooklyn, it was announced today. The
reward will be known as the Cosmopolitan cancer
prize and was
made in anticipation of the observance of national cancer wee.'.
October 30 to November 5, when
physicians, surgeons, chemists ami
scientists will hold nation-wid- e
clinics and conferences dealing
with the diseaBe. Requirements cf
the award call for method of treatment, formulae anft full Information with theraupautlc proof In at
least fifty cases.-

s Them Aff
appeals to everybody
because of the Pleasure
and benefit It affords.
St

AFTER

EURV

-

The

MARION M'ARDLE GOES
0N TBIAL TODAY FOR
SLAYING STEPFATHER

.

refresh-

fongest-tastin- .,

ment possible to obtain.
2

(By The Assurlnfrd Press.)

Cleveland, O., Oct. 2. Marlon
daughter of Mrs. Eva
Catherine Kaber, goes on trial tomorrow for the first degree murher stepder of Daniel Kaboh
father, who was stabbed to death
In his Lako Wood home more than
two years ago. Mrs. Kaber, is
serving a life sentence for her part
In the crime, and a third member
of the family, Mrs. Mary Brlckel,
grandmother of Miss
McArdle, is awaiting trial for
complicity.

ill!

McArdle,

Sealed tteht
right in its

wax-wrapp-

impurity-proc-

f

kept
ed

package.
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POLICE HAVE FOUND NO
MOTIVE FOR SHOOTING

The Flavor .asts

(By The Assorlnled Prrss.)
Denver, Colo., Oct. 2. Police to-

night have found no motive for
,'ie death of T. J. Robinson, 38, at
the home of Miss Frances Smith
in Englewood ,a suburb, shortly
before midnight last night. W. W.
Curlce. is being held in connection
with the murder. He is alleged to
have shot Robinson when the latter, failed to leave the Smith home
when .Curlee demanded that he do
so. Police are searching for a man
that
who telephoned information
the shooting had taken place to
police headquarters last night.
CIVIL WAR VET DEAD.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 2.
Warren C. Dockum, one of three
Coloradoans to receive the conof
honor for
gressional medal
bravery In the civil war, clieo at
Montrose, Colo., this morning at
the age of 78 years. Mr. Dockum
was taken to Montrose last week
for an operation.

Special

To

Women

The most economical cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics la

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in water as
needed.
As
medicinal antlseptio for
douches in treating catarrh. Inflammation or ulceration ot nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine ills it has no equal. For ten
years the Lydia B. Pinkham Mede
icine Co. has recommended
in their private correspondence with women, which proves
Its superiority.
Women who have
been cured say tt Is "worth Its
weight In gold." At druggists. 60c
large box, or by mall. The Paxton
Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
Pax-tin-

fan

warn
1

ATTENTION- LADIES

4

Saturday night we will sell to the Highest Bidder
a 'new $176.00 MOORES RANGE. Come in and
examine This Range, and make us an offer you'
may get it at much less than manufacturers cost.'

...:'....''

TERMS MAY BE ARRANGED

THE EXCHANGE
Buy Sell or Trade
T. L. & E. L. McSpadden
120 W. Gold
Phone 1111
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RUTH MAKES HIS 59TH HOME RUN IN LAST SCHEDULED GAME OF SEASON
YANKSBALLY

THE OOPE

i

THE' HIMTH

National League.
New York

THlM RED SQGKS

......

u

w.

Pittsburgh

,.

.....90

69
63

Boston ...
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

....... .77
.......... .70

74
75
83

.- -.

9 4

...,...87
...79

St. Louis

Ruth Brings His Home Run
..61 103
Total to 59 in the Third Philadelphia
Yesterdays Kesults.
Inning With Miller and
Brooklyn, 7; New York, 4,
Peckinpaugh on Bases.
Pittsburgh, 4; St. Louis, 3.
(By The Aaaorlatfd

Chicago,

Tr.t.)

New York, Oct 2. The New
York Americans defeated
Boston
in the final game of the league
season. A two-ru- n
rally In the
ninth gave the Yankees the victory, Peckinpaugh's double scoring Devormer arid Miller. Ruth
brought his home run total for the
season to 69 In the third inning
with Miller and reckinpaush on
bases.
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
lieibold, cf . . . . 3 0 1 3 0 0
0
0
0 0
0
0
Neltzke, If

8b..

4
4

McInnis, lb
J. Collins, rf
Bush, If, cf ,
Scott, as . . . ,
Chaplin, o . .
Fullerton, p

Totals
Miller, cf

5

4
4
4
4
2

1

McNally, 3b ... 4
Devormer, o . . 4
1
Shawkey, p
W. Collins, p .. 1
1
Plercy, p
XxHawks

.,,
........

0
0

......

2
1
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

OF

9y!5 13

ry

(By The Ansociated Freaa.)

2
3
2
1
0
0
0 16
1
3
1
0
2
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 2. Cooper's
pitching defeated the Cardinals on
d
a
field, thereby sav
ing second place in the champion
race
the
for
Pirates. A steady
ship
rain fell throughout the game,
water-soake-

Pittsburgh.

Maranvllle, ss..
Carey, cf
Whltted, If
Robertson, rf. .
Tlerney, , 2b....

35 7 10 27 16 3 Farnhai-tTotals
3b..
x Batted for Plercy In ninth.
Crlmm, lb
xx Ran for Baker in ninth.
Schmidt, c
y One out when winning run Cooper, p

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
O
6
0 0 3 0
4
4
4
3
4
3
4
4

.627
.623
.487
.46
.402
.341!

HEISMAN
PKNN
GIVES
CBIBDERS
ADVICE

Don't fumble you might
better have died when a little

Second Position.

11

.61'.

13
1016

3
4

2

scored.
By Innings:
35 4 10 27 7 1
Totals
Boston
...000 230 010 6
St. I;Oiils.
New York
.023 000 002 7
A B. R. H. PO. A. E.
o
hits Mc- Mann, cf
2
i Summary:
0
0
0
6
2
1
0
Nally (2), Devormer (2), Mclnnls, Fournier,
2 11 0
Three-bas- e
hits
2
1
2
4
0
0
Peckinpaugh.
3b
Home run Ruth. Stock,
1
Pratt, Bush.
8
4
0
0
0
Hornsby, 2b....
Stolen
bases Ruth,
1
0
0
4
0
3
Pittenger. Schultz, rf
Double
, plays
Peckinpaugh to McHenry. If.... 5 1 3 2 0 0
Ward to Plpp; Peckinpaugh
to La van, ss
1
3
0
2
0
3
Ward. Bases on balls Off Shaw- demons, c
3
1
4
0
0
0
3:
W. Collins,
2; Pler- Pertlca, p
key,
0
0
0
0
0
0
Hits
Off
cy, Fullerton, 3.
1
1
0
0
0
0
p
Pailey,
R In
2
W.
in
8;
Collins.
Shawkey,
0
2
1
0
0
0
p
1
Struck North,
Plercy, 2 in 4
;
0
1
0
0
0
out By Shawkey, 1; W. Collins, 1; zAiosmiih
Fullerton, 4.
36 3 11 27 15 0
Total
r.
Batted for Ballcy in fifth.
Chicago, Oct. 2. The American
Bv innings:
league season was brought to a Pittsburgh
200 000 0204
close here with Chicago scoring a St. Louis
000 .020 1003
Victory over Cleveland.
Three-bas- e
hit
Summary:
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Fournier. Stolen bases Robertson,
Sacrifice
hit Schultz.
u Carey.
2
5
2
0
0
Graney, If
Double plays Maranvllle to Tler
Wambaganss, 8b 5
; Eailey to Horns- to
Grimm
(2)
ney
Jamleson, cf . . . 5
by to Fournier: North to Lavan to
Smith, rf.
Bases on balls Off
Fournier.
Stephenson, Jb,
Bailev, 2; Cooper, 6; North, 2. Hits
J. Sewell, ss. . . ,
Off Pertica. 4 in
Bailey, 3
Johnston, lb...
In 4
North, 3 In 4. Struck out
L. Sewell, c. . . .
Bv Pertlca, 1; Bailey, 1; Cooper,
Henderson, p...
1; North, 1.
Mails, p

Don't go on the field without your brainB.
Don't get that "tired feeling."
Don't forget a football player
can still bo a gentleman.
Don't habitually holler "Signal, signal!" Listen, and get It
the first time.
Don't let one lntorfercr block
you off from your man; that's
ridiculous.
Don't hesitate to dive for the
runner it's the only way,
sometimes.
Don't be afraid of shifting
over on the defense.
Don't be afraid to clamp the
runner's legs.
Remember:
Offense means go hard and
block; defense means charge
and fight.
To use your mouth to tell
the others about the play.
To use your opponent to
smash back the runner.
To use his head as a handle
to pull him by.
To use your knee as a diving
blocker.
To use your fighting Instinct
and get more.
To use your legs to run your
fastest always.

Two-bata-

lb...5

3;

3.

3;

xShinault

......

Brooklyn, 7; New York, 4.
Brooklyn, Oct. 2. Brooklyn won
Us closing game of the season today from New York. Grimes of
Chicago.
the Fuperhas registered his
AB. R. H. PO. A.
ond
victory. After Now York
Johnson, ss.... 4 1 0 0 0
tied the score in the fifth inning,
0
0
4
1
5
..
If..
Strunk,
WcGraw started using
Manager
1
4
0
0
3
Collins,
substitutes, twenty Giants In all
Hooper, rf ....... 4 21 12 08 01
participating in the contest.
2
Sheely, lb
New York.
1
2
1
8
0
Mostil, cf
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
Mulligan, 3b... 3 1 1 0 2
2
3
Burns, cf
0
1
0
5
Schalk. c
1
2
cf
Cunningham,
1
0
0
5
0
.
c
Yaryan,
0
Bancroft,
Wilkinson, p... 0 0 0 0 1
0
Schreiber, ss .
1
0
0
tFalk
2
Friseh, 3 b s. .
McWeeney, p... 1 0 0 1 0
0
3b
Kopf,
2
rf . . . .
1 Young,
8
7
28
8 27
Totals
1
rf
c Batted for Wilkinson In sec- Stengel,
2
0
Kelly, lb
ond.
1
Gonzales, lh
1
By Innings:
Meusel, If , . . ,
Cleveland ..... ,.080 001 000 i Brown, If
1
J
060 100 Olx
1
Chicago
2b . ,
hits Hoop- Rawlings,
0
Summary: Two-bas- e
McCarthy, 2b.,
e
Three-baser, Sheely, Falk, Strunk.
1
Smith, c
hit Mulligan. Home run
o
0
Gaston,
Smith. Stolen bases Mosttll,
0
.......
Nehf, p
Sacrifice hits L. Sewell. Shea, p
0
0
McWeeney, Mulligan, Yaryan. Bases Ryan, p .......
on balls Off Wilkinson, 4; Mails, xConnolly
0
4: McWeeney, 1. Hits Off Wilkin
40 4 18 24 11 5
Total
son, 1 In 2; McWeeney, 6 in 7; Hen
x Batted for Shea In eighth.
derson, 6 in 2; Mails, 8 in 6. struck
out Wilkinson, 1; Henderson, 1;
Brooklyn.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
McWeeney, 8; Mall 1.
Olson, 2b .
6. Johnson, 3b ... 4
Washington, 11; Philadelphia,
Washington, Oct 2. Washing Griffith, rf . . . . 4
8
ton easily defeated Philadelphia In Wheat, If
1
the final game of the season. Moore Neis, If
4
was 4neffectlve. issuing nine passes Myers, cf
r'tting two batsmen and making Schmandt, lb.. 4
tour wild pitches. Johnson strucK .Tanvrin, ss . . . . 23
out ten. five In succession In the Miller, c
1
Grimes, p
third and fourthnnings.
K. H. E.
Score:
3
8209
80
7 t 27 II 8
001
Total
PhlladelphIa.000
11 8 1
By Innings:
Washington. 803 003 20xKeefe
100 030 0004
and New York
Batteries: Moore,
040 012 OOx 7
Brooklyn
IWalker; Johnson and Piclnlch.
e
hits
Summary:
Burns, Olson, Myers; Three-bas- e
.
St. Louis. 12: Detroit. S.
Schmandt.
Stolen
YounR,
Detroit, Oct. 2. St. Louis won hits
bases Young, Myers, Schmandt,
third place in the American league
Sacrifice
hit Miller.
Grimes..
final
in
the
Detroit
by defeating season. The visitors Double plays Rawlings and Kelsame of the
Kopf, Rawlings and Kelly. Base
batted Cole hard, with men on ly;
on balls Off Nehf, 1; Shea, 1;
bases, while Davis kept the Tigers' Grimes,
2. Hits
Off Nehf, 6 in
eleven hits well scatterea. jbcod
on led the batters wit five safe 4; Shea,out8 In 8; Ryan, 0 In 1.
Struck
By Nehf, 1; Shea, 2;
!
in as many times at bat.
R. H. E. Ryan, 1; Grimes, 6.
Score:
0
16
212
12
212
200
..
St. Louis
2
8 11
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
200 100
Petroit ... ...000
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 2. Chi
Batteries: Davis and Severeld;
season by taking
wound
the
up
cago
Cole and Woodall.
two games from Cincinnati.
The
first game went twelve innings,
a
the
out
Cubs
winning
by
sharp
DR. C. A. ELLER WINS
from
rally. Clark, a
the Blue Ridge league, pitched the
THE ROSENWALfl GOLF
second game for Cincinnati. Dark
TROPHY FROM OTERO ness stopped the play after five
innings.
First game:
Dr. C. A, Eller won the Rosen-wal- d
R. H. E.
Score:
trophy yesterday In the final Clnclnnatl.000
110 210 000 6 11 t
round of the Country club golf
7 14 S
.
.OODS00
110
002
tournament. He defeated Tony Chicago
Batteries:
Freeman, Jones andOtero four up and three to go. The
several weeks O'Farrell; Rlxey, Markle and Hartournament
. ,!,.., started
J
n..nttnDll oil tf q grave.
Second game:
Elimination
club
golfer
puntry
R. H. E.
Score;
latches have been In progress
7 0
.....007
oh Sunday. Dr. Eller is the sev-- c Chicago
2
4
000
n person to win the Rosenwald Cincinnati
Batteries:
must
taken
three
York
and
te
Cheeves,
r, which
e to pass into permanent
O'Farrell; Clark and Douglas.
33 4 624 13
Totals
z Batted for Mails In ninth.

twenty-sec-

2b...

.2

11

Warn-bsgans-

....

....

Two-bas-

7-- 7:

CE
A

LS GRAB

SECOND GAME

FROMO

6.

ALL

1

Played In One Town and
In One Park; Mays Scores
Victories.

a

(Br The Aaaocinted Press.)
New York, Oct. 2. New York
is going to have the world series
all to itself this year. The Yankees
made that certain yesterday when
they won the American league
the
championship
by pushing
Philadelphia Athletics deener Into
the cellar in the first game of their
aou
The Giants assured
themselves of the National league
pennant earlier in the week.
Tonight the argumentative metropolitan fan is looking for the
Illinois
brother who
always
Drougnt into every discussion of
the relative merits of Chicago and
New York the fact that Chicago
was the only place good enough to
have a whole world's series In its
own back yard.
This happened In 1906 when the
White Sox won out In the American league race and the Cubs finished first in the National.
The entire world series this year
will not only be played In one town
in history,
but, for the first-tithe classic will not even require a
shift of scenery. The whole thing
from the throwing of the first ball
to the final out, will take place at
the Polo grounds.
The victory of the Yankees this
season Just went to show that if
one doesn't succeed at first, it paya
to try, try again. This wasn't the
first year the Yankees were pennant contenders.
Many stars of
campaigns belonged to the
club when they occasionally got so
close to the pennant they could almost hear It flutter, but always
something went wrong In the lust
mile. The Yankees finished second
in 1904. 1906 and 1910 and placed
third both in 1919 and 1920. In
others years they were never high-

Bunts and Bingles

4;

6.

6;

0;

(BY

1;

1.1

l

v.

Mf

1

t

Battering Babe Ruth smiling his darndest for camera while chatting
with Hope Hampton, movie queen, at the Polo grounds.
"I Kixs3 you hit home runs In the movies, like I do in baseball,"
Is the way Babe Ruth comDlimentad Hone Hnmntin nrhAn fKn mot litis- ing a recent came at the Polo grounds. Just as any fan would like to
do, Miss Hampton "tried out" Babe'B big bat with which he drops them

over

tie

wall.

etmiis

TWO "BIG TEN" GRID
ELEVENS ARE OUT OF
THE RACE, IS BELIEF

HAVE PLAYED

(Itj The Amiicliilrii Prom.)
Chicago, Oct. z. Although only
one conference
game has been
Played, two "big
ten" football
elevens already ha"ve been eliminated from the football observers'
lists of western conference championship possibilities through
work
in preliminary
two other teams
games, while
stand forth In the early season
analysis as likely prospects for
the 1921 title.
Northwestern, defeated a week
ago seven to nothing by Belolt
o
and overwhelmed 41 to 0
by Chicago,
has little af
championship caliber in its machine, it is conceded. Purdue also
has passed out of present calculations through the nine to nothing
defeat given the Boilermakers yesterday by Wabash.
Wisconsin and Michigan, however, showed indications of real
strength in yesterday's preliminary
games and are expected to be
among those fighting for the top
position in the percentage table.
iVichigan's great oflcnse in runn'nj
over Mount Union, 44 to 0, has led
the Wolverine school followers to
ceneve tnat Coach
"Hurrv Up'

II0J

SERIES

n
inter-majin previous
These are
league championships.
George Burns, one of the capable
outfielders of the McGraw organization and H. F. (Slim) Sallee,
pitcher.
George Burns was purchased by
the Giants in 1912 and though ha
played in a number of sames
not soon in the world's series. Th
following year, however, when the
Giants were defeated in the postseason classic by the Athletics,
Burns played and performed well.
In the 1917 series against the Cubs
he fielded perfectly and his bat
ting average was .227.
Ltica, New York, is Burns' birth
place. He was born on November
24, 1S90. lie played amateur ball
K
for t.
York, from
1905 to 1907 as third baseman and
catcher. Ho started professionally
with the Utlca club of the New
York State League, playing as
catcher and later In the outfield,
from 1908 to 1911. After Joinlnq
" " ""
.WT
lcif
mf. more
v
mi s o aim uaia t
Harry Sallee was born In
O., February 3, 1885. He
first played professionally for the
club of the
Birmingham (Ala.)
Southern league in 1905 and In
1906 came to the New York Americans. He plfcycd with the
(Pa.) club of the
league In 1907 and was drafted by the St. Louis Nationals in
1908. He remained with the Cardinals until 1916 when he was procured by the Giants. He got the
name Slim because of his height
and weight. Slim is eis feet three
inches In height and weighs only
160 pounds.
He is a
pitcher and bats
Sallee had a great year with the
Qiants in 1917. He won eighteen
games and lost only seven. Ha
pitched and lost two games In the
world's series that year. In
1918, Sallee decided to quit
post-senso-

w-'- s

"''5 "

3

iiii-iiniiuv- ui

rt

Tri-Sta- te

left-hand-

right-hande-

the gjme.

d.

During the winter

h1

was persuaded fo play again and
was obtained
by the Cincinnati
team. He had another good pitchyear,
helping the Reds win the
ing
He played in the series
pennant.
against the White Sox. He camo
to
back
the Giants last year by the
valver route and has worked hardly at all this season. It is doubtful
If he will pitch
in the coming
series.
Milk curdles during a thunderstorm because the bacteria In the
milk are susceptible to electricity.
Electricity Invigorates them, and
they work wfth such energy that
they curdle the milk In a few
minutes.

col-hg-

yej-tcrd-

espected Michigan's greatest eleven
to bo developed this
year, while
Wisconsin snowed
In its
28 to 0 victory over strength
Lawrence

STRUGGLE FOR FIRST
DIVISION PLACES WAS
BITTER TO THE LAST
(By The Amoclutrd Preas.)

(By The Asaoclnted Preaa.),

Chicago, Oct. 2. The American
association today closed what Is
declared by President T. J. Hlckey
to have been the most successful
year in its history, not only from
the club owners' standpoint but
from the public standpoint.
Louisville won the pennant in
one of the closest races in many
years, and all association attendance records were broken, Mr.
Hickey said in a statement tonight.
Minneapolis finished second and
Kansas City third.

RECALL THE PENNANT WINNING GIANT TEAM OF 1911-13-

?,

i

fvs
Country club players
V

will

another tournament next
iy, the Arthur
Prager cup
the tropny. The tourney will
four Sundays, the winner
1
trophy. ,
3

te

3;

9.

Columbus,

St, PauL

8.

PACIFIC

COAST

LEAGUE PENNANT
San Francisco and Sacramento Are Left to Fight
Out a Sensational Contest
for Second Honors- .(Ily The AMocIated Tresa.)

San Francisco,

2.

Calif., Oct,

twelve to three at Portland In t.v
day's first game, clinched the Pa
cifio Coast league pennant in the
next to the last game of the season.
San Francisco and
Sacramento
were left to fight out a sensational
contest for second place.
Sacramento won second place,
San Francisco third and Seattle
fourth, with Seattle only eighteen
The
points behind the winners.
San Francisco team had led the
weeks out
league for twenty-tw- o
of the twenty-si- x
weeks.
For the past two weeks Los AnSacraSan
Francisco,
geles,
mento and Seattle have been within a few points of each other In the
race for first place honors. The
the pennant by
Angels cinched
winning the mprnlng contest from
Portland 12 to 3. Portland won
the afternoon game, 5 to 4.
Following Is the unofficial standings of the teams at the close:
W. L. Pet.
108 80 .674
Los Angeles
105 80 .567
Sacramento
106 82 .564
San Francisco
103 82 .556
Seattle
101 85 .542
Oakland
96 90 .616
Vernon
73 110 .400
Salt Lake
61

14

.274

Picture Funnies
1
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WOTHtH TURTLE
PUT IN TH'
BftRREi WITH
TH' NE HE
HA ALREADV
TO

XWSBT-

-

life

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
Elizabeth Peak, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that
James Henry Peak, Administrator
of the Estate of Mary Elizabeth
Peak, deceased, has filed In the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
New Mexico, his final report
as
such Administrator and the Court
has appointed Monday, the.7th day
of November, 1921, as the day for
hearing objections, If any there be,
to the approval of said final
report
and the dlschanjo of said Admin-

istrator.

Witness my hand and h Real et
said Probate Court this 16th day o

nnitmuer,: Jail.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk of Said Probate Court.

How She Cured
Her Husband
"-

1

of them and I

IT'S A GRAND OLD REMEDY
wanted my husYou can't keep strong and well
i band to try them.
without sleep. Whether your rest
He said it wnniri
Is broken by a painful
do no good. His
hacking r." d
t ' iI Stnmnnk
w
cough or Just an annoying tick
tne
in
ling
throat, the system be
troubling
him
comes weakened
worse than ever.
and rundown.
-- '
At last on Friday
Mrs. K. D. Drake. Chllds. Md..
I told him if h
writes: "After an attack of the 'flu'
I was left with a sevore cough.
would not take
those tablets I
Nothing relieved me until I used
was
Foley'e Honey and Tar, which I can
to send
It covers Irhighly, recommend."
for a doctor, and
ritated membranes with a healing
he
said he would "
and soothing
loosens take them.
coating,
By
he was
phlegm and clears air passages. like another man. Monday
The blues were
Sold everywhere.
no
more trouble with his
gone,
and the best part Is that
Natives who use blowpipes for stomach,
the trouble has' not returned.
I
hunting, have an accurate aim cannot praise Chamberlaln'a
Tab.
up to SO yards.
lets top high,
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
Toledo,
Minneapolis, 11-Milwaukee
Louis.'ille,
Kansas City.
Indianapolis,
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e years my husband auf- fercu
.h his stomach. The med- icim
-' tOOk
Onlv arnva rollof tni.
Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted a wh..j, nothing cured, writes Mrs.
.
line 1 Its entire length. Then dotSarah Baker, a .of
l.T..J 1.111
ted line 2, and so on. Fold eacn
section
underneath
accurately.
turn over and
When completed
i"
m b e r a ln's
you'll find a surprising result. Save
ICha
the pictures.
last fall
nuu aiso received
some free trial
In the seven years that the Panama canal has been in use, 13,416
samples of Chamberlain's Stomach
vessels, carrying 61,600,000 tons of
and Liver Tablets.
cargo, have passed through the
He gave us some
waterway.
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of the twelfth Inning. The next
day the Cubs won from Detroit, 3
to 1, and that was Just as good as
the first game for the Cube as they
won the series.
In the year 1908 the Cubs defeated Detroit In the first game 10
to 6. and won the series for the
second time from the Tigers. In
1909 Detroit got in again and this
time was defeated by Pittsburgh,
14 to l, and lost the series In the
seventh game.
In 1910 the Cubs were set to devour the Athletics. They left Chicago so full of rash endeavor and
other things that they did not get
over It until the next week. The
Athletics won the first game, 4 to
1, and won the series in five games.
The popular hunch "waa stood
upon its devoted old head" In 1911.
New York was mixed up with the
Athletics.
The Giants won the
first game, 2 to 1, and then lost
the series in six games. There
was a
and an eleven-Innin- g
contest and Baker was also
Ho found Matty for a
present.
home run after Matty had discussed in print how Marquard
should not have let Baker hit him
for a home run. That was onee
where Matty's venture Into Journalism got him In line for a little
good natured rallery.
'l oo best old series ever was that
of 1912, which started out with a
victory for Boston over the Giants,
4 to 3, and finished
by the Giants
losing. One tie of eleven inning3
was played. Then came 1913. in
which the Giants lost again. The
Athletics "won the first game, 6 to
rew xoric put a punk team In
the field. Its players had been
badly crippled before the season
finished.
In 1914 Boston trimmed the Athletics in the first game, 7 to 1, and
won the next three. That is the
e
series and It was
only
also the straw that led Connie
Mack to break the back of his famous team. He more than broke
it. He broke the spirit of his organization as well.
Exception No. 2: Philadelphia
won the first game in 1915 by 3 to
1 from the Boston Americans
and
never won another. In 1916 Boston won the first game from
Brooklyn, 6 to 5. and won the
series. The Brooklyn players figured on the Iftsers' share almost
before the series had started.
In 1917 the wind blew a hit over
George Burns' head into the left
field bleachers in Chicago and the
Giants lost tho first game, 2 to 1.
They also lost the series, and there
was a lot of criticism of the managing
Boston, won the first game from
the Cubs in 1918, 1 to 0, and lifted
the series. That was the season in
which tho players struck, and If
the world's series had been suspended right there it would have
done baseball a lot of good. The
national
commission
temporized
when it should have used the broad
sword.
Cincinnati won the first game in
1919, 9 to 1, and the less said
about the rest of the series the better, although there are plenty of
persons who believe that Cincinnati was a better team than Chi.
cago.
In 1920 Cleveland won the first
3
to 1, and won the series
game,
too. It was the second time that
a series of nine games had been
started, the first going In 1919.
Whether nine games are advisable
is still another matter for discussion. Most folks think they were
Inaugurated merely to get a little
more out of the public.
There's still another world's
series hunch which must not be
overlooked. The fourth inning is
thought to be one of eventful importance. If one team gets ahead
of the other; In the fourth inning
look out for trouble along the line
for the team which is passed.
four-gam-

AMERICAN ASS'N. HAD
A SUCCESSFUL SEASON

5-- 0.

pos-Vo- n.

B. CHADWICK.)

New York, Oct. 2. The world's
serlea has superstitions, hunches,
Jinxes and fetiches of Us own.
They are of a different type from
the ordinary fetiches like the load
of empty barrels. They are more
aristocratic, more subtle, more
awesome as befits their greater Importance.
For a plain league game you
may see a load of empty barrels
and be aestired you will bat well,
but If you find a penny before the
first world's series game Is played
you will win that game, providing,
of course, that you are a player
of one of the contending teams.
Under no conditions must you
undertake to extract the sweetness
of an Ice cream eoda through a
straw before the world's series
starts. It Is an invitation to a
whitewash.
You are drowning the
run column by slow Irrigation. It
is also dangerous to light a cigarette or a cigar at a lighter of common use. The proper method of
attaining fire Is by means of a
safety match, borrowed.
In fourteen world's eeries the
team that won the first game has
won the series, So often has that
prevailed that it almost has been
accepted as gospel, yet it Js a bad
sentiment to have spread, because
it does discourage the team losing
the first game.
The first game superstition began in 1905. That year the Giants
beat the Athletics in the first contest 13 to 0, Mathewson pitching
for the Giants. In 1906 the White
Sox defeated the Cubg In the first
game 2 to 1.
Neither the Cubs nor Detroit
won the first game in 1907. It resulted In a tie, 3 to 3 at the end

ew York, Oct. 2. The struggle
for finst division
places in the
major leagues was carried through
to the final games
todav. With
first place in both leagues decided
only in the last few days of the
season, the fight for second place
in the National and third
In
the American remained Inplace
doubt
until today, when the Pittsburgh
Nationals and the St. Louis Americans were the respective victors.
The two New York teams, came
through the final week displaying
strength at the bat. The Yankee
pitchers wefe hit harder than the
Giant boxmen.
In fielding there
was little to choose between the
two clubs. A comparison of the
two world's series rivals shows that
since the week of August 21, when Portland
New York pulled Pittsburgh back
within striking distance by taking
five straight, the Giants have won
Moving
25 games out of 37 and the Yankees 30 out of 43, or percentages
of .676 and .698 respectively.

left-hand-

i,

GEORGE

(Nperlul Diapntch to Morning Journal)
(Copyright lull by Albuquerque Journal)

er than fourth.
The club hitched its wagon to a
whole constellation of stars last Outfielder Burns snd Pitcher
year, but both Cleveland and ChiSallee Are the Only Memcago passed ahead In the closing
days of the drive. Tkls season albers of the Team Who
most the same pack jarrled the
Now Yorkers to victory.
Have Had This Honor.
Of course, if a fan knows anything he knows thut Babe Ruth
(By The Aioc!ttle
I'rr.i.)
helped out with his home run bat.
Oi't. 2. Only two )!
New
Other Yankees whose pictures will the NewYork,
1921 who
York
of
Giants
look nt readers from sport pages are
to play in the world's
all over the country for the next seriesellrjible
have
with
the team
played
two weeks include Carl
lead-

Albuquerque Centrals beat the
Old Town Stars yesterday at the
Fourteenth street grounds by a
score of 7 to 5 and copped the
second team championship of the
city. This is the second win for
the Centrals out of three games
played to decide the best cltv
toam, not counting the top notch
Grays.
Sandoval, pitching for the Centrals, twlrled-shut-oball, the errors on the part of his mates
for
runs
the
the Old
counting
Town Stars scored.
The game
started out In big league style, Sandoval holding the Stars 7 to nothing until the sixth inning.
In the seventh the Stars took a
brace or the Centrals a dron and
the resultant scores wre made bv
the Stars, the Centrals falling toBy Billy Blngle.
cross tne plate again.
Batteries were: Old Town Stars (Serial ll.ptch
Journ.l,
(Copyright lltl br Albuquerque Journal)
Green and GueyaraNsCentrals
New York. Oct. 2. Soma battle.
Sandoval and Ortega.
field, that Polo grounds. The Brit-is- h
Score by innings:
Albuquerque C. ...000 412 000 7 overand the colonists fought all
the edge of it once, and the
Old Town Stars
000 005.0006
league uf all nations of ball players has been fighting over its surPRINCETON AND YALE
face ever since 1900.
Blue of Detroit is said to he the
BELIEVED DANGEROUS best
young first baseman of the
Blue Is a receptive color.
year.
(Dt The Aaaoclated Pra.)
When
New York, Oct. 2. Standing out indigo. the balls strike his glove,
In bold relief from the great horde
PHtsfield won the championship
of college gridiron
combinations
the Eastern league, a triumph
are the elevens of Princeton and of
of the culture of the Berkshires
Yale, whose' modes of combat, as ever the Clama of the sound.
employed in their latest games.
If the world's series did not get
stamp them as of the most
out of the way before election,
most of the voters in New York
The
Bulldog, after
monlng wouldn't be able to describe a sinthrough a scoreless half with Ver- gle issue of the campaign. .
mont yesterday, displayed
offenIt's got o that a politician can't
sive tactics against which there ap say ten
words on the stump In
was
defense
and
little
parently
Manhattan before some one in
ploughed through the sturdy for- the crowds asks whether he's
wards of the opposition to win, 14 rootln' for the Jlnts or the Yanks.
to 0.
St. .Xouis sits
Year after
Stan Keck and Don Lourle, singing on theyear
curbstone, and the
working with a sound and capable heartless crowd passes by with
line, led Princeton to victory over never a penny to help the stricken
Swarthmore, 21 to 7. Harvard old lady to buy a championship
again found the Holy Cross eleven pennant.
a stubborn foe and was lucky to
The Indians fought one of the
win.
gamest fights In the history of
univerfound
the Ohio
Syracuse
baseball. They deserve a world sesity eleven tough, but by brilliant ries all of their own.
playing won, 38 to 0.
Possibly an original copy of Arthur Nehf will open the world's
COAST LEAGUE.
series for the Giants, hoping to
Los Angeles, 12-Portland,
slow ball the' other fellows to
San Francisco,
Seattle,
death.
Salt Lake,
Oakland,
Perhaps a half million dollars
(first game celled in eleventh; time will pass hands and the turnstiles
in New York this week.'
limit).
Vernon,
Sacramento, 10-Why this cry about hard times?
5:

In Fourteen Championship Contests, the Team
That Won the First Game Walked Off With
, the Pennant; Fourth Inning is Thought to Be
One of Eventful Importance.

Contests This Year Will Be

ing American league pitcher, whose
underhand shoots scored twenty-seve- n
victories this season; Wnito
Hoyt, youthful pitching ace; Bob
Shawkey, whoso pitching arm got
bark to normal recently; Wally
Schang, star backstop, and hla
helper, Devormer.
And in the infield Plpp at first,
Ward at second. Peckinpaugh
at
short and at third McNally or
waa
who
called
Home Run
Baker,
Baker until
Babe
Ruth came
Bob Meusel, a powerful
along;
slugger, and Elmer Miller, late of
the American
are
association,
Ruth's playmates in the outfield.
Meusal's brother, who answers to'
"Irish," helped the Giants win the
National league flag.

ut

WORLD'S SERIES MAS HUNCUES,

JINXES AHD SUPERSTITIOUS OF
ITS 0W!l, SAYS SPORT WRITER

ITSELF

Mays,

.T.

"YOU HIT HOME RUNS IN YOUR LEAGUE,"
BABE RUTH TELLS NOTED MOVIE STAR

HAVE

WORLD SSER ES

.641

boy.

Pittsburgh Noses Out a
in Last Contest of the
Season and Finishes in

New York.
AB. R. H. PO
.

Peckinpaugh, es
Ruth, If
Meusel, rf ....
Plpp, lb
Ward. 2b
Fewster, 2b ...

jtBaker

6
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COACH

ID
Vic-to-

35

Pet.

L.
65
94 60
..8t 78
73
..75 79
..71 82
..62 92
.53 100

.. 9 8

Where They Play,
at Detroit.
Cleveland nt Chicago.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Season closes.

DEFEATS CARDS

t

League

.

St. Louis

COOPER PITCHES

0
0
2
1
1 11
4

,

0,

Season closes.

TIGHT GAME

,

J

Ycsterdey's Kesnlts.
Now York, 7: Boston, 6.
Chicago, 4; Cleveland, 4.
St. Louis, 12; Detroit, 3.
Washington, 11; Philadelphia,

Wlicro Tticy Play.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis,
Chicago nt Cincinnati.
New York at Brooklyn.

'

Pittenger,
Pratt. 2 b

89

Cincinnati,

7;

American

Pet.

.614 New York
.681 Cleveland
.669 St. Louis
,616 Washington
.607 Boston
.453 Detroit
.418 Chicago
.331 Philadelphia

C

64

COLM

i. I WILL

Can yon pick 'era out? Left to right, back row, are: Otis Crandall. L airy Doyle, Eddie Graiit, Al Demaree, Robinson, Fred Merkle, MeCor
miek. Cooper, Hearae, Larry McLean, Art Fromme, Wiltae, Wilson, Murray and Burns. Seated, left to right, are: Art Fletcher, Hartley, Ftrdle Schupp, Christy Mathewson. Chief Meyers, Jeff Teijeau, Jim Thorpe, Manager McGraw, Schauer, Rub Marquard, Fred

'
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never to forget
to dress tha part she wished to
play, or perhaps I should say, to
emphasize. Clothes had once been
my undoing rather the love of
them. Were clothes to take my
huBband from me now? Not that
Juanlta lacked In cleverness and
fascination, but no women who
understood the art of dressing, the
psychology ot clothes would underestimate the effect her peculiar, almost bizarre style would
have upon a temperamental man.
Sometimes I felt almost tempted to give myself free rein again
ns far ns clothes were concerned.
I would not have to run In debt
I need only to let the rest of the
house wait until Dick's book was
published and let htm foot the
bills; and let Junior go without
all the little extras I had been
sending him, and the other extras so dear to the boy in school
his athletic sport, et cetera.
I earned enough to dress almost
as I wished, if I used it all for
myself. But even as I thought of
it, I dismissed the idea. No mat-to- d
how well I dress, no matter
what I wore, I never could compete with Juanlta. If I tried to
wear peculiar clothes, as she did,
I should be laughed at for at
tempting to copy her and make
myself ridiculous. I wag not the
type who could wear bizarre
gowns, and fileted locks. Fashionable, stylish clothes looked extremely well on me. as they did
on hundreds
of other women,
while not one of the hundreds
could dress as Juanlta did and not
be called eccentric, to say the
least.
I decided that I could not hold
my husband by spending my monI
ey to declc out my person.
would adhere to my original plan
of decorating the entire house as
artistically as I could; of giving
Junior all I could afford that I
thought good for him to have, and
incidentally, would keep myself as
dainty and stylish, as was possible.
But this did not mean that I
Intended . to give Dick over to
Juanlta without a struggle. Not
for one moment did I mean sho
should take him from me If I
could help it. So although at times
my heart was aching, bleeding, because of my fenrs, I never gave
the slightest intimation to either
Tiick or Juanlta, that I thought
them more than Just good friends,
and that their being together so
much annoyed me In the least.
I hurt not set myself an easy
task. I don't think I was a particularly good actress. I often lay
all the long
night
sleepless
through, and In the morning looked tired with dark circles under
my
I had my strong hours and my
Chapter

Beemed

:!.

!

There were hours
weak ones.
(tew and far apart) when exhausted, depressed, norvoCsly exalted perhaps, I determined to give
him up to Juanlta; to give up the
house, take Junior and go away.
At these times I prayed that my
love might be killed. It was so
hard to leave him when I loved
him so dearly.
"But there's Junior. I have no
right to hurt him," I would say.
For I was
enough to
think it hurt a child when that
child's father and mother separated.
At times I had a mad Impulse
to throw myself into Dick's arms,
to blurt out all I knew, all I had
seen, all I suspected, all I believed to ask him to put Juanlta
out of his life, to love me, and
only me, as he used to. But even
if he promised, could he keep such
a promise? Junior had said Derrick loved her because he couldn't
help it.' That, perhaps, was the
way Dick loved her because he
couldn't help it.
By Dick's Increasing moodiness
I knew that things were not going to his liking. Juanita spent
most of the day with bin, occasionally coming back to the study
for an hour or two in the evening.
Dick said to me in a depreciating
sort of way, very unusual In him:
"You see, Nan, we are really collaborating on my book although
Juanita will not have it so."
"If that Is really the ease Dick,
why won't she acknowledge it?
Most writers would demand recognition if they gave up their time
as she does."
"She is very generous," Dick replied in a musing way that angered me.
"I wonder if she is as much help
as you imagine her to be," I
keeping my voice steady.
"Oh, yes! She has Inspired the
best in the book as well as helping me with my characters, and
descriptions."
"According to you. she has written the book. You have only been
her amanuensis."
"Don't be sarcastic. Nan! I
thought you liked Juanita." "
"I do, of course. But
"What are you two quarreling
about? I couldn't help hearing
my name. I hope it isn't about
me."
"Nan thinks you should receive
your share of whatever fame the
book may bring. We never quarI
rel," Dick explained soberly.
noticed he did not glance at Juanita who looked daszlingly lovely
In an orange and black creation,
a brilliant orange scarf about her
head.
' "I have done nothing but try to
help you, Dick. If the book Is a
success I shall be more than repaid."
Dirk raised his eyes, and as he
looked at her I paw in them that
which drove me from the room.

SUPERFLUOUS

Hundreds

Edna Kent Forbes.
water, until the strength has been
The walnut colorinjfMs
extracted.
made by gently simmering the
hulls ot walnuts until all the color
is extracted, then strain the decoction through a tine cloth.'
This will color the hair, but it
will also stain the fingers and the
scalp. You can protect the hands
with old kid gloves and use such
care in handling the extract, that it
will not get on the exposed parts
ot the scalp. Peroxide ot hydro- -

HAIR.
have- -

prob-

ably been In despair over the fact
that superfluous hair will grow on
the face. A surprising number of
them simply let these unsightly
hairs appear and seem to make no
etfort to destroy them. Others
purchase the first depilatory they
read about which claims to destroy
the growth of hair upon tha face.
powders do destroy I"""1""
Depilatory
hair, but it is only the hair above
the surface of the skin. The part
of the hair that is still under the
ekln grows out with an almost
Insistence and In a few
impish
days the skin is as unsightly as
ever.
Depilatory powder should only be
used to remove hair from the armpits or from the legs if the hair
show through a thin silk stocking.
New growth appear but it does
not matter in this oase. Superfluous hair on the face or on the
arms requires different treatment.
The electric needle treatment
will remove superfluous hair perA certain percentage
manently,
of hairs will reappear and not be
away with until
permanently done
the second or even third visit to
an electric needle specialist. The
best home treatments follow:
Use tweezers to pull out the
more prominent hairs and rub the
skin immediately afterward with
peroxide of hydrogen. Use peroxide frequently to bleach the hairs
on the face or arm, for this will not
only make the growth less visible,
but it will partially destroy it Rub
the part of the skin where superfluous hairs appear with a wet
pumice stone. This discourages
the growth.
Miss M. LeP. Sage tea la made
by steeping the leaves in boiling

Tf

NOW AS OF OLD
Household Operations That
Necessitated a Cleaning
Afterwards Being Replaced
By Electrical Methods.
A struggle has been going on
between home economics old and
home economics new. But the old
order changeth giving place to
new. In order to understand how
different this new housekeeping is
think what the women were do
ing in the colonial times. They
were spinning, weaving, dyeing in
one corner: perhaps the weekly
wash was in progress In another
and rafters
corner; from
hung dried fruits and vegetables,
old-tiThe
ham and bacop.
home was really a miniature manside-wal-

ufacturing plant.
Gradually there cams a change.
The weaving, dyeing,
ai.d other industries were transferred to other buildings outside
the home to factories. With the
building of the first factory the
soap-maki-
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new hnutekeeDlng began in the
home and since then homes have
been in a more or less formative
period. Then gradually it began
to be perceived that housekeeping
Is a profession that must be run
on a business basis. The emancipation of the home made it a place
where the members of the family
could live and get rest and recreation and development.
It Is peculiar to housework that
most of its operations result In
making still more work. Maintenance rather than production Is its
keynote. Half the work entailed
in a well-kehome, large or
small, comes within the category
of removing dirt. Whence comes
this dirt? A certain amount of
dirt enters the house from the
street surface and from chimney
smoke but the film of dinglness
revealed by the bright sunshine is
the dismal work of
methods of heating, perhaps of
litfhtins: and cooking, for where
there are flames there are always
fumes.
In that word 'fumes' you have
the euiltv cause of the dirt that
of
sticks, of the discoloration
walls, the cause therefore of so
of
the painting, papering
much
g
and
necessary to
maintain the appearance of cleanliness, Fumes from flaming fires
from riBen burners pour out un
ceasingly and leave their deposits
tne room,
on everything within
hence
By attack
and de
cause
of
dirt
chief
ing the
terioration at its source, electric!
tv. clean. Bootless and smokeless
offers the most promising pros.
nect for the twentieth century
home. The use of electricity for
heating, lighting and cooking removes much of the dirty work
from the modern home and the
rest of the work Is made easier.
and simpler.
Japanese naval appropriations
for 1921 amount to 498,000,000
yen (about $249,000,000).
pt

If the choker or the animal
scarf or the cape mode is thought
too costly or sophisticated for th
very young miss here is a pretty
fur style which will surely please
both the conservative mother and
the modern daughter. It is mad
of a pretty brown fur which ties

white-washin-

about the neck with wid
Gracefully
brocaded streamers
each finished in a band of the fur,

house-cleanin-

HOW TO MAINTAIN A
LIGHTING SYSTEM AT
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
Some of the prime causes of Inadequate illumination are:
dirty
reflectors, walla and ceilings darkened by smoke and dust, blackened
lamps lrft in service as long as
they continue to burn, empty sockets, unobserved burnouts and replacements with lamps of wrong
size or kind.
In an office where the intensity
of light was entirely too low for
office work only 2 4 foot candles the following simple measures were taken to improve the
Tho reflectors were
condition.
wiped out at regular intervals and
the Illumination jumped at onco
The lamps had been in
to 3
service for more than two years
and their rating was saveral volts
higher than the average voltage of
the circuit. When new lamps" of
the proper voltnge were substituted, the illumination was increased
to over G
The ceiling in the office had
become so soiled by soft coal
smoke that it was reflecting b't
50 per cent of the light. Reflnlsh
lng the office In its original tone
further increased the illumination
to a total of over 7
In this case, failure to observe
simple maintenance requirements
4
resulted in an intensity of 2
where an intensity of
over 7 was being paid for.
To maintain a lighting system at
top efficiency four simple rules
are to be observed:
1.
Wipe reflectors and lamps
thoroughly with a damp cloth
every ten days or so.
2. Fill empty sockets and replace burned out lamps with new
ones of the correct size and proper voltage rating.
3. Reflnlsh ceiling
and high
side walls in white or In a light
cream color.
4. Make some reliable employe
responsible for tho maintenance
of the lighting system, and give
him authority to have the work
done.

ELECTRIC MEAL

Cooked Apples.
(Small Electrio Oven)
Farina and Cream.
(Electrio Fireless Cooker)
Poached Eggs.
Broiled Bacon.
(Upper part grill) (Lower part of
Toast.
(Electrio Toaster)

grill)
Coffee.
(Electric

Cooked Apples: Take six fresh
rpples, peel and core them, fill up
with brown sugar. Put in pan or
baking dish. Sprinkle freely with
brown sugar; put slices of lemon
around the dish with bits of cinnamon. Add a spoonful or two of
water, put in small electric oven
and bake a rich golden brown.
Farina and cream: flaceonecup
farina and four cups salted wa
ter In electrio fireless cooker and
cook with full current on, 20 mln- lites, then on retained heat for
3' minutes.
Poach eggs In upper part of
electrio grill while bacon broils in
underneath glowing
deep pan
colls. Make toast on electric toaster and coffee in electric percolator. Use six tablespoons of ground
coffee with four cups of cold water, percolate 15 minutes.

WHEN BEAUTY IS ONLY
SKIN DEEP IT'S EASY
D0 IT ELECTRICALLY
Cleopatra would have envied
the women of modorn times the
luxurious beautifying places and
the modern methods of recreating
a complexion, or tinting the hair
or putting a permanent wave into
it. In her day there was no scientific beauty parlor where beauty
culture was systematically prac
tlced.
Today the tired business woman
stops in one of these places of

DEV0TI cDTO
THE
DISPLAY

AND SALE

OF

Iro

'

Ours is the only store,

Miss, Fay Parrish in the peacock bathing suit she was chosen to wear.
Fay Parrish, beautiful Los Angeles dancer from the Roscoff school,
was chosen to wear the exmr';ito peacock model bathing suit which
created a stir at the Revue Des Modes there recently. The model, designed by Mrs. Harold Ryerson, is made of white silk jersey embroidered
by hand in colored yarns and beads and edged with silver fringe.

beauty and is ushered Into an immaculate
white
room
tiled
equipped with a reclining chair, a
mirror with a shaded light over it.
a sanitary cupboard for tho combs
and brushes; sho reclines in the
chair while her face is rejuvenated and her complexion recreated
with the aid of an electrio vibrator.
She goes In looking any old ace
and comes out feeling liko a flap
per. I'.iectrlo breezes are wafted
about her by an electric fan; a
small square electric disc stovo
heats the irons that wave her hair,
which has been shampooed and
dried very quickly by an electric
dryer.
Manicuring is done with the aid
of a small motor that drives the
various files and polishers for the
nails. The chiropodist also uses a
In
machine that is motor-drive- n
treatment of the feet. Permanent
hair waving is done electrically In
many establishments.
Beauty culture is not a fad, but
a scientifically developed art with
many Improvements since the time
of Cleopatra.

in New Mexico devoting an entire separate
building exclusively to
the display, demonstra
tion and sale of farm
machinery. This build
ing is in charge of a
man who knows farm
who
machinery
knows the best machinery for New Mexico farm conditions.

300 head, making Quay rank first
in tho state for numbers ot herds.
advertising and selling and general advancement of
the breed were resolutions adopted
The plan of
by tho organization.
advancement to be followed is
use
of
betttfr
the
sires, the
through
increase of the number of registerwork
ed herds, and educational
through the boys' and girls' calf
clubs of the county.

Time for Fall
Plowing
It's just about time for
fall plowing. When you
look over your equipment remember that we
are prompt in filling
repair part orders. We
carry the most complete stock of its kind
in the state for this
purpose.
If you decide on
equipment
we have the famous P.

QUAY CO. HEREFORD
.

BREEDERS ORGANIZE

(Special Correnpomlence to The Journal.)
Tucumcarl. N. M. Oct. 2, Quay

Breeders asso
County Hereford
ciation has been organized at this
place with J. B. Yeakley of McAI
later, president; Albert Calisch of
the Montoya Valley ranch, vice
president, and J. W. Corn of Tucumcarl secretary and treasurer.
The association
reports for the
county, thirty-fiv- e
registered herds
in
numbers from ten to
ranging

the
Investigate
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regrets
star nffinsn
,.
Mi.

S'ihssi

co.

new-plowin-

Mat

show them to you.

Westinghouse Automatic
ELECTRIC RANGE

Good

contemplating the purchase of a tractor. The
's
famous Titan
's
and
are away,
down in price. We have
always recommended
the Titan because we
have found it to be
thoroughly reliable under all conditions and
what's very important
THEY STAND UP IN
NEW MEXICO,
10-20-

15-30-

fell

T

J

Fanning Mills
The rancher contemplating the purchase of
a fanning mill will find
in our Farm Machinery Department just
the size and type to
meet his needs. See us
before making your
purchase.

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s
in.
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Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
m

Mmm

R

ammemm hmrm

No cure for iti but welcome
relief ia often brought by

ia estimated that 35,000,000
Is spent yearly by the federal government in correcting incomplete
and erronous addresses on letters
in tha United States.

a
(WYcs

Foliage In cities where there Is
much soot is usually free from

aWasUnnTf'

""What Mrs.
Edison Electric

Intact jjesta.

,

Carter Says"

I have hVd tHegoo'd fortune to b'e in a position where I could use several different makes of electric ranges, but have fqund that the Westinghouse, because of its automatic attachment, is. the only one that is really supremely
satisfactory. I have had one in my home for nearly three years and know,
that. I could not keep house and attend to my varied duties outside my home,
V
' ' ' "r '
without it,

Iron

'

'

-

SPECIAL PRICE

RAABE&
M AUGER

;

"If It's HardwareWe
Have It."

SEE IT DEMONSTRATED?

First and Copper.

$6.00

.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company

FULLY GUARANTEED

w'At Your Service"

Whitney lldw. Co.

Tractor dews

We have some mighty
good news for the man

foot-candl-

Use tweezers for undeslrod hair.
gen will bleach the hair, but it
should be used in its full strength
and repeated as often as neoessary.
until you attain the Stiade you
'
prefer.
Virginia, Jean F. When the
bust la too largo. It is usually caused by carrying too much weight
and a general reduction la the beat
Someway of overcoming this.
times the bust appears to be too
when
the trouble lies in the
large,
way the corset is worn. In such
cases it will be found that the waist
line should be larger and the corset loosened at that&lace.

FARM

MACHINERY

4.

It

3

on the
market, a stove for every purpose,
at a price for every purse, and the
things these small stoves will do
They are now so well made,, so
lit in as a necperiecieu mac incy In
essary convenience
every home,
office, laboratory,
nursery and
sickroom.
The main point about them
after their nice polished appearance ia their heating element made
of nickel
chromium
resistance
wir under licensed patents.
A square toaster stove has a set
of two interchangeable cookers and
cover. The larger cooker with
cover is set on top of the small
stove while the shallow
t.n big
enough for two chops is placed
underneath the heating element.
In a few moments one may have
chops and peas which with tea and
toast make a very good luncheon.
Such a stove provides a simple
and easy method of warming milk
or making any of the special foods
that are so often required for children. It has been said that the
good things of life often come in
small packages, if so, then .hese
little electric cookers must come
under that heading.
AN

BUILI DING

the line

and O. walking, riding
and tractor plows. It
will be a pleasure to

nt

rfASTHMA
9

ls

'It Is Interesting to note
stoves
of small electrio

SEPARATI

s.

The ladles who are running the
Red Cross tea room in Fayetteville,
N. C are delighted with the recently electrified kltehen of the tea
room and quite enthusiastlo in
their praise of the new electric
way. Formerly the tea room was
equipped with gas. The gas burners under the long copper steam
table have been replaced with
1,000-wa- tt
hot plates with three-hesnap switches in full view
upon the edge of the table. The
coffee urns have been supplied
with hot plates. In the kitchen
industrial CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
there is a 4,500-wa- tt
type water heater, an automatic
MONEY
Cut out this1
range and by side of this a 3,000-wa- tt
enclose with
hot plate for So and mall it to slip,
Foley & Co., 283S
emergency cookery. The kitohen Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 111., writis not nearly so hot a place to work ing your name and address
in as before and electrio fans keep You will receive in return clearly.
a trial
up a good circulation of air. Many package containing Foley's Honey
patrons have remarked that the and Tar Compound for coughs,
food has a better flavor cooked colds and croupj
Foley Kidney
electrically, but better atlll the fuel Pills tor pains in sides and back;
expense has been greatly reduced. rheumatism, backache, kidney and
In June with the electrified kitch- bladder ailments; and Foley Caen, cost of current was $53.52 aa thartic Tablets, a wholesome and
against the $100 bill of the pre- thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
vious month.
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches and sluggish bowels. Bold
.
everywhere.
at

NOT SO COMPLEX

s.

(

nWim.il

TEA ROOM OPERATING
ALL BY ELECTRICITY

NOVEL FUR PIECE
FOR YOUNG MISS

ven-eure- d,

BEAUTY CHATS
By

Monday.
Woman's
American
auxiliary,
Legion, will meet at armory at 2:30
p. m.
"Trampgpoclal" 'of Presbyterian
Christian Endeavor at 7:30 p. m.
Meeting of Past Matrons of Eastern Star at Jiome of Mrs. Thomas
Blakemore at 3 p. m.
Initiation for Girl Reserves at
home of Mrs. Roy Graham at 7:30
p. m.

AN ENTIR!

TINY ELECTRIC
STOVE IS GOOD
FOR MANY USES

ilEGQIK

By JANE PHEXPS.
CLOTHES QUESTION AGAIN.

"THE PEACOCK GIRL"

agazine Page

Social Calendar

THE YJOMM HE MARRIED

Juanlta
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territory for International Harvester Farm
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LIBEL SLITS
The Chicago Tribune is being sued for libel by
the city of Chicago. The basis of the suit is the
Tribune's statement thnt the city Is bankrupt by
reason of the inefficiency and criminality of the
Thompson machine which controls It.
A demurrer to the complaint has Just been
argued and is now in the bosom of the court awaiting the pronouncement of his decision.
The demurrer is based upon the argument that
tha freedom of the press, guaranteed by both state
and federal constitutions, will be greatly curtailed,
if not destroyed, if governments, cither muneipaf,
state or national can maintain suits for libel except in cases of sedition. The immense power of
a government otherwise, can be used to suppress
All newspapers in
criticism of its misconduct.
the United States await the decision with intense
interest.
Suppose, for instance, that the demurrer be
overruled and the precedent thereby be established
that government can maintain such a suit. Thereafter there would be nothing to prevent the state
of New Mexico from sueing the Journal or any other
newspaper, for any criticism of the administration
Silence would be the result.' Evil
of the Btate.
could go unscathed and extravagance and favoritism might run riot without exposure. The peolibple would be unadvised of conditions and their
erties and rights would pass from them. Such a

situation's unthinkable.

Tet an effort is being made in the suits of J.
M. Raynolds and A. B. McMlllon against the Journal to put a construction upon tho libel laws which
would set a precedent that would accomplish the

same result.
Concerning the statements made by tho Journal
regarding these men upon which they originally
brought suit, we do not care to say anything. We
promptly answered in thoso cases and were ready
to try the cases in the courts instead of in the newspapers. The question was merely whether we were
justified in certain concrete statements we had made
concerning them.
However, these gentlemen were unwilling to
"go to court" on these remarks which they originally thought were their sources for a grievance.
They thorefore employed lawyers more capable than
themselves and have filed amended complaints. It
is these amended complaints which are a menace
to the freedom of the press and therefore a menace
to the people. If the principles of law which they
attempt to lay down can be made to stand in the
courts, all criticism of existing conditions in the
state will be silenced. Because the interests of tha
dispeople are involved so vitally, we feel free to
cuss the matter. It is by no means a private question between Messrs. Raynolds and McMlllen on
the one hand and the Journal and its editor on the
other hand. Wittingly or unwittingly these gentlemen are striking a deadly blow at the people of
New Moxlco.
The Journal has talked with great freedom
about the bad conditions In New Mexico. It has
made. rather concrete charges against certain influences in the state. Sometimes it has called them
bosses"; sometimes "higher ups"; sometimes the
a
"junta"; sometimes the "gang." For more than
how the state has sufferout
year we have pointed
'
ed at their handa During all of that time we had
never mentioned tho plaintiffs in these actions or
me rirst iauonai uumi iu an w,vv...w.,
after July 15 of this year.
Soon after the latter date we said the "gang"
was after us. The allusion printed rather dlrecyy
to the First National Bank. These gentlement now
and
plead their connection with the First National
argue that the Journal previously used the word
"gang" as recited above In attacking general state
conditions.
Therefore, they say, when we later
used the word "gang" in ft way which pointed to
the First National that we imputed to that bank
all that we had previously charged against the
"gang" in earlier months and that, in view of their
connection with the bank, we thereby imputed it
So they sue us on the theory
to them personally.
that what we have said about Fall, Hawkins and
others previously, now hurts the standing of Raynolds and McMlllen.
If this theory can be established as the law,
a free press In New Mexico is gone forever. Guy
exRogers and Charles White, who happen to be
can
maintain
National
of
First
the
officers
ecutive
suits, saying we Impute to them merely because
i
'
they are such omcers, an mat we nave
a year gone by. Any man whom we have ever
intimated that we thought belonged to the Invisible
Government in New Mexico in the remotest Way,
could sue us saying that we charged him with
everything with which we ever had charged any
body.
If all criticisms of vague and undefined class
of men can be imputed to every individual whom
we have Intimated as associated with that class
in any phase of their activities, a multiplicity of
vexatious suits can result which would crush any
newspaper by the dead weigh of expense incident
to their trial.
The original suits of these two men could
have been tried In two days. It they are to be
permitted now to go Into all that we have said
about other men in an effort show that we mentally Included the planintiffs all of the time and
secretly meant them in evcry criticism, the cases
can not be tried in two months. The Bhcer expense of trial would be enormous. ft this can be
done newspapers must cease to crltlze anyone.
' The people should be alert as to what the real
result of these cases would be upon the freedom of
the press In New Mexico, In case a court should
hold such complaints to be good pleading.
No one wants a return to the silence of the
grave which prevailed for years. If this can .be
accomplished, any manner of selfish or corrupt
political activity is safe from exposure.
CAN

MONARCHISM REVIVE?

The Frankfurter Zeitung is prepared to risk
reputation on the prophecy that the monarchists of Germany never will make a "coma back"
and probably never will even make 'a serious attempt through militant force. Many have been
questioned and, surprising as it sounds, not one
was discovered who has so much as his individual
opinion of what sort of monarchy would be test
It

.
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for Germany.
This, more than any other single
point, seems to have hurried the newspaper to the
conclusion that the real, spirit of the old monarchist group has been broken and befuddled.
From these individual conversations the
By WALT MASON.
spreads an analogy to the entire royalist
crowd and publicity expresses the judgment that
as I deftly spring conundrums
FAREWELL. SUMMER,
monarchy in any form never will be
such as these, I wish that Summer
Id Germany.
Late flareups in Bavaria and the
When sizzling Summer pulls her would take wing, and send an earassassination of Erzberger are marked as Isolated
now
and lets the Autumn In, ly freeze. or It is no treason
freight,
nait's o'er,
fanaticism carry no definite meaning in a
fading to Its rest, to
a better gait
hits
up
my
lyre
is
a
Summer
that
and
bore,
say
tional sense.
may'st hear the merry din. "when now and then a pest. I'm always
Summer's getting in her work, I glad when Summer goes, and Au
BELIEVES IN RAINBOWS.
spring a noble bluff, and, with an tumn makes her bow, and hands
optimistic smirk, I say that she's us hints of early snows to cool
the stuff. Oh, where, I ask, would each fevered brow. When sizzlIn Washington
A Chicago man, interviewed
be our wheat, and radishes and ing Summer comes again, if I am
where the speeding evil is perhaps at its worst, beans, If summer didn't send the still
on earth, I will point to meltexpressed the hopeful belief that in 10 years hence, heat that ripens all such greens? ing men her virtue and her worth;
a man will be as safe on the streets of any big Oh, where would be the luscious and as I boost her varied charms,
the pumpkins and the maize, I'll sigh, in accents drear, "I'd
It must be delightful to iffruit,
city as on a battlefield.
Summer's sun refused to shoot gladly give two uplnnd farms if
tote this brand of rainbow sunshine around the Its Justly famous rays? But even Autumn days were here!"
country. But it twists an ordinary man's curiosity
to understand how any American, free as the air
to Jump for his life at 89 per cent of all street
crossings, gets that way.
j
Ten years is a relatively long period in the life
of an individual, but a short time in the evolution
Is . always a long, hard and not
of a national habit. It is theoretically Impossible "Managing Editor,
An efsuccessful fight.
that in 10 years motor car drivers will have placed
Albuquerque Morning' Journal, always
fective
Corrupt Practice Act enAlbuquerque, N, M,
under close restraint their impulse to run over
In
Mexico
would
New
forced
do
Dear Sir: I had the pleasure of more to redeem New Mexico than
every pedestrian they see desperately trying to
toof
a
paper
copy
your
reading
carry his life in safety across a street or outlying day. Albuquerque is certainly to any other one thing that we can
of, for without competent,
It Is possible, but difficult to believe be congratulated on having such a think
highway.
vote fearing officials the 'old ornewspaper.
live,
that such a happy day is so close. i
der of things' will continue. SufA live newspaper is one of the ficient agitation
The traditional beggar on horseback is a
may arouse. Lets
best
in
existence.
agitato and take a chance On a
Infant compared to the modern
Your city must believe:
change from worse ' to better.
Alcohol
101 per cent motor car driver.
;
That the city that gets publicity
GEORGE.
is said to be the great agent to steal away men's gets the business.
in- we
advertisThat
that
the
the
have
gets
city
dope
brains.
developed
Today
But ing grows.
dustry as a national pastime and enterprise.
That advertising a city is a bushome-breor drug dope can iness,
neither moonshine,
not child's play.
ever hope to equal the seductive Influonce which
That people will go miles to get
wheels throw lnt6 a man the to a good live city to trade.
your pneumatic-tire- d
That your property will ininstant he feels them revolve under him. The crease
In value when the outside
10
In
human
short years
man who thinks that
world knows that your city Is
American
life will be as safe in the streets of a big
That people from neighboring
city as on a great battlefield has faith enough to
towns will come where there is
go hunting a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
something doing.
That the city which does not
seek something better than it now
has, is going to lose out.
That now is the time your city
and business need advertising more
than ever before.
LAUGHTER.
Yestldday me and Puds Simkins
That If you don't get out and go and Leroy Shooster was setting on
Nothing there is more varied or apart
some
outside
the
after
trade,
some
Pudses frunt steps and we started
Than diff'rent people's laughter;
young
to tawk about getting up a club,
neighboring city will.
girl's
That if they do, they will get the Puds saying, G, lets, thats a grate
That like a rippling silver streamlet purls;
business you should get.
A hypocrite's that makes one writhe and start,
Idoer, lets have It down somebodys
Yours very truly,
So plainly it reveals a crooked heart;
celler ware we can Jump errountl
SHAWNEE BOARD OF COM- and make as mutch noise as wo
A lover's, breaking on a whispered word;
MERCE.
A young wife's lyric as a mating bird;
wunt, lets Jest us 3 start It and then
An actor's, subtle with consummate art.
and we'll
By E. R. WAITE, Secretary.
we'll be the founders
have all the Bay.
a
The bubbling mirth of some gay tempered child,
of
a
ideer, I sed,
G, that
LET GEORGE DO IT
pcetch
That finds the world constructed for his play; Editor Journal:
we can have dttm bells and Indian
The nervous giggle of a spinlster, gray
I enjoyed reading communica- clubs and puntching
bags and
With wondering how others Love beguiled.
tions frbm Observer and Citizen everything, G, maybe we wont have
And saddest, covering a mother's fears,
cits
cant Join ununder the head of "As the People fun, and nobody
The little smile that is near kin to tears.
View It" in Monday's Journal, but less us 3 agrees.
Charlotte Becker in the New York Herald.
I had to laugh at your Editorial on
G, we'll have a swell club all
rite, us 3 can take terns being pres"Corrupt Practice Act."
like
for
you pre- ident and wen one Is president tho
My personal
cludes an expression of opinion as other 2 can be secretary and treasto your Judgment, or lack thereof, urer so we'll all be something uli
In advocating such for New Mexithe time, sed Leroy Shooster.
LET JOY BE UNREFINED!
co. If general talk can be given
Whose celler shall we have it
Congress is at it again. On with the dance! credence there must have been down? sed Puds, we could have it
Nashville
Let appropriations be unconflned!
more than $100,000 spent by the down mine, too, I said, ony my
Republican party in last weeks cant is because our celler loeka
y -Senatorial election, and the Dem- sometimes and It mite spoil everyocrats
spent every dollar .they thing we had down there, Id be
PROHIBITION IS ALL POSE
Good- could raise. The plain truth, were lowed to have it all rite ony our
"Arrested for Posing as Dry Man."
available, would startle. ,, Men celler leeks, I, I wish it dldent.
ness! If that's a criminal offense, thousands of us it
and women, otherwise fair and
Well Id be allowed to have It
are in danger of arrest. Philadelphia Record.
honorable, many of them, seem to down mine, too, I sad, ony my
cast aside all scruples in matters father comes down to fix the heeter
political. If they do it voluntar- so awffen he'd be finding out our
HE'S GONE A ITER
be stayed secret passwerd and everything 'n
, Charlie Chnplin has gone to Berlin and now ily then they should
we shall see whether the Germans think there is therefrom. If in "match" the op- case we dldent heer him coming
still anything funny in the world. Kansas City position, as is frequently claimed, down and holey smoaks that would
then the cause must bemoved.
Star.
spoil the hole thing, that would.
We Indulge the hope that the
My celler would be a good celler
entrance of woman in politics to have it down, sed Leroy ShoosWEEKLY
OR THE
would purify" same, but the same ter, my mother would leeve mo
A New York barber' shop will serve tea to its old
'story of 'man hiding behind
it down
too, Id he
patrons. Wo shall next hear that Judge and the women's skirts' is being repeated have all rite,there,
ony we're all the
Police Gazette have been ousted by the Dial, tho and is going to make 'bad matters time
having coarput in and every
r.
Nation and the Atlantic Monthly. Cleveland
worse' unless the true women are time we had a meeting the coal
their
fo
great man would be libel to come anl
alert and 'respond
responsibility.
put some more coal In and how
Mexican
has
New
'repeatThe
"SCAT"
MUST BE THE STUFF NAMED
could we have eny fun with that
A North Carllna rabbit fed near a moonshlno edly charged that there was
going on?
In
of
Republican money spent
still and is alleged to have attacked a hound and
Being the reasons wy the club
Senatorial
in
the
Fe
Santa
cercounty
Prohibition
sent the hound scurrying home.
hasnt bin founded yet and prober-l- y
or
same,
that
inelection,
intimating
some
in
the reasons wy It proberly never
queer stuff, and,
tainly has resulted
much thereof, came from the Will.'
.
cidentally, some queer, chasers. Detroit News.
"outside."
Your Journal said "at
Santa Fe. some local group raised
a considerable sum of money and
Just who is
spent It Improperly.
responsible can not be stated." We
note a statement in Tuesdays
HUMAN WEAKNESS IN JURY BOX
Journal quoting Judge Reed Hol- Ioman as stating mat me expenBy Howard B. Garis
diture for election purposes (enu(From the Milwaukee Sentinel)
In Sacramento, Calif., recently two handsome merating
thereof
as)
items
scapegraces stole an automobile, valued at $2,000. amounted to only $1,650. Judge
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
The facts were established and the jury of six men Holloman
has the
reputation
Newspaper Syndicate.
what is going
and six women found no difficulty in agreeing as to of "knowing
it be In his
on" whether
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
the guilt of the defendants.
ROAST APPLES
But the women stood solidly against a convic- Court room or in politics, and if
tion on the charge of grand larceny, which was ob- he is correctly quoted in above
Is
entitled
we any matches in the
and
"Have
our
verdict.
correct
the
then
Insisted,
They
imagination
viously
only
bungalow?" asked Uncle Wlgglly
finally prevailed, on finding the prisoners guilty of to and is ready to work for not
inrenone day of Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuz-z$1550 would
one cent
petty larceny and a verdict was accordingly
dered to that effect, much to the disgust of the dicate any illegitimate use, and
the muskrat lady housekeepcourt, who gave utterance to some obiter dicta en- nobody that has ever heard of er.
"Matches? Why, of course we
tirely uncomplimentary to the Jury, Its intelligence election methods in Santa Fe
and its appreciation of the duties of citizenship.
county, could think of any sort have matches, Wiggy," answered
This incident, it is contended by some com- of election being held In Santa Nurse Jane. "But I hope you
mentators, serves to prove the frequent allegation Fe county without the Illegitimate aren't going to set fire to the pithat women Jurors cannot be relied upon to return use of money .therein. Then too ano!"
"Indeed not!" laughed the buna verdict which will inflict any particular pain upon $9,000 would not be any too much
a good looking masculine offender. The fact that to use on such an occasion and in ny gentleman. I need the matchthe six women on the Jury In question rushed to such a county If the "old game" es for Johnnie and BlUie Bushy-tai- l,
was Is to be played and results are to
the squirrels, whom I eee
congratulate the prisoners after the verdict conbe had, but we do think that the coming down the woodland path."
rendered, is adduced as additional proof of this
tention and a convincing argument against their New Mexican should be able to
"Oh, my goodni me, sakes
fitness to serve as Jurors.
furnish some tangible evidence ot alive and a bushel of candy kisBut this argument, powerfult as It may be, Is from where said money came, and ses!" cried the muskrat lady. "I
n
fact that for what purposes and by whom never can let those little squirrel
somewhat impaired by the
it Is generally impossible to induce a jury of men same was used. The public has boys play with matches,
Mercy
to find a good looking woman guilty of anything a substantial right and interest in no!"
more than a misdemeanor, even if her Infraction such matters, and if this Informa"They aren't going to play with
of the law proceeds to the extent of getting rid ot tion can be obtained and openly them," laughed Uncle Wlgglly. "I
an undesirable husband or a formidable rival by revealed without subjecting to li- am going to take the matches and
means of a pistol,
bel laws then It should be made go off in the woods with the squirrels to build a fire."
It would seem to the candid observer that the available.
"What for?" Nurse Jane wanted
ends of Justice are no more dangerously subverted
The voter who sells his vote Is
by the acts of women Jurors who permit good look none less reprehensible man the to know.
"So we may roast apples," aning young malefactors of the sterner sex to escape one who buys same or furnishes
we swered Uncle Wlgglly. "I promdeserved punisnment man tney are ny me per- the money for such use, so
formance of 'male Jurors who insist on giving at- have more than the voter,- - who ised the squirrel boys that I'd make
tractive feminine defendants considerable more than thus abuses his right of franchise, them out into the forest where we
the benefit of the reasonable doubt which the law to deal with, and, when you have could have an apple roast, and
to deal with the "higher' ups" It now I'm going to do it. We'll
requires.

MPPLIHG RHYMES

Zel-tu-

.

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

feeble--

town-builde- rs

minded

LITTLE

BENNY'S

w

OSrOTB BOOK,

wide-awak-

VERSE OF TODAY

,

)

take some apples with us, build
a lire and cook them.
So Nurse Jane gave the bunny
some matches.
Mr.
gentleman
Longears filled his long silk hat
with apples, and by the time John
nle and Blllie Bushytall, the squirrels reached the hollow stump

TOBEY TOAD VINE SAYS:
I don't aim to violate the Vol
was
Dungaiow everything
stead law none at all, but I cerready,
"Oh, what fun we'll have!" tainly am a willin' hand at lgnor- chattored the little
in' it.
cnaps, as tney capered about Uncle Wlgglly.
EAST VS. WEST.
"I'm going to eat ten roasted A T. B. doctor in the east, and
much
of him I've heard,
apples!" cried Blllie.
"So am I!" said his brother. Has charges most outrageous high,
in fact, they are absurd!
"Maybe eleven!"
exam is fitty seeds, that
Uncle Wlgglly said .nothing, but His first
isn't any lie;
he twinkled his pink Tiose and he
even
He
charges three bucks when
thought to himself:
you cail to say goodbye!
"I don't want those squirrel Now Albuquerque
has her docs, ex- '
boys to become greedy little chaps.
at malting money,
Ten apples each will be too many. But nopert
such fees as these have we
They must not be greedy or selfin this old land so sunny;
ish!"
Our docs would like to charge us
Soon the three friends were In
much, but they cannot be so
the woods. Uncle Wlgglly took
rash the apples out of his tall silk hat For three
bucks here you can get a
where he had carried them, and
kiss, and two per cent for
Blllie
began to make the fire.
cash!
and Johnnie counted the apples
and found there were only ten
Yea,
the day rapidly
verily,
altogether. Think of that!
nigh when the poor bache"I don't see how we an have dra'weth
lor
brlngeth forth from the moth
ten EACH, and leave some for Uncle Wlgglly, when there are only balls and camphor his winter un
and finding thereon no
derwear,
ten apples for ALL of us!" whisbuttons, severeth the buttons from
pered Blllie to his brother.
summer
underwear end sew-et- h
"There ought to be a lot more!" his
them upon the winter ones.
answered Johnnie. "I want a lot
And it shall come to pass in the
of roasted' apples," and the two
of the next year, this order
squirrels sort of shuffled their spring
paws in the dried leaves, rather of things shall be reversed.
Impolitely.
The trouble with most bald- Uncle Wiggily said nothing, but
he twinkled his pink nose again as beaded men is that they never
he put the ten apples in the hot thought about locking the barn
embers of the fire to roast. Then door until the horse was gone.
i
he and the squirrel boys sat about
Big words never Impress any
on tree stumps, waiting for the
apples to cook. Soon a most love- body except the one who is using
ly smell filled the air. The apples them.
It the doctors insist on saying
were baking and the sweet Juice
and appendectomy,
was bursting through the brown tonsllectomy
we see no reason why chiropodists
skin.
All of a sudden a sad voice said: shouldn't call it
"Oh, how hungry I ami" and out
of a hole camejin old Groundhog, or
When you deal with cheap peo
Woodchuck, gentleman,
"Hungry are you?" cried Un- pie you must expect cheap results.
cle Wiggily in his Jolly voice.
The girls In Chicago are wearing
"Well, have some of our baked
It is 1353 miles
apples, Mr. Groundhog," and with- knickerbockers.
out- another word Mr. Longears to Chicago from here, not including
Wood-chucbill.
one
to
down
mile
the
three
apples
passed
And now comes the slicker who
"Oh, thank you!" exclaimed the
hungry animal, eating them as wants to bet that New York willand
Blllie
Johnnie
cooled.
win
the world's baseball "champoothey
looked at one another. There were yenship."
only seven apples left now!
When a man has so much to do
"They'll soon be ready for you
to eat," spoke Uncle Wlgglly, but that he begins to neglect his
just then a poor old mud turtle friends, it's time for him to get
stuck his head out from under a another Job.
stone and shlverlngly said:
"Oh, how cold I am! Oh, how
LIFE DAY BY DAY.
cold!"
On Sunday I get my home paper,
Uncle
"It Is a cold day." spoke
A weekly from dear old
Wlgglly. "The squirrel boys and
I don't mind It as we are covered On Monday my own col's the caper,
with fur. But you have no fur,
That is if I ve had any luck!
On
there comes the
Tuesday
World s Greatest,
And sometimes I have a squib
nut-eati-

'
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Clovls At a meetins of the
Clovis chamber of commerce it was
decided to combine with Portalea
and send an exhibit frnm Pn.
and Roosevelt counties to the Texas i
state iair at Dallas. The plan is
to load an evnroun .,,. ,,itu n. .......
and Roosevelt countv nrndnrta
ClOViS
Three hllnrlrert ttti,,
and girls are expected here October 6 and 7 to attend the Curry
county boys' and girls' club enIt is expected 4that
campment.
fourteen communities will be represented. Tne boys and girls will
establish n rnmn nnrth nf th- court house where their meals will
De servea.
Tms part of the entertainment is beinsr fnHtnrert h: tha
Curry County Fair association.

Roswell All farmers In nhivai
county are expected to take a va- I'uuuu on vjutuuer id ana atteni
thft ffll'tn hllrean nlf.nl
whlnh ,tll
be held at East Grand Plains school
nuuse. mere win oe judging OI
cattlA and horses, n riisnlnu
tit- ton nnrl nnrn eramaa mnoln K.- Roswell juvenile band and other at
tractions,
iiie oureau win lurnlau
nnffnn

nrtanm

aileron

r nr

plates and the farmers will bring
ineir own uiniiora.
Gallurj Edward W. Tamnnv has
hean nnnnlnteri tnv anaanani. 1a mun- ceed Frank Pino, deceased.
The
appointment was maae Dy tne
oounty commissioners.
Gallup

The

commissioners

of

McKinley county have offered
reward of $1,000 for the capture of
joe Wiggins, who is alleged to have
killed two persons and wounded
two others at a Labor day dance at
Allison. Wiggins la supposed to
have fled to Mexico.

r.

Junk or waste material was
claimed in the United States last
year at a second-han- d
valuation
or i,tuu,uuu.
NEVER WANTS ANYTHING
ELSE

The season
of coughs, colds.
croup and bronchial troubles is at
hand. Every mother will be Inter
ested in this letter from Mrs. E. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave., Superior,
Wis. "I tried many different kinds
of cough medicine, but now I
never want anything else than
Foley's Honey and Tar. I used It
forall my children when I lived In
Iowa and also for my grandchild
ther-eDefining the "bach" was my latest; In Duluth, and it has always done
On Wednesday, existence is bare; good work."
Contains no opiates.
On Thursday I fill up on chicken; soia everywnere.
On Friday commences my wratn,
For Saturday, sure as the dickens
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
On Saturday I get that dat-- batn.
Sealed proposals will be receive- When a person prefaces a state at the office of the City Clerk of
ment with the word "confidential- the City of Albuquerque, New Mexly," the chances are somebody is in ico, until 2 o'clock p. m. on Wedfor a bit of razzing, so,
nesday, October 6th, 1921, for pav- ,
CONFIDENTIALLY
ing, curbs, gutters, storm sewers-There are only a few things we grading and all necessary incidentdon't approve of In the beloved als or appurtenances thereto, on
Journal, and not being able to find the following named street in acLittle Benny's Note Book in th6 cordance with the provisional order
same place every day is one of by the City Commission of the City
of Albuquerque,
them.
dated April 10.
And we still have the hope that 1921.
East Central avenue, from the
some sweet morning we shall sea
where Jlggs has knocked old Mag- west line of High street to the west
line of Mulberry street.
gie for a brace of Babe Ruths.
Bids will be received on the folThe woman's page put on py
itself is fine. Don Fulano says lowing types of pavements:
(1)
that's great stuff for the wlmmen-We'single course, plain
concrete,
take his word for that.
(2)
single course, plain
Personally, we do not miss the
sermonettes, because we never read concrete,
(3)
them. But when it came to the
single course, reinlibel suits and C. C. M. singing "I forced! concrete,
Hear You Calling Me" to the First
(4)
single course, reinNational, we didn't overlook even forced concrete,
h
Bltulithlo on
(6)
a punctuation mark.
A gentleman from Chicago re- asphaltio base.
on
Bltulithlo
(6)
cently said to us that the excellence of Albuquerque's morning concrete base.
(7) Car tracks of penetration
paper was a revelation to htm, macadam.
on
,
particularly the editorial page
(8) Car tracks of reinforced conMonday, That made It the unanicrete,
mous opinion of all present.
The following Is an estimate of
However, some say that any
the work to be done as compiled by
change In this column must inevitathe
City Engineer:
bly be for the better.
7133 square yards paving.
150 Llnj Ft. curb.
A New York
dealer advertises
. . . Lin. Ft. gutter.
Majamas as well as Pajamas.
2678 Ltn. Ft. Comb, curb and
This woman's rights thing can
gutter.
be overdone.
808 Lin. Ft. single track car line.
766 Lin. Ft, double track car
And meanwhile the canyons at
line.
Grand and High streets are growing
1840 Cu. Yds. earth excavation,
deeper!
1790 Srj Ft. cement sidewalks.
And deeper!
The total estimated cost is
And deeper!
T. B. C.
Bidders will state the number, of
weather working days In which
THE DE LUXE ORCHESTRA they
propose to complete the whole
of the above work.
I wish to announce to lovers of
The city reserves the right to acGOOD MUSIC that. I have taken cept or reject any or all bids.
over the organization known since
Each bidder will be required to
1917 as the Colombo Orchestra.
deposit with the City Clerk to the
The Orchestra with practically the credit ot the City of Albuquerque,
same first class MUSICIANS will without
indorsement, a certified
now be known as th- - "De Lut check of deposit In the sum of ten
Orchestra" and will continue as In per cent (10) of the total amount
the past to give the best In dance or bid, as a guarantee that he will file
concert music. We wish lr known all bonds required and enter into
that this orchestra Is NOT furnish- contract, if awarded to him, according to the terms of his bid,
ing music for Saturday night pub-liwithin ten days after the certificadances at Colombo Hall.
tion ot the award. Should the conFRED K. ELLIS, Manager
1026 Forrester
Phone 302-- J tractor fail to file bonds In an approved surety company or enter
The per capita holdings of War Into a contract with the City of AlSavings securities Is $6.40 for con- buquerque, then the certified check
tinental United States. The total shall become forfeited aa .iquldated
damages, and the money realized
outstanding fs $676,520,000.
therefrom bo turned Into the treasThe American Legion is now ury of the City of Albuquerque. .
JAMES N. GLADDING.
represented by 9,930 posts, and
1,686 woman's units.
City Manager.

Ouicl ihole caitielatv
old. Groundhog

Turtle. However, take some of
our hot baked apples under the
stone with you. They'll keep you
warm. And with that Uncle Wiggily took a stick and poked four
the
hot, roasted apples toward
Turtle. The Turtle raised up the
ctone, let the apples roll under
It and then he let the stone drop
back in place again, for it was the
front door of his house.
"Now I'll be nice and warm," he
said. Billle and Johnnie looked
sad. There were only three apples
left now! And, all of a sudden out
of the bushes Jumped the bad old
Wolf!
"Oh, ho!" Oh, ho!" howled the
wolf. "I'm going to bite every'
body!"
"Oh, are you? Well I guess
not!" cried brave Uncle Wlgglly.
And with that he took a stick and
rolled the three last hot baked
apples toward the Wolf. They
burned his nose and made him
howl "wow!" and then he ran
away after smashing the apples as
flat as pancakes.
"Dear me!" said Uncle Wlgglly,
as he looked at the fire. "All our
baked apples are gone, boys!"
"We don't care!"
cheerfully
and Johnnie.
Blllie
chattered
"Wrlth the apples you helped the
hungry Groundhog, you warmed
the cold Turtle and you saved us
all from being bitten by the
Wolf." And so Mr. Longears had.
But the next day he found more
apples and roasted them for the
two squirrels.' so they all had a
good time. And if the pussy cat's
tail doesn't tickle the face of the
clock and make its hands hide in
the kevhole, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wiggily and the butterfly.
Mr.

Within the limits of the City of
New York there are 800 farms,
The princivalued at $35,373,780.
pal products of the farms are hay,
corn and potatoes.
According

to Samuel Gonipers,

president of the American Federation of Labor, the world is divided
Into two classes the employer
and the employees.

lt4-inc-

$46,-701.-

e

Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)

I
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Elida Patrons of the Floyd
school district claim to have the
largest district, from the StandThis.
point Of HC'rp.'iLTO in tha ivni-is a consolidated school, has an attendance of nearly 200 pupils and
seven teachers are employed. The
school is fed by six trucks, bring
ing 10 r ioya rror.v all points of the
comDa'ss their nreplniia InnH. .e
Juvenile humanity.

o
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IN CNIVEKSITr JIEIGHTS
Five rooms and sleeping porcn,
basement,
modern, good-sire- d
built-i- n
features; furnace heat;
garage; extra large lot; east
front. This house' Is located on
one of the best streets in University Heights and is an exceptionally good location. Can be
bought on extra good terms and
the price is right.
A LARGS BRICK HOUSE
Located close In, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms,
modern; large clothes closets;
built-i- n
features; large bath
room;
lara screened front
porch; screened back porch:
good walks, lawn and some
shade and extra large lot. This
house Is located Just four block
from postofflce and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rent out enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your Investment.
GOOD BUT
Four rooms, modern; close In
in Fourth ward; good steed lot.
Price Is only $2,750, and cau
make some terms.

RANCHF.S.
We have some verv .'ine ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and con b bought or
very good terms. If In the market for a srood ranch, either
large or small, let us show yov
what we have.
(

i

FOB RFXT.
llluliliimls.
house, furnace heat
completely furnished. . .$86.00
apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished

apartment,

furnished
Lowlands.

L

.

j

WE

.

M-Ajr-

COMEb

WANTED
$8,000 oq good first mortgagee
Tell us what you want-ha-ve we may
it.
--

Phone

364--

m7i

.

IDEAL HOME,
Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
porches,

steam heating plant built-i- n features, garage, lawn, shade, l'rlct
and location very attractive. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance, 120 S. 4tb.
HOME
Two

AND

INVESTMENT

..WHY WORK

Nifty Home for Sale,
Four-roomodern bungalow,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hard
wood floors throughout, all tho
features. This Is a
late built-i- n
real nifty home and the price is
A

When $4.S00wlll buy you a
property that will bring $110.00
per month, this is in a good
close-i- n
location. You will only
need ft fair payment to handle,
this, balance on easy payments.
$500 will start you on a dandy
four-roohome In the highlands, start now.

apartments, many
features. Two baths, fine
sleepitg porches, furnished and
renting for $80 per month. Priced
to sell, $4,000.
GILL & WOOTTOX,
Phone 723-115 6. Second.
built-i-

n

private

J.

FOR BAXJB
Four rooms and bath, three porches,
adobe etucco, well located on a full-lie- d
corner lot, with beautiful shade
tree. W will Bell thl place verv
cheap, If aold at one. Price (3,000.
Easy terms.
l'hona 467.
KEIXT 218 W. Gold.

FOR SALE Almost new modern four room house, lights,
water, cement basement, furnace, garage, coal and wood
In-

FOR RENT
Foil RENT Furnished

Dwellings

house.
Phone 2272,-FOR KENT Four-rooond.

bungalow.

line

furnished inod-er- n
Inquire 913 North Sec-

FOR RENT Three-roounfurnished
uouage, near enops, 1213 South Broad-

For

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto

216 W. Gold.

459-- J.

Insurance,

Lo&ni.

Phone IBB.

223 W. Gold.
I BEAUTIFUL LITTLE HOME
ON WEST ROMA

COMFORTABLE

MAJESTIC

IT

A, COt--Q

thousand-mil-

'

D

e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

ments made by us.

BEFORE

Oversize and

Overservice

THIS HOUSE

FOR SALE
bath, 2 porches, base,

will sell reRl soon. If you want It Phono 1023.
814 W. Gold.
hurry, new 6 room, modern, except
ment,
Oak
Gas,
In Fourth war,
nice,
real
furnace,
floors, Lot 60x150, Ideal neighGood terms.
for only $3,900.
borhood, We have the exclusive agency for this property
R. McCLUGHAN
A RARE BARGAIN
and it is priced to sell.
204 W. Gold
Phone 442-- J
We have Just listed one of the
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
best homes in Albuquerque; this
'
SUDUKN BKKVICK.
REALTORS
is a large nine-roostone bulld-ng- ,
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renReal Estate, Insurance, Loans
on Kodak finishing
beautifully designed. The
ders audden sen-leJ09 W, Gold Ave. Phone 670
bulldlnar is practically new, in
to people who demand quality. Work
in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
good repair and complete. All
Work In before t p. m. mallei) Boon neat
modern features. We can make
Address work to
day.
you a fine prica on this home, it
TUB RED ARROW.
handled at once. The owner is
FOR RENT Rooms
K. Las Tegss
Albuquerque
moving from the state and wants
(We want
representative in YO'JH
FOR
to sell quickly. Let us show you
RKNT
rooms. IH territory,)
Furnished
North Maple.
this home. Located close in.

FOR RENT rieveral unfurnished rooma,
1S4 South Edith.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
214 North Walter.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
heat. 203 South High.
FOR RENT
rooms.
218
Furnisnee
South Walter, phone 18H7-FOR
RKNT
Three "furnished
rooms,
modern. 1011 North rirst.
FOR RENT Front rouin suitable for two
gentlemen. 3J7 Norm Fifth.
FOR RENT Neatly Mrnlahed rooma. at
607 South Second,
phone 1480-I'llNlKHISLi rnoma; hot water heat;
sick; no children. 414 West (Silver.
FOR KENT Furnished roum, furnace
heat; no sick. 307 South Walter.
FOR RENT Large
front
room, hot
water treat, garaire, Phone 1684-n- .
FOR RENT Two nice clean rooms, close
In, also to shops.
409 West Iron.
ForTTen T Two clean, light houseKeeu-In- g
rooms for couple. 1220 Somh Rid.
FOR KBNT-enett- e. FurnlsheO. room and klleu.
171 4 West Central.
Phone 162.
FOR RENT Clean sleeping rooms and
housekeeping room. 609 South Sec

FOR RENT
FOK

RBNT

light housekeeping,

froutn

huh

Rooms

Twu "furiiishud

Fourth1.
RfcNT Furnished

with

rooms "fur

nil

KELLY

Phono 467.

i

aiH W. Gold.

two amall rooms

with kitchenette, ground
cnnnren. 415 West Lead.

floor;

.HELP WANTED

i

no

WANTED

Miscellaneous

WANTED All' kinds ot second-han- d
furniture. Phone 944-Halo.
WANTED Your garbage, rirone S409-WANTED
Tailor ro, Pushelman work.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
Apply Meyer A Meyer.
HAULING of all kinds. Scavengerlng
WANTED
Mexican sawmill men and
723 East Iron, phone
and
some loggers. The Banta Barbara Tie 2390, R.transferlng,
and lJnle Co., Tres Rifos, N. M.
WANTED
About a
eafe,
WANTED
In good condition. Address Safe, care
luung man, age about 18
years, as stenographer,
Apply in. own Journal.
handwriting to Manager, Postofflce Box WANTED Clean raws; will
pay t cents
city.
per
City Klectrld Company Car
MEN Age 17 to IS. Experience unneo narna, pound.
Old Albuquerque
essary
Travel; make secret Investi- WANTED Watches, clucks and
Jewelry
gations, report.
Salaries;
expense.
to repnir. 117 South First, phone 917-- J
American Foreign Defective
m
Man.
the
Watch
Brassfleld,
St, Louis, Mo.WKLD1NU
AND CUTTING
ot metiile,
WILL" conduct
all house furniture
also welders'
and carbide for
salea at AUCTION, for a S n.r cut sale. N. u. steel supplies
Co.,
Inc.,
phone 1917-C. W. SUTHERLAND,
commission.
city MAX BARGAIN STORE), at 314 South
AUCTIONEER,
phone 210 at Ulty West
Flret, will pay the highest price for
your (esond-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Ph 'ne 8M.
Kemiile
WANTED
Iit;'l CLEANERS
L'xpei'leuoed oollar girl,
MATTRE.-iSKcelslor Laundry.
renwaied. (1.60 and no.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
WANTED- Ulrl for general hoilaeworlc
no washing.
Beading Co., phone 471.
810 North Thirteenth..
FINISHING It is
WANTED
Girl for cooking and genorai BETTER KODAK
better. Return postage paid on mall
housework. Mrs. N. T. Armljo,
t33
rders. The Barnum Studio. 219V. Wesi
West Copper.
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
.
W A VTKri r,
person for aener HIOHUST cash
""ijjieni
price paid fur secondhousework. Must be able to cook.
hand bicycle. Bring us your old wheels
nyyiy in west copper. Phone 1040.
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad.
Bpanisn-speakln- g
Co.. 220 South Second, phone 789.
irminu
for wallpaper and point store.saleslady Ing
Apply WANTED Namea and addresses ' nf
... volutin, corner wixtnand Central.
those who sew me run over at the
wanted Couple wanted to do general oorner
Coal and Second
The Brown
housework; must be good cook and Transfer truck, Sunday, by
September 19.
B'". Apply 303 South' Foutth L. M. Boyer, 918 Columbia.
H'lMinniii,
FURMrURErepalring7upholstsrlng, ted
i B,u capable middle-age- d
Amer
and
frames, bronslng, enamelican woman for housework and care ing, oarpicture
Satiscushions, hall cushion.
cmiuren. ii you are sick do not ap faction guaranteed.
J. H. Auatln, 1201
west L.ean.
North- - First, phone 1270-R- .
uahi nom and 110 a month WANTED
Cartful Kodak finishing
wnue attending eahnol; catalogue free.
Twice dally service. Remember, satismacaay , Business Collegs, 90614 South faction guaranteed,
Send your finishing
Lrfis Anrrefes.
to a reliable, eatabtlshed firm.
Honns
WANTED
A
A
Hanna. Master Ptmiorajr.er.
middle-age- d
woman
f,
one who can appreciate
nouseKeeper,
lairrSMOBILES
Hiiuu
nome: two cn Idrnn In fnmllv
Apply Room 4, Citizen National Bank
FOR
SALE
truck.
Phone
Dodge
"mining.

fr

'

tWeWriters

211

Highlands. Can be had on easy
terms. Price $2,800, A few desirable
places for rent.

1111

I

six-roo-

Of five large rooms, well located in

Rollin E, Guthridge,
Real Estate.

Jmj

INC

We have been requested by the
owner to push the ale of this
modern home. This
means wo want an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plentf of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer,

HOME

RKNT- - Furnished house In highlands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
Phnna H51-FOR RENT Four-roofurnished houae
nnd screened porch. 1118 North Fifth,
FOR KENT Four furnished housekeep
608 South Walter.
ing; rooms.
phono 1917-Three-rootOR KENT Nicely furnished apartment! FOR RENT
furnished
house. Apply 100 South ' Broadway,
no nick.
713 South Broadway.
10T.w.
phone
FOR KENT Small furnished apartment,
'
steam heated. 1215 West Roma. In- FOR RENT Five-roohouse, furnished
or unfurnished.
701 West New York.
quire Apartment 6.
m.'-A- i.
pnono
FOit KENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath, 401 South Seventh sun jti.M iwo-roocottage with
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. SU
phone 1644-Cast 6nta Fe.
ond.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four 4
OR RENT Five-roofurnished house, FOR RENT Two furnished housekeep
rooms; modern; no sick; adults. J104
two eoreened porches. Apply 123 South
Inir rooms; no children.
1103 South
North Second.
Arno, phone 1840-Eilltlr.
FOR RENT Four room furnished apartFour-rooFOR
RENT
uottage, fur- FOR RENT Newly furnished front bed
ment ; lulu Us. 1018 North Second,
nished. In Highlands. A. AS. Mllner
room, gentleman preferred, employed.
phone 170W.
313 iWeat Central ave.
i'o vest Loai.
modFRO RKNT Furnished apartment,
Two-rooFOR
RENT
modern furnishiuwi i i) ront room In new nouns,
tuit
ern, three rooms and bath; hot water
ed house; sleeping porclis 130.
No
close in; one or two meals If wanted.
nest, 814 West Coal.
children. Call 708 East Santa Fe.
somn
Arno.
Tor
Tww rurmaried rooms
FOH KENT
FOR RENT Nloe faur-l-oucuttage, 307 FOR RENT Room, nicely furnished; no
light housekeeping; adults; bo sick
West
25
Haieldlne,
month.
per
Broad
724 Smith Seoond.
sick; gentleman preferred. 40 Nofth
'furnished mcycie io., zap BouUi Seoond, phone 738,
FOR RENT Nice three-rooFOR RENT Furnished three.room mod- cvti KMi-.Mc- ely
and
furnished room, outwith
sleeping porch
apartment
ern COttage With tWO acreensd nornhea
side entrance: also varaee: tin Blnlr
bath. 810 South Walter.
at 918 South Arno. Inquire 1008 South
iNortn
second.
mi
FOR RENT Apartment of three rooms Kdlth.
j?uri tttu.j uwo furnished front rooms
and sleeping porch; adults, well peo- FOR RENT
Unfurnished half of
and light housekeeping room. 414 West
1008 North Second.
ple.
rooms light and airy: close in.house;
low.
aold,
phone 193 W.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchenlanda; no sick; no children. Ill West
104
n
AND CLEAN rooms, all outside.
;NICE
ette and glasaed-lsleeping porch.
i
Atlantic.
hot water, $3 week, 214 J South Sec
2380-Wast Iron, plron
five-roo'OR
RENT
Four
and
ond.
New
house,
mudAlbany.
FOR RENT Desirable ttiree-roofurnished; bargain:
hlehlands: free FOH RENT
, ern
Front
furnished apartment; best resl- - electricity, phone,
room, furnished,
water. Phone 2129-Phone 845-private entrance, connecting bath. 233
1B08 South Elm.
dence section.
North High, phone 370-Furnished
KENT
apartments; FOR RENT Four-rooFOB
modern bunga FOR RENT
Albuquerque
three rooms with bath.
Nicely furnished front bed
low, close In, unfurnished:
40: water
room, suitable for two; no sick. 315
Hotel, tiH North Second.
paid; might consider a long lease. Apjvortn Eleventh--, phone 1670-Three-roofurnished ply 600 South Walter.
RENT
FOR
FOR RENT Nicely furnished largs, well
apartment, with aun parlor, hot water FOR RENT Five-ruobrick
house.
ventilated room, convenient to bath;
heat. Apply 1128 East Central.
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch: can ba ar furnace
g
heat; no sick. Phone 119S-Two
furnished
for
RENT
light
ranged
FOR
apartments with congenial
FOR RENT Two extra large' furnished
with
rooms,
large glassed people. 621 East Central.
1368-J- .
rooms
front
for houaekeeDlner: kitchen
Phona
9409-Jsleeping; porch.
FOR RENT Attractive four-roomodern brick apartment, furnished, with sink. 821 South Third. Dhnne 20SS..T.
Male nnd Female.
modern, furnishFOR RENT Two-rooFOR SALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
ed apartment with garage, hot and two glassed and two screened porches; FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms WANTED Man and wife for
Phone 147S-- J.
xor Housekeeping; large a eeoing oorch.
i,m.n.
1111 East Central; key next door. Owner
cold water. 421 South Broadway.
position, mini for r H.ril Vtfnrl. .lt.,l FOR SALE Bulck Light Six, new paint;
208
eleotrlo
410
North
and
Esst
lights
Central.
gas.
Sycamore.
furnished
building and grounds, women foe
FOR RENT Large rour.room
18 North Third.
bargain.
porch; lights and FOR RENT Cot tag In rear, reasonable, IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, oltan rooms srai housework i home furnished. Ap- - FOR BALE- apartment, with
,
Ford coupe, 9175, next
rate by day or week. Over Pastime
two rooms, two eleeplng porches, also
water Dald; modern. 703 East Central.
jy.-city.
two days. 801 South Arno.
18 upward,
FOR RENT Bright, sunny apartment, large rront room, all furnished for light Theater, 211(4 West Central.
for
Postal
Mail
tLMw.
1
FOR 6 A LB
BulcW touring
320 FOR
car.
Bath and phone.
RENT Clean, nicely furnished
120 month.
Service.
large glassed sleeping porch; private housekeeping.
Experience un.
first-clacondition. sopd-Dlllo- a
Co.,
rooms; reasonable,
with or without necessary. Tor free particular
bath and entrance, me west central. south Broadway, phone 197S-of ex413
board.
elty.
South
RENT
New
FOR
In
house
R.
writ
amination,
Broadway.
A three-rooand
Terry (former Civil
highlands
FOR RENT
three rooms and glassed-l- n
modern.
furnished
sleeping FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished Service examiner), i8 Continental Bldg., FOR SALE OR TRADE Ford speedster
apartment,
In fine mechanical
117
rooma In modern home. Apply to Mra T BSUIIIKIOII, V. V.
condition,
(01 South First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy porcn; also two othor large screened
Routh Arno.
porche; furnished; water paid, 945 per Fred Ham, lit North Second.
office.
emau
monin.
FOR SALE Furniture
lamny; no clilldron. FOR RENT Front bedroom; private enFORD FOR RENT Drive It yourself.
apartment, furFOR RENT Three-roomn-j- .
200 South Broadway, phone 1073-trance; adjoining bath; to employed 'OR BALK Duloid, In first-olaa- s
nished complete; October 5; can be
shape.
driver'
license required.
no
alck.
113
man;
no
children,
Ill gouth Seventh.
seen now: no alck and
PERSONAL
piny ivim west mate.
FOR SALE Light Ford truck; Iras en
South Ninth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well
u
on.ua
ivuu'nen
VISITING
chairs,
2010-csoinet,
rug
BAIH3ER.
Phone
closed
suitable tor dry cleaner
bed room; suitable for one or ,
FOR RENT Suite clean, well furnished
neater,
"
Phone 420.
two gentlemen, lit South Third.
iij west Haxeldlne, or baker. body;
Phone 872-light housekeeping rooma; furnace heat. BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-'
FOR
Some
SALE
extra geoei used car,
class In; employed
eauple preferred. SHAMPOOING, facial and manicuring at
i'OR SALE
round fumed
421 South Third.
for light housekeeping; no alck or
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 101
your noma, rnone 1644-M- .
oaa: oining table:
also
reed
huhv
West
Central.
FOR RENT Three
large furnishe DO TOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH? small children. 603 North Fourth.
1114
irouer, in excellent condition.
FOR SALE 1221 Hudson sport model,
rooms, modern: also large aun porch, SEB J. C. KSPINOSA,
rooms and yvnmi central.
No. S, WWtlng ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
with fire place; reasonable.
worth 12,200.
enclosed,
will sell for 11,850.
mono 48b,
housekeeping apartments, by the day. i'OR SALE Coal range. Perfection heat:
ouiiQing
1352-Phone 490-Phone
PRIVATE" TUTORING done by experl week or month. SOU, WeM Central.
r, on cook atovea, roll-to- p
desk, Ivory FOR SALE 1921
furnishdesirable
FOR RENT Unusually
enced teacher; special
Baby Overland, In A-- l
china cloaet, large amount of
training for FOR RENT One large room and glassed aressera,
must aell by Tuesday night.
ed apartment, four room and nam, primary grades. 119 North High, phone
modern home; oar rirst-cia- s
used furniture.
trap;
125 South
sleeping porch;
n
best
1
11VH-South Broadway, room T.
sleeping porch;
targe glassed-itop in front of house. 1333 South rirst.
residence section. Call mornings, 1018
Edith.
FOR SALE Upholsterer davennort an,! FOR SALE OR TRADE
1018-West Central, phone
7
model Burckl can he seen at 613
FOR RENT Nice large room In modern I fireside chair: three nnhnlaferArf nair
PHRENOLOGIST
FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished RIDE TO UNIVERSITT HEIGHTS, 113
nome. convenient to mean; turnaee
"iis; oieinway uprignt piano; one par' west Silver; will demonstrate to In.
tiartment. lam aiassed-l- n
eleeplng
Boutn uorneii avenue, have your head, heat, Room vacant Sept, 20, 108 South or canine!: three oar or tab es: cur. terested parties.
Ap
face and hand head, Sara M. Jones, Arno.
porch; convenient to aanatoriums.
tain; drapes velour portlers; one tsnd- - FOR SALE
0.m .una.
ro sewing maonine. Phone 319. Mr.
ply n UOUl.wil p;uuiu,uu,
pnone iiiGe-- j.
der
FOR RENT Clean, comfortable, light
good condition.
Central, phone 1576-and airy furnished rooms; reasonable Orunafeld.
newly painted; no commissions; rsason- 11 Stern building.
ahle terms.
one block from Santa Fe (hop.
FOR RENT Two large sunshiny house'
ratea;
Apply
"SPECIAL NOTICE
LOST AND FOUND
S?n Rnitlh
keeping rooma wltb sleeping porch
FOR SALE two Bulck light sixes, 1911
clean and newly decorated; suitable for Wh CAN save yuu money
iOST Brown leather
u eiectrloai FOR
rooma with
contain
RENT Furnlahed
models, 1760 and 1850: Ford truck.
no
North
(01
alck,
two
ladles;
40 and express receipt;
Call up and get our estimate
couple or
service.
about
Ford truck,, worm drive.
Ing
1200; one-to- n
for
bath
leaping
porch,
housekeeping;
Eighth, phone 1.131-- J.
1204
Southreward.
Edilh.
1400; Ford speedster, $200; Podge roadconnecting; water and light furnished.
1460.
710 West Leed.
West Gold.
QILDEItSLEEVB
ELECTRIC
ster,
CO
Lost
lit
Between Tijeraa canyon and
FOR SALE Poultry-Ee- g.
one brown leather puttee; STOLEN
AUTOMOBILES
FOR RENT Nice sleeping rooms and
Ust your
BNOINEERS
CONTRACTORS
AND
return
908
to
on room
West Marquette; reward.
stolen automobile with Tire National
for light housekeeping
FOR SALE Laying hens and pullets. 1730 West
'
Central, pbone 1720-- J.
steam hsat. Grand Central hotel, corner FOUND Leather bill-fol- d
Automobile
1113 South Walter.
Stolen
Okemah,
Registry,
with Identifi
eocond ana Central.
cation card and driver's license. Own- Okla. Full particulars on request.
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, at Ely's
SEWING
MACHINES
er
can have same by paying for ad. Call FOR SALE 1920 model Ford Touring
FOR RENT HIgh-clas- a
room, north.
Poultry yard, 523 South Eighth, phone
outh and east exposure; south sleep Journal office.
cer, cheap for cash; has electrlo lights.
1U8.
and supplies for all ing porch; private home in but real- - 35 REWARD for Information leading to starter .and shock absorber; In flrst-cla- a
cieanea; part
FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rab-bit970.
'
dentlal
all
work
C.
order; run less than 1,000 miles.
district phone
H
the arrest and conviction of the party
guaranteed.
hens and frying chickens. 710 make;
Morehead. phone 711. 420 Weet Lead. WOODWOHTH
ilewly
West Lead.
furnished, oiu or parties who cams In my front yard Call 1001 North Sixth, or phone 1331 W.
clean rooms and housekeeping apart Thursday night and dug up and carried
WILL BUT Poultry of all kinds payln
BUSINESS CHANCES
three rose bushes. W. M. Combs,
WANTED Saleimeti
ment, by day, week or month. Reduced away
Will call for
good prices for broiler.
911 North Eighth.
summer
rate. 911 South Third.
SA LB (iaruge.
862-best location in
117
South Arno. WANTED Salesman, opening for a high
them. Phone
town. Phone 179.
two desirable
Albuquerque Poultry Co.
grade aalesman with a national or s"Oft BENT Unfurnished,
FOR
RENT
n
Miscellaneous
room, wltb glsssed-lFOR SALE Small grooery store, doing
sleeping room
reference required. Pierce
S. C. R. I. ganisation;
FOR SALE
Hotel. Albuquerque. and garage; light and water paid; n
good business;
cheap rent. 1201
Beds, eighteen hen, twenty young pul-le- t, Murphy, Sturge
sick; no children) rent reasonable. 1011 FOR RENT
of New Mezloo.
four month old and twenty-fiv- e
2I North Third. North Arno,
Oarage.
North Seoond.
late hatch; fifteen
White
FOR F.ENT Newly decorated store room. FOR 8AJLE Established real estate and
Mr. J. P. Summer,
DRESSMAKING
Leghorn, hen.
FOR' RENT Large room with small
insurance agency: attractive proposi
Hfl West Central.
Sx75 feet,
417 West Lead.
room
eoreened
tion. Address L. W., cane Journal.
bath,
adjoining,
large
UEtfSTllViriTiG. pleating. Williams' lilT- FOR
RENT
room,
25x00; FOR SALE One "of the best
suitentrance;
sleeping
porch,
private
v
business
iwia-nnrry, jvv nouin jjroauway, pn.
plenty light; very desirable for echool.
CARPENTERING
able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
propertle In Albuquerque, lit South
West Central.
lodge or olub room
PLEATING, accordion, sloe ana box. B. Hall. 724 Rast Oold. tihone 9J7J.W.
(II
ofat
First
Hotel
ilreet. Inquire
Savoy
N. Crane,
PBTTIFORD THE. ODD JOB MAN.
malt order.
lit North OUTBIDS UOOMb, naw furniture, sult- - FOR RENT
Phone 1471-Any kind of work.
8eventh; Crane Apartments, phone 111.
Office Rooms fice.
able for one or two men, or couple;
FOR SALE Photographic studio, good
WANTED Odd Job carpentering, paintvery quiet, two blocks from depot and FOH RUNT Office rooms, over Wool- location in Albuquerque! will sacrlflco
ing ana; root repairing. Phone I46-worth s, 919H West Central.
postofflce. one block from restaurant
for quick sale; reason for eelllng, have
FOR HOUSE OR
ROOF PA1NTIN6; TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled and picture shows; by week or month. FOR RENT Attractive
other business. Address
steam
office,
first-cla- ss
920
West
Gold.
reasonable price. chine.
work;
Br
water
and
Albuquerque
Typewriter
furnished.
heat, light
Oenrg T. Brown. 1080 South Broad way.
and repaired
Ribbons foe. every ma- faATTRESS RENOVATING
Wright bnlldlng, opposite postofflce.
STOLEN
139 BouNl. Fourth.
BEFORE BUILOINQ or having your change, phone (0I-.
FOR
rooms
i
anc
KENT
Office
,,
heat
bi n n fijirfee
pii
354-houae repaired, call
our figures
STOLKN
From car, package containing
water; above Matson' store. Central
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, furmay interest you; no Job too large or too
embroidery material: the nartles are avenue. Inquire J. Korbu'a Auto
niture pecking. Phone 47L Ervin Bed
Journal want ads get results known;
imajl,
"
return or may, to 109 Wast Ltd
ding Company,

Apartments

irs dANUAlV

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

rooms furnished, glassed in porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORE
214 W. Gold '
Phone 442-5

$4,200

only

Shelley Realty Co,

Phono

6CRVICI

A HOME

m

way

FOR RENT

&E.

vmOUL-- O

' 'OOHOVJ
fOU

IS2I sTlNTl, FlAtUrt

5

110 S. 3.

v

vnii
V.

tMD

The best tire for the least
money in the state.
Tire Repairing and

& CO,

F

riEALTOUS.

FOR SALE

room brick house, bath two
screened In porches, large basement, furnace neat and built In
features to suit your taste, Strict,
Price reasonable
ly modern,
Terms.
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Estate

.'5)

J

THINK HELL Pav
IN JANUA.RV.

HE

LEVERETT-ZAP-

house, now vacant. Terms.
quire, C2S S. Walter St.

v

Yf

-- l

BE'CA.UE.

Retreading.

1420 EAST GOLD

REAL ESTATE,

-

jr

OIL.1.- -

&UT i HAD A LON,
WITH HIM MSD I

fllGILLAXK T1KK S RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. I'bone 230

D, T. KINGSBURY,
Loans and Insnrancc.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 007.W

v

n

a

By George McManus

i

....$40.00

.i

i

MO

WELU DlO voo
.T HIM TO PA-- r

MI?

ru--

HE iii

MOW-

eW

1

THINC, OUT

--

apartment,

furnished

71

I

is

I

the International Newt Bervlot,
U. 6. Patent Office).

J, D, KELEHER I
V. Gold.
Phone

$650

MOVE RIOCfT IN
FURNISHED
.'ram?, glassed and
creened porches, fire place, gas,
lot .17112 eet
electricity,
front, located nice part of
Fourth ward.
Five-roo-

'c

j

DOWN

And $30 monthly payments wiV)
modern house
buy this four-roow.th gas, sleeping porch garage and
lot. Close in, on South
Walter. Trice only $3,000
m

J.

A. UAMMO.VI),

824 K. Silver.

Phone

1522-R-

.

UNIVERSITY

DWELL.
Why not a SAVINGS ACCOUNT
HERE You will never miss
$10.00 down
and $10.00 per
month. Lots are always salable.
Go see the amount of building
aelng done up there or come into
our office and we'll take you up.
Let's tell you more about our
bulldlnar and budget plan. With
Mr. E. C. Morgan, our architect
and builder, we can build you a
very nice bungalow, any type,
brick, frame, or stucco on easy
payments.
Six of these are being started
now in University Heights,
'et'g toll you more about It.

POND & MICHENER
Phone S07.

117 W. Gold.

Close in, only four blocks from
Central avenue.
brick
with two porches, clothes closets,
pantry and bath, sheds, plastered garago, shade. lawn and in
one of the best residential sections of the city. We offer you
this place foi- - only $4,710. Can
be had on terms if desired.
IXQVIRE NOW.
Five-roo-

PRETTY NEW HOMES
If you want a nice, small, mod
em home, $3200.00, easy payments,
let us show you. We also have
modern 4, 6, 6. 7, 9, up to date.
W. H. M'MILLION
206 W, Uold

For

Rent-Roo- m

with Board

TABLia

HOARD
Reasonable
Phone H1S-FOR RENT Furnished room and boar.L
i"l 8 14 West Gold.
PLAIN board and room for 1 1 u week.
1S30 Souih Second.
cOH RENT dleepmg porcn and uoatu.
1207 East Central.
TA ULUl BOARD All
West fruit.
Phone 1472-r'OR RENT Room and Bleeping porun.
with board. 1699 East Central.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board
and room, garage. 623 South High.
GOOD HOMli COOKING, sleeping purou.
front roum; no sick.
1027
Forrester.
FOR RENT Room
and ooard, with
sleeping porch; first-claa- a
board. 410
Esst Central.
M1RAMONTHS
ON Tills MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona.
Phone 2400-JFOR RENT Room, sleeping porch and
board. Mrs, Grace B. Jones, Sao Boutli
High, phone 12H7-JAMESONS RANCH Ideal location for
few reservation
healthseekera;
now
available. Phone 2238-"GRAND VIEW RANCH
THB place to recuperate; modern ao- commodatlon.
Phone 2407-1(FOR RENT Nicely furnished
rooms
with steam heat and first-clatable
board. 110 South Arno, phone 1327-FOR HEALTllSEUlvURS Modern a
nurse service.
with
commodatlons,
Cai-de pro, 611 West Oold, phone 614-'OR UENT Room and sleeping
porch,with board for convalescents: eentlemen only; private home.
Phone 214S-- "
FOU 1.J1.M
Sleeping porch and dressing room with board, auitable for two.
Gentlemen preferred.
011 South High.
IfOH RENT Nice rooms with sleeDina
porchea with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, til South Broadway, nhon.

6!.

HOME BA.N'ITOHIUM for convalescents,
mild winters, best of food. Ideal surTularosa.
roundings, 139 per month.
N.

M.

DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCH aud
bedroom, with board. In furnace-hea- t.
ed home; reasonable; also table board.
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1422-HAVE a very good proposition for twu
young men. business men nreferred.
who wish to room together, cither walking distance to business csnter; good
large room; good table board: on car
line In highlands
Phone 1012.

FOR SALE

Houses

FOR SALE
brick house, on
North Edith. Phone 2401-RFOR SALE Cozy modern bungalow.
1009 Forrester;
Inquire within.
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, completely
furnished; large lot. 1423 West Central.
FOR SALE Modern furnished bungalow,
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South
Walter.
FOR SALE Residence, !11 worth Four- teenth (trect; nice location. Inquire
'ithln.
FOH
SALE Ftiur-ruohouse, uartly
furnished; hot and cold water: nar
shops. Address Box (12, csre Journal.
OR SALE Three-roohouse, sleeping
porch, large front porch, nracllcallv
modern and furnished. S01 Best Grand.
FOR SALE Five-roocement bungalow; strictly modern; lot 60 by 100;
garages; cash or time. 1439 West

"A BARGAIN"
Adobe plastered and pebble dashed
two large rooms, front and back
porches, water and lights, on corner lot Fourth ward. Only $1,509.
Easy terms.

McDonald

&

SALE

CANNING

tomatoes

2404-J-

Phone

The dead sure rush for homes.
Good times are coming back.
FOR SALE
Five-roomodern frame in l
condition, close in, on south
Arno. Sleeping porch, largo lot
Will sell either furnished or unfurnished.
$1,000 down. bal.
ance terms.
m

Miscellaneous
for sale.

040.

HEAD OFF

Phone

j'OIt BALK

Set double warness, it Bell's
I.lvery Ham.
FOR SALE Ivory rsed
baby buggy.
.

mono

Several Houses for Rent.
Second fctroot and Cold Avennc

worsitam.

Keal Kstate and Insurance.
Phono 900-108 S. Third.

FOR

HEIGHTS

WHERE THE WELL FEOPLE

SPECIAL JUST LISTED
FOIt SALE BY

410.

MR. AND MRS. PURCHASER
We have one of tho most complete listings throughout Albuquerque in homes and vacant
lots. When anticipating the buv-in- g
or building of a home SEE
JS ALWAYS AT YOUR

zu'3-M-

FOR
SALE Thresning. machine,
P. O. Box 412, City.
RV BODDIC'8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN.

A--

A.

C.

STAKES

Real Estate and Insurance
31 W. Oold
Phone 18ft

Phone 241I-RFOR SALE Box caruenter anA nih.r
tools.
Ill South Ninth.
FOR SALE Good
d
refrigera
Cash- buys a three-room,
rnone 604-tor,
double
'"OR SALE Elfcht-foapartment house on South Edith
show case, with
Balance less than rent or will
standard,
phone H52-M- .
trade for ranch.
FOH SALE Water motor.
inquire al
Morning Journal office.
J. H, PEAK,
FOR SALE Canary birds, reasonable.
airs. Anal Duran, old Town.
FOR SALE Second-h.n- a
waauna .nd
light rigs, cheap. 1203 North Arno.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels.
AI'UlKISttm
12.50 each.
Southwestern Junk Co.
JOHN IV. WILSON.
luiuAiuiiS and garden truck: tomato..
Attorney.
d
2'.ic In
lots, delivered. Phone soora 15, 17 and
19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 11SJ-J- .

$1,000

UK

BALii

One

Moora a

hoi

hl.T

lloitei-good as nsw: reasonable
mis
'oiim iouu.
Ult HALL Majestic range, In first-clas- s
shape. Call mornings, at 1322 West
Mountain road.
6ALU
ii;o Grafl.i camera, like
new, tor 150. call at 402 South Arno,
auk for Mr. nice.
APPLB CIDER, real home-madswiet
15 cent
appln cider
a ration. Phone 820--cloI:vuiU,
un ALf. Victor phonograph, with
twenty records, for 20; also Navajo
rugs. Phone 1073-FOR SALE Used tractors,
and 6
with gang plow. Hardware Depart-meJ. Korber ft Co.
BUY VOUR OUN
before the" aeason
opens; fifty shotguns and rlfl.. m
select from. 114 West Gold.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cm-tacheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swayne' Dairy. Phone 1916-FOR BALE Bed, springs and mattress,
good condition; can be seen Sunday or
evenings, after al. 818 North Eleventh.
MOV1NO PICTURE FILMS and Willy
Generator. Volt 125. i K. W. Amp.
40.
Wright. S. A. Gocbel, Belen, N. M.
IOU WILL find our Navajo ruga, the
cheapest and best. I 223 North- - Rim.
phone 2128-and llf North Mulberry,

ua.

a.

1-

-

ulut7;

Mseoae of lue Sfomnrh,
Suite. , Barnett Building.
UH, S. O. CLARKE,
By. JCnr, Nso and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone 131.
Office lloura ,
tn It g, m., and 2 to I p. m.
I)R. MAKGAIibX CAKXtVKIOIll,
Office Grant Bldg., Room 14. Phone $71
nssmence 1123 least Central.
Phone 171.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M, D, '
Practice Iilmlfrrt tn
GEXITO. UKINAKY UNPHcrc
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
assermnn
Citizens

La born tori

Bank

In

Bl.lz.

Phono

sn"

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor,

19 nd 80 Armljo Bulldlnc.
M. S. fc.MIL, I), C,

t hlroprnrtor.

20J West Ceniral.

Pbone Connection.
Uaj.m. II .- -.

WANTED

PiSirition

WANTED

Position nursing.
4li West
nunta re.
WA.viED
h ousework.
Apply XJO?'
soutn Water.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot SHAMPOOING,
facial and manicuring at
troubles, $1. Thomas F, Keleher, Leather
r oomg.
Co.. 408 Weet Central. Phone 1057-W'ANTEO
Position as governess.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
dress P. H. J care of Journal
GOOD for all kinds of roof, II par gallon.
The Manzano Co., 110 South UAKUlvK will work In homes or sanalo.
rlums;
Devlin. Ph. 2307-Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up vv AMbu-Janit- reasonable.
ow
or House
roof, will last as long a the bulldlnr
"oor wln"- - J- - TV. Lowe,cleaning
phone
FOR SALE

Five hundred share of City
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. 11.
U Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE By ownel, eight-rooadobe
house, garage;
lot
60x142;
price
12,600; terms.
Apply 307 East Bell. C.
Chavez.
v
L'EE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Root Koter: Roof Cement, etnna la.li.
FOR SALE Four-rooruoaern frame
house: best eondltlnm mnA lnea.inn. MohaU; top dressing; Plymouth Cottsge
Fourth ward.
Address a J. G., care
vaispar enamels, for automobile
1
Momestcd
Floor Paint.
Journal.
Satisfaction
assurea.
xno. F, Keleher Leather Co.
four-rooFOR SALE By owner,
brick, 409 West CantraL nhnne 1057-- j.
two eoreened porches; a big bargain,
for cash, or term. Phone 295, owner,
TOU SALE Livestotir
except Sunday.
FOR SALE By owner, new house,
corner lot; shade trees, outbuildings; Ideal for cows, chickens, rabbits; FOR SALE Two fresh cows, giving four
terms. 1400 South Elm.
and five mllnna rinllv
....in
FOR SALE
modern house, very 'i'i rrens. muu woutn K m.
best location. West Central, in excel- FOR SALE
e
drlvinr man.'.
lent condition; terms If desired. Ad- with rubber tire bugrv. Tavinr
Kn
orsss hpx 5a. cere Journal.
Grocery, Old Town, phone 889-FOR SALE By owner, five-rooframe FOR SALE Carload of work horses an. I
tucoo: ha fireplace, built-i- n bookewo,
mares; will be at Bell's
lis
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward. rtorin Mecnnn:, Sunday. J. F, Livery,
Me A lister.
Phone 1801-ALCTION SALE. Tuesday. Delnh.e i
FOR SALE By owner, modern elght- -'
Boll' Livery Stable, eighteen head of
room house, Fourth ward; a good buy sentie saanie,
work and driving horses.
for heme or Investment; priced right; A. R Henthorn,
uctloneer,
terme. 1027 Forrester,
FOR SALE Young pig and two pure-bre- d
Duroo-Jere- y
FOR SALE Dandy four room house,
boar; will furnish
bath, eleeplng porch, In good ahape. pedigree for one; may be seen
C. W.
concrete sidewalks, garage, and sheds. Hunter' Ranch, four mile northat of Old
Reasonshle. Inquire 425 North Sixth.
Town, on Rio Grand
boulevard. AdFOR SALE 18.600 will buy this mod-er- n dress Albuquerque,
general delivery.
2409-Rfour-roohome; two largo porches Phejie
and garage and store-roolot 60x142.
WANTED
Houses'"
facing east on street car line, at No. 905
North Twelfth.
City Realty Co.. 207 VV O U LD
LIKE TO BUY four or'
West Oold, phona t2.
furnished house, In lowlands; can
FOR SALE Four-roomodern brick pay about 1500 cash, balance 150 per
A. m. .t Box
bungalow; cenvassed in sleeping porch, month. A if Ires
and screened front porch: lot 60x290; all Journal.
In first-clas- a
Immediate
poscondition;
WANTED We want property to' sell; if
session.
Call Sunday or evenings, after
worth the money, we can move it.
six, 914 North Eleventh.
See our advertisement under Real Estate
column:
it your property were thu adBY OWNER,
modern house In
it would move, wouldn't It?
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- vertised,
L.- Phillips. Real Estate, 110 South
place, large screened
porches, three J.
354-Third,
room
bed
phone
with
extra large
light dry
east on large lot with
closets, front
FOR SALE Ranches
lawn, tree, etc.; everything in excellent
It desired. Pbone
oondltlon; terms
Jll bALltl 'IraUe or rent. eiaui-ut;- it
1977-ranch, water, five-roohouse: fine
for chlokene: seven mile east of
FOR SALE Real Estate place
town. Phone 1730-FOR SALE Uood biillillug lot at a aao- - FOR SALS Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and
rlflce. 116 South EdTth.
one-ha- lf
mile wast of Barela bridge,
FOR SALE Twenty-flv- e
foot lot, 142 on main ditch, new adobe house and
feet deep, between Second and Third garage, water In house,
nil
on Lead avenue. 1 1,100, Frank Trotter. rom gcaooi nous. Phone 1404-J- l,

...

PRACTICAL NURSB wante confinement
cases; good worker and
112a
south Arno, phone 15H4.M. willing.
WB AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN. CLOSE "and
keep book.
WILLIAMS 4k ZANU.
room I Mellnl building. Phone 701-on.
.r.uiu-rositiyoung woman, a
assistant bookkeeper, cashiT or salts- lady. Addresa A. H. C, care Journal.
COMPETENT physician would like a,
Locum Tcnens for a few month or
would buy practice.
Addres S7, car
Journal.

MONEY TO LOAN"
M 0 NElf

TO

gun

LOAN

On watches;
and everything valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus. 213 South First.
MONEY TO LOAN un diamonds, watcbe
nd gold Jewelry; liberal, reliable, oon.

Identlsl. Gottlieb A Beer, 106 North First,
CONFIDENTIAL loan on Jewelry,
watches, Liberty Bond, planes,
automobile.
Lowest ratea Rothman's,
117 South First.
Skndsd to the state.

TIME CARDS

WTiSTSOLN

Train.

Dally
Arrive.

Depart,

No. 1 The Scout... 1:30 Dm 8:30 nm
No. I Calif. Limited.! 0:44 am 11:10 ant
No. T Fargo
fast.. 11:1 am 11:41 am
No. 4 The Navajii. .11:4
am 1 .10 am
SOUTHBOUND.
No. 19 Kl Paso Exp.
10:10 pra
No. 87 El Paee Exp.
11:10 an
EASTHOUND.
Mo. I The
1:16 Dm 1:46 pre
Navajo..
No. 4 Calif. Llmlt.d 6:00 pm 1:40 Ura
No.
W.
Eight.. TtH pra 1:00 pm
No, 10 The Scout
1:20 am 1:10 ao
FROM SOUTH.
No, i
From El Paso 4:J5 pm
No. 80 From El Paao 1:40 am
No. to oonnect at Beiea with No. II
tor Clovls. Peooe Valley. Kansas cite an.l

18.

...

Outf Oast.
from Clovls and point east ani) ooh
NO. I
11
connecte at Bales wltk ga
"
of Oovla,
4.
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LEG! BOYS TU

Only 35 Pounds Left to Sell Today
Out of Several Hundred Pounds.
We refer to those canned Sterilized Frunes that
good Ready to eat as they come out of the can as a confection,
and require only a short stewing process to serve
QOf
as stewed prunes. Pound
By the Can, five pounds
net. round

E

28c

HOMER
S15

H.

I

Representative of the American Legion, Will Be
Here From North Dakota.

WARD

Marble Avenue

I

676

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We
Sell

t

.........

Coal and South Walter

Phone

Phone

f

ROBERT JONES

other Macaroni Product

TODAY

LET'S GO

Albert A.

Jf

Kaufninn
C. L. Dawson, national field rep
resentative of tho American legion, Presents
will he one of tho speakers at the
American legion mass meeting to
bo held tomorrow
night at 8
o'clock at the armory. Mr. Dawson
comes from North Dakota and is
making a speaking tour of the
southwest, telling the legion boys
and their friends what tho organization is accomplishing and what
its plans are for the coming year.
State Commander M. Otero, of
Santa Fe,- - will also deliver an address at the meeting, and it is expected that there will bo several
other speakers. Tho legion boys
and their friends are urged to attend, as tho addresses will give an
insight into the intimate affairs
of the legion.

She Had Married Him for Better or for Worse

Crcatcst Dramatic Role of Her Career

"THE STING OF THE LASH"
Also LATEST "FOX NEWS"
HAROLD LLOYD in "BASHFUL"
REGULAR ADMISSION

fBy The AfwcinliMl

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

ROTH MAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
First

St.

Phone

917--

J

peoplo visited the Famous
Ceorgia Minstrels last season than
ever before. Tho fixed policy of
Kusco & Hockwald, tho managers,
is to render a dollar's worth of
amusement for a dollar.
is
1,'The value of amusement
measured by the entertainment It
gives. Millions of theater patrons
have learned "Georgia" in connec- ttpn with minstrels means quality
and quantity. What is easily recspirit
ognized as the "Georgia"
greets the audience at the first
raise of the curtain. One is made
to feel design, enterprise, optimism.
The Georgia Minstrpls have
riiade history Just ns Edison made
history in the realm of intercommunication, Just as Curtis made
history in the realm of aviation so
has the "Georgia" made history
In the realm of minstrelsy.
There is always satisfaction and
pleasure when you go to see the
Famous Georgia Minstrels, the
confidence that goes with knowing
the years of experience in providing amusement is a positive guarantee of satisfaction behind the

--

performance.
This company

to the
comes
Crystal opera house, matinee and
ijight, Tuesday, October 9.

QUARTETTE ARRESTED
BY

',A.

POLICE

IN RAID

a
B. Lopez,
Chavez and Margurete Gutierrez were arrested early Sunday
morning on a disorderly charge.
They were released on $100 bond
and will appear in police court this
morning. The arrests were made
on a house on St. John street by
police officers.

:

C. Bowdich,

SHOP
crrt Ml--ELKCTBIO(13 SHOE
South Second.

Photic

Free Call and Delivery.

Patron aro requested to place
orders for shelled pinon nuts well
lu advance In order to be promptly
RPrved.
Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth St. Tel. H02. Mall orders
given careful attention.

lWe deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.
and bath,
For Bale
brick house. Furnished, now
rented for $43.50. $3,E00 cash.
No terms. Address
'
Investment Care Journal
Four-roo-

m

theijsr

Thousands

Tie

U!

of players

m

BroiiisBell
With

A

Complete in

,

Stuttgart,

WANTED

e,

PROSPECT,

FOR RENT

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
MORAGA Funeral of Petro-nll- a
Moraga, who died Saturday
night, at her apartments on North
Jbourth street, will be held thij
morning, from Crollott's funeral
chapel, At 8 o'cock. Burial will he
in Santa Barbara cemetery.

25 Cents
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Pi io no 512.

BATHS

Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated,
ihampooln and Scalp Specialist.
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TERI.Y DEAMER, Prop.
008"
West Central.

Two Nicely Furnished Rooms
for Light Housekeeping.

120

North Locust.

West Marble.
Phono llfll-J- .

A FIRST NATIONAL

Five-roo-

m

feet from Central Avenuo.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches. Diamonds, Jewelry.

45

Herbert C. Schult,
JEWELER.
107 So.

Fourth Street

3rd door north of Postoffica.

WANT
for

Automobiles
$5.00

401

Storage1.

Per Month.

North First.
SECURE

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

In All
Best Tralnlnar
Commercial subjects.
School for Private
Western
Phone 801-- J
Secretaries.
and Evening
Day. Half-da- y
Sessions.

The

"W

NOTE

Matinee

ATTRACTION

WOOD

"SPOOLERS" a Uanity Comedy

Also

ADVANCE

Adults

.25c

Children

IN

Sawed ar.d Split Stove Size Fire Place Logs Just Right for
These Cool Mornings and Evenlngi

PRICES

Night (6 to 11)

10c

t

Adults..,
Children .

.35c

r

.15c

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER GO.

ririin

'min

Let Us Send a Man

i r

iJtuttix:iJ!-t-

iiniii iminiiw

FOGG, The

Jeweler

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelrv
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono

HAT AT

903--

4th St.

122 S.

J.

:

CAFETERIA

Sunday, October 9

Announcement

MATIXEE AND NIGHT .
Matinee Prices 55c. 85c. St. 10
I Night Prices 85c, $1.10, $1.65

and

churn

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Home
buttei

Minnetona

creamery

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

.

Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
in Santa Fe. . .10:46 am
Santn Fa
I'lAnm
In Albuquerque 7;S0 pm

Fhone

Four-gallo- n
$20.00.
worker,
churn, $3.00. W. P. Johnston
729 South Arno.

SIPKH1LVOVS

FRANKLIN & CO.

Store,
Central

REALTORS
Mul-

Phone 657

Hob Null Ruiaet and Field Shoes l.f5
Army Woolen Sox, threo pair for.(l.oo
C. Blanket
l M)

Class
New

o. 1. Shins

:t.75

Class A. Navy Blankets
sn.sn
Wool Underwear $1.50 per suit to.:i.oo
Attention
to
Mall
rrompt
Orders.

.WATCH REPAIRING
Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of the Santa lro Tunc Service

Liberty Army
Supply
Company
117 North

VANN

Santa Fe It'y.

Drat

Htreet.

GALLUP LUMP ANTHRACITE
Cerrillcs Lump Gas House Coke.
.

-

jiiaMSMMSMsaKaiasMk

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern,
Just finished
press brick end new
modern except heat. Both In
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phono 1D49-six-roo- m

five-roo-

Third and Gold

HOW ARE THESE
PRICES?

tiple Needle Method.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electric Needle Specialist
Aii- Asontie. Beauty Parlor
Phone 973-411 Hast Central

Inspector,

West

HAIU

Permanently' Removed.

Department.

,

600

Extraordinary!

Opening of the 'Anderson Addition No. 2.
The fine alfalfa field on North Eighth Street
has been divided into lots and is now being
offered to the public.
Large lots, fine soil, alfalfa, and irrigation
water on each.
While they last, ?20 down, $10 per month.

SINGER
TAXI
Office Singer Cigar
210

5

trucks give yon service.

Crystal Opera House

STAGE

Open from 7 a. in. to 8 p. ni
Corner Fonrth nnil vintral.

PHONES

:,f

Y

BRACY'S

FOR SALE

4

Let our

To replace that broken window
glnss. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 Nortb First
Phone 421.

Watch
FOR. SALE.
brick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1301 East Central
avenue. Furnlslied or

i;

Barbaric Beauties. Pagan Dancers. Thousands of Scenes
that thrill and thrall. The screen's newest marvel beyond
comparison with anything that has gone before.

OUR

VIENNA PARIS
Dressmaking.
1318

,'

.

REGULAR PRICES

UNFORGETTABLE REELS

2.

Wurt-tembur-

1

s.

By The Aioclnted

Press.)
Oct.
Germany,

s

Two-Part-

"CURRENT EVENTS"

6. E. Fletcher

m

alx-roo- m

Monument Works
Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better

WANTED

Kind

Good cook and house girl, colored girl preferred.
Call at 150S
East Gold Avenue.

We pay

IIUNIIIO MER-

The Army and Navy
Store
OFFERS

$2.59
Army Cots
Second - Hand Russet and
Hob Nail Shoes.. $1.50 and $2.25
$2.00
Woolen Breeches
$1.00
Khaki Breeches
Leg-giSpiral and Canvas

75c

.

Full Line Tarpaulins and Tents

the freight to you

Army & Navy St.Store
323 South. First

,

Tuesday, October 4, Bell Livery Stable.

M.

Second St., linlf block north of Central nt 1:00 P. M. Sharp

I

will sell 18 head of (rentlo Saddle,
Horses for Cash to tho highest bidder.

SHIPPERS OF,
HAY AND

A.

ALFALFA
w

i

BBBHD9B

B.

Work

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy

Vso

CEURILLOS EGG
'"H
FACTORY WOOD
First Come Not Only First Served, But Best Served
Order Today.

IIAilN

COAL

COMPANY

PHONE 01.

-

YOU

PUBLIC SALE

CANTILE CO.
Los Lunas, N.

INVESTMENT

of

t

LUl

Added Attractions: "THE IWOSTER"

flow's your chance

We Are on the Job

I t

T

pr,.,nUj

Press.)

Former King William II., of
is dead.
The university schedule for the
present week follows:
William II., reignins king of the
Monday.
rionarchy of Wurttemburg, abdicatPhysical examination of women ed in November, 1918, as a direct
students--D- r.
Evelyn Frlsbie. M. outcome of the war. Ho had reigned
D., 11 a. m. to 12 m. Women's since 1891.
gymnasium.
of mn
Physical examination
Moving picture theaters in the
students Dr. P. G. Cornish, Jr., United
States total approximately
M. D., 3 to 5 p. m. Men's gymnas17.000.
Tho dally attendance
ium.
from
12,000,000 to
ranges
Wednesday.
women
of
examination
Physical
students Dr. Evelyn Frlsbie, M. 158 Taxi &
158
Baggage
D., 11 a. m. to 12 m. Women's
gymnasium.
Y. W. C. A. meeting, 12:30 p. m.,
Hokona.
of men
Physical examination
students Dr. P. G. Cornish, Jr.,
5
3
M. D.,
to
Men's gym- For a limited time only we will
p. m.
nasium.
clean your watch for $1.50.
Dental examinations
Dr. Char- Expert workmanship
guaranteed.
les Elier D. D. S 3 to 6 p. m..
Room 16, Chemistry building.
Wiseman's Watch Shop
Friday.
215 South Second
University assembly, 11 a. m.
Hodey hall. Address by Hon. John
V. Conway, state superintendent of
public instruction, "Rural Education in New Mexico."
To buy established business. Fire
AlAlpha Delta I'i dinner-dancinsurance
preferred. Address
pha Delta Pi house and Country
club, 6:30 to 11:30 p. m. Mrs
Thomas Hughes, chaperon.
I a i o Journal.
Saturday.
Phi Mu rush dance, 8 to 11:30
p. m., Tamarisk Inn. Miss Edna
Moshcr, chaperon.

GARCIA Funeral of Meliton
Garcia, who died Saturday morning
at his residence in Sandoval, N. M..
'
9,763,2f!2,000 years ago last Fri- will bo held this morning at 9
flourished
of
Garden
Eden
the
o'clock j'rom the residence to tho
day
the garden spot of tho world. Catholic church, where high mass
beexalted
will be Paid.
position
Burial will be in
Today this
longs to University Heights where Sandoval cemetery. Crollott is in
the roses are the sweetest, the hon- charge.
eysuckle the thriftiest, the cosmos
the tallest and the grass the green-es- t
GENTRY'S EGGS.
and the trees the shadiest of
At Champion, Haw kins, San Jose,
any in the' world.
Skinner's, Ideal and Pnppc's. Price
has arranged 05
ThOB. S. Dozler
cents.
with E. Clyde Morgan, the architect and builder, to build him a
Pueblo type bungalow on the lot
he recently purchased on Yal avenue.
Your Trunk Hauled for

1

tflOMAS H.'INCE

I

WILLIAM OF
WURTTEMBURG DEAD

Ade-lan-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Starring

B0R0THY PHILLIPS

KrF

Peking, Oct. 2. W. W. Yen, the
foreign minister, announced today
that he would sail from Shanghai
on board the steamer Empress of
Russia, October 14, for tho United
the
States, where he will head
at the apChinese delegation
proaching conference on Far Eastern questions.
Dr. Wu Ting-Fan- g
having refused the invitation of tho Peking
government to become a member
of the Chinese delegations, the delegation will bo niado up of Mr.
Yen, C. T. Wang. Dr. V. K. Wel- lington Foo and S. Alfred Sze.
Hau yesterday ap-- i
President
proved the note of the cabinet du- clining Japan's proposals for direct
negotiations concerning bnantung
EX-KIN- G

PROGRAM OF WEEK'S
THE POPULAR GEORGIA
ACTIVITIES AT THE
MINSTRELS ARE COMING
STATE UNIVERSITY

'"More

Drama-Eterna- l,

FOREIGN MINISTER OF
CHINA WILL SAIL FOR
AMERICA ON OCT. 16

INDIAN

117 S.

Hclubar's

Prohibition enforcement officials
last night emphatically denied the
report published in several southwest newspapers stating that John
Gregg, a member of the department, had been arrested In Santa
Fe and fined $10 on a drunkenness
charge.
"There Is no John Gregg on the
force," one of tho officers stated
last night. "The only man by .the
name of Gregg who is connected
with the department here is A. L.
Gregg, who was not arrested."
The report stated that Police
Judge Alberto Garcia of Santa Fe
had imposed tho fine. Prohibition
officials will start an investigation
today to learn where the erroneous
report started and to find if there
is a John Gregg who is claiming
to be connected with the department and is impersonating a federal official.

See

Pauline Frederick

" Coal
Supply Co Phon 4 and 6.
fj Mineral Lodge No. 4, Knights of
Pythias, will meet at 8 o'clock he
The rank of Page will
conferred.
'1 There are undelivered telegrar.is
at tho Western Union office for
C.
K. Propst,
Mrs. Ella Detro,
Cosme Gurely, 15. J. Dunn and
' PayAnaya.
Poll Tax at Ugh' School.
Mrs. A. J. Cook lias returned
from a month's visit in New York
jfclty and other eastern points.
I Frances R. Cheyney, of this city,
stopped at the Hotel Kosslyn whei
Los Angeles last week.
; ' Four dollars, full wagon loart
Jactory, wood; limited amount
fahn Coal Co, Phone 91.
I 'Mrs. N. T. Armijo and Mr?.
Thomas Hubbell, both of this city,
w;ere at the Hotel Clark, of Los Angles, last week.

J'lctiirvs

Allen

FORCE
IN THIS DISTRICT

PRESENTS

LOCAL ITEMS

ill Motion

ht

PROHIBITION

I -

f

'.'it

NO JOHN GREGG ON

And She Made a Man's Man of Him.

For the women who struggle
for Mother-Righ- t
as the women
of all ages have done, strong in
their faith and their love!
For the men who mo,ck and
as men
deny that Mother-Righave since the world began!

A Mighty
MilOKtOHO

'Hiii
JptaBk'

J

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

TODAY, TOMORROW AND WEDNESDAY

C. L. Dawson, National Field

CRESCENT GROCERY

TOTHEATRE

.Lyric Theater

TUESDAY

We May Have More, But As Tet Have Not Located Them.

WARD'S STORE

MlttKKliGiMveW

IS !

L

have proved so

E

October 3, 1921.

and Driving

HENTHORN,
AUCTIONEER

AUCTION SALE
TODAY, OCT. 3, at 80S NORTH FOURTH ST.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. M.
Flvo rooms of furniture to go to tho highest bidder for cqsIl
Note tho following articles to ho sold. lresscr, lieds, tspringa,
and mattresses, library table, ladles (Kk, rugs, rockers, dining
table, buffet and sli leather nplioUtercd (lining chuira to
kitchen table and chairs, Majestic range, dishes, cooking
bonk shelves, Iteed rocker, and armeliuir, cloth chest,
slls, and ninny other nrtlclcs not mentioned on ncconnt of
space. If you are in the market for bouse furnishings, you
can not afford to miss tills sale. Tho goods nro absolutely
sanitary and in good condition. Don't miss this opportunity
bo on hand promptly.
utcn-inaUi- h;

J.

L. GOBER,

Auctioneer

JOURNAL JVANJ ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

3

